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Abstract
The field of robotics has made autonomous vehicles a reality. Their wide-scale deployment
is expected to revolutionize transportation as we know it by improving traffic efficiency,
reducing the number of road accidents, and lowering transportation-related costs. More-
over, it will provide social groups that are currently unable to drive independently with
the opportunity to experience the benefits of personal transportation.
This work focuses on vehicle control at simple junctions in urban settings, challenging
the limits of the optimal control technique of mixed-integer model predictive control.
The challenging factor is the tendency for an exponentially growing number of potential
discrete combinatorial choices to be considered as the number of discrete decisions (degree
of freedom) in a problem increases. This imposes practical limitations on the number
of vehicles, the length and resolution of future predictions, and the potential control
configurations.
Vehicle junction crossing orders are incorporated into the problem, in order to find
the optimal crossing order with respect to vehicle dynamics, constraints, and relative
priorities. Formulations are shown for merging at Y junctions, crossing at cross junctions,
and box junctions to remove deadlock situations. Control policies are shown starting
with globally optimal model predictive control, preserving safe vehicle interactions with
intuitive, simple time-headway safety constraints providing a recursive feasible control
technique. For comparison, heuristic first-come-first-served and soft pre-merging policies
are also developed.
Finally, simplifications of the mixed-integer formulations are shown for cross junctions
to increase computational performance by exploiting the structure of the problem. The
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1.1 Motivation behind autonomous driving
Autonomous driving has garnered increasing attention from industry and the academic
community. One of the first forms of driverless transportation was the horse, capable of
easily navigating home with or without a rider. It remains a challenge to reliably reach
this level of autonomy with today’s vehicles given the fast-paced and complex nature of
modern traffic. Advancements in computational performance (from software and hard-
ware), miniaturisation, and robotics will soon bring society to a time when driverless
vehicles are as common as motorised vehicles today. The predicted economic gains and
social benefits from driverless technology are substantial, and it is a promising area for
improvement given the staggering number of vehicles on the road. Recent data shows
that, as a result of traffic congestion, the average driver annually loses 178 hours, costing
them £1,317; that adds up to an annual national loss of about £8 billion [37]. Junctions
act as bottlenecks in traffic flow, making them prime targets for improvements. Further-
more, about 38% of all fatalities stemming from road accident in the EU occur in urban
areas; 20% of fatalities are caused by accidents in junctions [25]. According to [14], similar
statistics are reported in the US. This is largely due to the universal bottleneck nature of
intersections, which reduces traffic flows, increases the number of vehicle interactions, and,
in turn, poses more difficult decision-making problems and requires greater driver atten-
tion. Autonomous vehicles have the potential to reduce driver-induced accidents, which
according to the National Motor Vehicle Crash Causation Survey [73], constitute to 94%
of all vehicle accidents in the US. Human-caused accidents have mainly been attributed
to critical errors in recognition (41%), decision-making (33%), performance (11%), and
non-performance (e.g. falling asleep) (7%) [73].
Safer traffic practices would reduce the rate of human injuries, material damages, and
traffic delays, all of which currently come at a considerable social and economic cost.
Human errors are expected to become far less prominent through the use of autonomous
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vehicles, though current autonomous technology still requires some attention from drivers,
making driving a shared responsibility. It is likely that a limited number of accidents will
continue to occur, until fully independent, autonomous driving is achieved (e.g. Tesla
Autopilot technology [7] and Uber driverless technology [80]).
Among the many benefits of autonomous vehicles, they will likely provide transport-
ation options to those in certain social groups who currently do not have access to a car
or unable to drive, such as young people, seniors, and disabled people.
Safety is paramount in the development of new algorithms—all other benefits of this
technology are secondary objectives. This work aims to keep, for this reason, safety
constraints hard in the control problem—they are not allowed to be violated. Other
desired parameters or objectives are soft and optimised to match them as closely as
possible (e.g. vehicle speed, comfort, cooperation).
Autonomous vehicle control at junctions, which entails challenging vehicle interactions,
decision-making, and safety considerations has been chosen as the main topic for this
work. The proposed techniques signify a potentially high impact, since they apply to the
bottlenecks in traffic, junctions.
1.2 Overview of control for autonomous vehicles
Autonomous-vehicle technology was put to the test in early challenges sponsored by the
United States’ Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) as a way to pro-
mote research and innovation in state-of-the-art vehicle-control solutions [74]. While the
initial challenges were based in the desert (off-road), later ones took place in urban settings
[12, 46, 78]. Urban environments pose several unique and difficult problems for autonom-
ous vehicles, such as uncontrolled junctions without traffic lights or signals like merging at
Y junctions, crossing cross junctions, and box junctions. Numerous international projects
on cooperative vehicle control has been collected by [14] for signalised and non-signalised
intersections. Vehicle order, safe interaction, junction capacity, fairness, and deadlock-
freeness are all considerations that must be made in the development of vehicle control.
Each interaction between vehicles has some restriction on their joint state space (e.g.
car-following, junction passing); these interactions can be viewed as obstacles that must
be avoided in the relevant configuration space [45]. Therefore, vehicle motion and tra-
jectory must be planned with care to avoid all forbidden vehicle states of interactions
and obstacles. Numerous motion-planning approaches exist to calculate vehicle-motion
plans, which are introduced well in [45]; specialised motion-planning methods for vehicle
control in urban areas are collected in [54]. Some of the major areas in motion planning
are covered by planning as a single-task, sampled techniques and trajectory planning.
In [84], the control technique is based on Model Predictive Control (MPC) to achieve
vehicle manoeuvres close to the physical limitations of the vehicle for high-speed collision
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avoidance via swerving.
Trajectory planning requires solving two sub-problems, first a path-planning problem
then a velocity-planning problem to gain the spatial then temporal elements of the tra-
jectory. The decomposition of trajectory planning can help reduce the dimensionality of
the original problem through the decoupling effect of sub-problems. The first sub-problem
involves identifying the curvature-compliant path (that can be travelled by the vehicle);
the second sub-problem involves obtaining the velocity profile over the path from the first
sub-problem. In the context of a racetrack, vehicles are at their handling limit, meaning
they must account for detailed upper-bound features of speed; in [15, 79] this is tackled
using receding horizon control (MPC). In this work, the focus is on slow-speed urban set-
tings, while the output of the first sub-problem determining the path is considered known;
in general, the path can be calculated by a route planner, as the geometric design and
layout of the roads can be obtained from public databases, such as the open-source Open-
StreetMap [33]; however, in simple junction examples this is not necessary. The second
sub-problem, velocity-profile optimisation, considers the vehicle dynamics and primarily
deals with temporal constraints, for example, the moving car which only temporarily acts
as obstruction.
The junctions addressed in this work can be represented by fixed state-space obstacles
of interacting vehicles. A geometric-based branch-and-bound approach is shown for ex-
cluding fixed obstacles from the plan in [24] and finding optimal trajectories.
An early work considering linear optimal control of a merging junction, [4], considers
all potential vehicle-order combinations. This present work uses model predictive control
to obtain the optimal velocity profile while taking into account operational limits and
dynamics as well as other merging constraints in Y junctions [6].
Today, the value of model predictive control techniques are generally recognised by
industry for advanced control applications because they allow trajectories to operate more
closely to the operational limits, resulting in a better performance [48]. Model predictive
control inherently handles constraint formulations that are typical for any real application,
as operational limits on certain process states and control inputs relate to finite limits on
measures and actuation. The basics and theory of model predictive control are clearly
and effectively discussed by [11, 59].
This thesis aims to create a safe and optimal multi-agent vehicle-control framework for
uncontrolled junctions in low-speed urban traffic. Thanks to advancements in computer
science and the development of more efficient, highly tailored algorithms, the optimisation
problems can now be solved faster than ever and handle multiple agents with hybrid MPC,
including difficult combinatorial decisions around junctions due to the discrete ‘if-then’
nature of many traffic rules. These discrete decisions are translated to Mixed-Integer-
Program (MIP) optimisations. This enables formulations to incorporate discrete decisions
in optimisation phase instead of using previously fixed integer decisions via approximation
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or heuristics. The key elements discussed in this work are safety constraints, objective
functions, multi-agent simulations, and performance and scaling considerations. Examples
are based primarily around the simple atomic actions at uncontrolled junctions, such as
merging at Y junctions, and crossing cross and box junctions commonly found in urban
areas.
This work incorporates the order of vehicles merging or passing through an intersec-
tion into an optimisation through mixed-integer programming and big-M relaxation. For
control purposes, [61] shows Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) with MPC to
control a robotic agent.
Similar hybrid MPC formulations can consider discontinuous actuations, such as the
throttle and brake actions in vehicle control [47].
Optimisation- and MPC-related works appear in junction vehicle control schemes [51].
The survey in [65] introduces related works involving intersections and merging junctions.
Alternatively, junction-control works can be based on time-space reservation algorithms.
Dresner and Stone [22] detail an early reservation-based intersection-coordination policy
in which the vehicles attempt to reserve grid tiles in the junction, which only one vehicle
can occupy at any given time; the intersection node decides if the reservation is accep-
ted or rejected based on simulations. [20] demonstrates a reservation-based algorithm in
which only the first vehicle can request a reservation and arrival time and must cross the
junction at full speed.
In [85], the authors develop an optimisation-based decentralised framework with a
First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) policy. They implement approximate entry- and exit-
time separation for vehicles in the junction area and show a trade-off between the fuel
consumption and congestion level of two connected intersections. Similarly, [64] shows an
optimisation-based framework with a FCFS policy and the same occupancy separation
constraints for merging on highway on-ramps.
Threat-assessment techniques are surveyed in [17] for collision avoidance. Kamal et al.
[39] detail a risk-function-based MPC framework that minimises speed errors and accel-
erations to avoid the risk of cross collision during intersection coordination.
A robust MPC scheme was proposed by [13] with a backup safety mode to abort
the mission in a safe way in case of conflict; however, another controller is needed to
restart the vehicle from the safety mode. Rizaldi and Althoff [66] list safety-rule con-
siderations for vehicles to make them accountable for their road cooperation affecting
actions. Junction safety in [43, 44] is shown with MPC formulations, where an infinite
horizon contingency plan exists for the vehicles to maintain safety; additionally multiple
vehicle ordering policies are detailed: rule based, FCFS, and concurrent crossing to fix
the crossing orders.
Some closely related works employ mixed-integer formulations similarly to this thesis.
Qian et al. [58] show a relative-priority-based MPC approach utilising brake-safe sets to
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keep vehicles at safe distances from one another once their junction crossing order (rel-
ative priority) has been heuristically determined and fixed. This relative-priority based
framework builds on the work [31] with results on acyclic priority graphs and traject-
ory planning around junction obstacles of vehicle pairs. Altche et al. [2] uses MILP to
evaluate similar junction-related obstacles in 2D configuration spaces seeking minimal-
time control of vehicles passing through junction areas. In another highly relevant work,
Altche et al. [3] detail a state-of-the-art branch-and-bound optimisation of Mixed-Integer
Quadratic Program (MIQP) implemented for semi-autonomous driving for the first time.
Their work applies cooperative supervised vehicle control in junctions where the junction
crossings orders (priorities) are not chosen heuristically but incorporated in the MIQP
optimisation with integer-programming tools. These relevant methods of the above au-
thors are available in more detail in thesis works [1, 57]. A two-stage MPC approach in
[5] shows a non-convex operating-region optimisation using simulated annealing to select
convex obstacle-free regions, that later, in the second stage, used by a convex fast MPC
for safe robotic obstacle avoidance. This two-stage optimisation method was examined for
the vehicle-ordering problem being discussed in this paper, but was found to be limited
in its ability to handle a high number of vehicle-interaction hyperplanes.
In comparison, this thesis proposes a framework with a time-headway safety design,
that has the collision sets inflated proportionally to the speed to achieve appropriate safety
clearances during junction crossing. Furthermore, it incorporates integrated decision mak-
ing for the vehicle ordering problem within the Mixed-Integer Model Predictive Control
(MI-MPC), allowing the framework to obtain globally-optimal vehicle orders and control
inputs at the same time instead of operating on some previously fixed orderings (from
priority fixing approaches). Robustness of the control time delay and information propaga-
tion was addressed by forming spatio-temporal corner-cutting prevention constraints, as
shown in [63]. Framework elements were tested with multiple cost formulations, policies,
and additional junction-passing features; simplifications and added redundant constraints
were included to increase computational performance. Finally, the control was refor-
mulated in a decentralised manner for cases with restricted perception and information
exchange.
1.3 Structure of the dissertation
Chapter 2 introduces the building blocks of the mixed-integer control framework. Start-
ing with the route model and vehicle dynamics, time-headway safety considerations are
introduced in the form of the positive control invariant set with respect to temporarily
fixed road obstacles. The recursive feasibility of the MPC framework is shown to be
closely related to vehicle safety and collision avoidance. The framework is designed with
safety considerations to accommodate sudden stopping events of moving vehicles, achiev-
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ing robustness against worst-case events, such as low-speed accidents. The design steps
are demonstrated in an example of Y-junction merging, where the safety constraints are
treated with the hyperplane formulation. Finally, the MI-MPC is formulated by employ-
ing big-M relaxation and separating hyperplane theorem. Soft priorities are shown in
the decision-making process with relative weightings; examples of cooperation behaviours
between vehicles are provided.
Chapter 3 discusses two formulations of the convex quadratic cost functions, showing a
close connection between them. For intended operational cases, the two formulations are
shown to result in equivalent optimisations and solution trajectories under given tuning
conditions. The tuning of cost-weight parameters is designed with Linear Quadratic
Regulator (LQR) theory in relation to the time-headway parameter yielding inherent
stability results for single-agent cases. The characteristic that governs how vehicles slow
down near obstacles is investigated in relation of time-headway parameter and horizon-
length choices. An additional cost element is introduced for soft pre-avoidance to provide
approximate early reactions to junction decisions (obstacles); its effect is shown on a pair
of vehicles approaching a Y junction and merging. Finally, in the case of varying upper-
and lower-bound speeds (e.g. around junctions, and at speed bumps), the MIP relaxation
is shown with safe corner-cutting prevention.
In Chapter 4, the simulations are expanded to multi-agent vehicle-control cases for
cross junctions. Examples are shown for a fixed number of vehicles looping within the
junction simulations on double-O loops and 8-shaped loops. The potential for deadlock
scenarios in these junctions due to their structural properties is discussed and displayed.
A deadlock-free modification is then introduced in box junctions by extending the MIP
framework. Various policies are then compared, those being a simple FCFS heuristic
policy, the designed hybrid MPC, and the extended soft pre-avoidance early-reaction
policy.
Chapter 5 examines performance-improvement methods for the cross-junction problem
from Chapter 4. The problem can be changed to a simpler form, on account of the
orthogonality between shared vehicle-interaction constraints, by removing the redundant
hyperplanes. Two different approaches are explored in attempt to increase the speed of
optimisation by adding redundant binary constraints. Finally, decentralised policies are
formulated using sequentially shared future plans; trajectory densities accompany the
given formulations for comparison.
Chapter 6 provides concluding remarks as well as potential future research directions
that have emerged as a result of this thesis.




This section provides a list of common notations that are used throughout this work
alongside clarifying descriptions of respective definitions. Disambiguating comments are
included where a single notation has multiple meanings and the context does not offer
clear certainty. For example, notations in control theory and traffic analysis overlap in
the case of Q which is used for both the quadratic cost matrix and traffic flow measure.
Z Integer numbers
R Real numbers
x Vector, (e.g. x ∈ Rn real valued vector of size n, x = [xi, i = 1, . . . , n])
x Or concatenated decision vector, (e.g. x = [xn, n = 1, . . . , N ], where a state vector is
xn for the agent index n aggregated for compactness in multi-agent problems)
X Matrix, (X ∈ Rn×m real valued matrix of size n×m)
T Transpose, T in superscript
δt Control period time, unit in seconds: [s]
t Continuous time, unit in seconds: [s]
tk Discrete time at k index tk := kδt, unit in seconds: [s]
[x, y] = r(t) Position vector of a particle at time t in 2D Cartesian coordinates, unit in [m]
s Arc length, one-dimensional position, measured along the path, unit in [m]
[x, y] = r̂(s) Map of arc length to 2D Cartesian coordinates, unit in [m]
J Scalar cost (performance index)
∗ Optimal value (e.g. J∗ optimal cost)
q, r, Q, R Scalar and matrix weights in cost functions for quadratic states and control inputs
qf, Qf Scalar and matrix weights of terminal states










p, q or a, b General vehicle indices commonly used in parameter or variable subscripts
{., .} Set of two or more elements (e.g. {p, q} a set of two vehicle indices)
(., .) Ordered set of two or more elements (e.g. (p, q) two vehicles with car-following order)
Np Prediction horizon length
min, max Minimum and maximum value of a parameter or variable, in subscript
X Allowed state set, x ∈ X , commonly speed limits X = {s, v | vmin ≤ v ≤ vmax}
U Allowed control set, u ∈ U , commonly acceleration limits U = {u | amin ≤ u ≤ amax}
1.5 Acronyms
MPC Model Predictive Control
MIP Mixed-Integer Program
MI-MPC Mixed-Integer Model Predictive Control
MILP Mixed-Integer Linear Program
MIQP Mixed-Integer Quadratic Program
LTI Linear Time Invariant





Vehicular control with time-headway
MI-MPC
This chapter details the main steps and considerations for mathematical representation
of the safe baseline control for automated vehicles at intersections. It serves to system-
atically introduce the building blocks, methodologies, and modelling approaches used for
the proposed control system, which is further developed and analysed in later chapters.
The work in this chapter was published in [6], though, extended and more detailed in-
vestigations are presented here. The main contribution of this chapter is the derivation of
safe, control-invariant, simple time-headway parameters. Moreover, it shows the design of
a mixed-integer optimal control framework using the control-invariant sets on a merging
obstacle that appears in urban Y-shaped junctions.
Publication resulted from this chapter: [6].
2.1 Model predictive control
A standard nominal MPC optimisation is shown below:
MPC-2.1
J∗MPC-2.1 = F (x(k +Np|k)) + min
Np−1∑
j=0
l (x (k + j|k) , u (k + j|k))
s.t. ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)} :
x (k|k) = x (k)
x (k + j + 1|k) = f(x (k + j|k) , u (k + j|k))
x (k + j + 1|k) ∈ X
u (k + j|k) ∈ U ,
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where the state and control inputs are x and u, respectively; the cost function, J , is
minimised and consists of the summation of stage costs l(x, u) and the terminal cost
F (x); control times are at tk = t(k) := kδt, where the discrete time is k ∈ Z and the
positive sampling or period time is δt; process dynamics are defined by the discretised
model x(k + 1) = f(x(k), u(k)) while x ∈ X and u ∈ U , where the allowed state and
control sets are X and U , respectively.
2.2 Problem definition
The aim is to tackle vehicle-control problems for a set of N = {1, 2, . . . , N} digitally con-
trolled vehicles (e.g. automated or autonomous cars). Urban traffic environments were
selected where the fixed road-network layout is known and vehicle interactions happen
at relatively slow speeds (< 10 ms−1), with focus on uncontrolled and non-signalised
junctions. Low traffic speeds provide more time for decision-making in the control op-
timisation while the relatively high vehicle density on roads gives way to more vehicle
interactions and non-trivial, intricate situations. The simple safety approach developed
in this work is based on time-headway separation; this separation approach is valid primar-
ily for low-speed environments; it becomes inefficient in high-speed traffic due to longer
than necessary inter-vehicle separation gaps. Other model simplifications serve to neg-
lect quadratic speed-dependent terms in vehicle dynamics, such as air drag and lateral
dynamics on curved paths (assuming curvature-compliant, reasonably planned paths).
Specific characteristic dynamics may appear when driving slower than a rolling stop, such
as probabilistic stopping, which is a sudden-stop event at near zero speed. Unmodelled
friction terms and tribological properties are responsible for probabilistic stopping which
present through the drivetrain and during tire-pavement contact. Sudden-stop events, as
with probabilistic stopping, occur when a vehicle experiences an unexpected state evolu-
tion and abruptly decelerates from rolling to a stationary state. In a worst-case scenario,
this could be an accident or other non-operational emergency situations ahead of the con-
trolled vehicle, necessitating a safe response. Nominal MPC with hard output constraints
like obstacle or collision avoidance may easily become infeasible in the presence of sudden
stop events or other model mismatch errors. The rate of model mismatch grows alongside
the number of simplifications and assumptions common at higher levels of abstraction
where also longer control period times are dominant; this is a practical rule for high level
controllers in the control hierarchy, usually considering slowly changing model dynamics
over a longer period of time [69].
The applied MPC approach is designed as a mid- to high-level controller that tackles
relatively slow (1–10 s) mission-specific trajectories. Lower, specialised controllers are
developed to accept reference controls and trajectories from the MPC [69]; moreover,
they serve to handle unmodelled, high-frequency dynamics, such as the engine, braking,
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steering and suspension control. These are exempt from modelling due to their frequency,
complexity and moderate influence on the modelled time scale.
For describing and controlling vehicles, vehicle motion is calculated in a simplified
approach for a single particle representing a vehicle as a point-mass. The function of
position coordinates (position vector) r(t) is to describe the 2D spatial position vector of
the vehicle particle on the Cartesian plane at a given time t (or, if terrain is involved, in




= r(t) ∈ R2. (2.2)
A possible decomposition of the motion into two sub-elements is based on the determina-
tion of its graph (the path) and the travel plan along this path. The path is a time-ordered
set of coordinates for particle positions. It is worth noting that the path alone does not
define the motion, as it is missing the temporal element of the motion.
Let the motion of the particle alternatively be parametrised with arc length s, where
the arc length may be interpreted as travelled distance or a one-dimensional position
measured along the path:
r(t) = r̂(s(t)), (2.3)
where the map is r̂ and the scalar-valued travel plan is s(t) with the temporal element
of the motion. Consider that the r̂ map is readily available in most urban road networks
and generated by a route planner, where vehicle path and route elements consist of simple
road geometries yielding fixed paths to the mission goal. Figure 2.1 shows how vehicle
n traverses a road network; its position coordinates are described uniquely by the arc-
length (one-dimensional position) parameter along its fixed route. One frequent approach





where speed is v(t) and scalar with a ms−1 unit; furthermore, the speed is the absolute




Trajectory in robotics refers to the fully defined particle motion consisting of both
spatial and temporal elements. In mathematics, trajectory is an ordered set of general
states mapped onto the same set of states.
Trajectory planning in robotics is concerned with finding the path and related velocity
profile for robots [45]. The decomposition of this duality is shown in an early work, [40],
where trajectory-planning is decomposed into two sub-problems. First, it involves solving
a planning problem to obtain a path that avoids conflicts with static obstacles. Second, it
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Figure 2.1: Vehicle route from A to B over the road network (with position definitions).
involves solving a velocity-planning problem, to describe the motion over the fixed path
from the first step, to avoid conflicts with temporary, moving obstacles that could impose
conflicting states at certain time intervals. In [15, 79], semi-analytical velocity-profile-
optimisation problems are shown with MPC (receding horizon control) formulation along
the fixed path of racetracks.
Fixed paths in urban environments are obtained using a mission or route planner.
These paths are planned between the starting (current) position and the destination
position (Figure 2.1). The path-planning that calculates the fixed path (r̂ map) is not
considered further in this work; the path is instead treated as a known, since examples
making use of it are simplistic to the point of triviality (e.g. traversing on a one-way road).
However, the path is assumed to be feasible in respect of vehicle kinematics, operational
limits, and lateral accelerations (e.g. curvature compliant with respect to corner geometries
and permanently static features, such as pavement shape or parked vehicles). When the
path is not feasible, it is not guaranteed that the mission goal of the vehicle would be
reached in a finite time without replanning the path.
s(t) arc length parametrisation can be linearly transformed, without loss of generality
(e.g. arbitrarily shifted and scaled to obtain a generalised position parameter). In this
work, s is simply referred to as position, with the default unit in meters [m] and will be shif-
ted to arbitrarily place the origin at the junction of interest. In multi-degree-of-freedom ro-
botic systems, the number of general positions (N) describes application-specific measures,
joint degrees, linear positions, etc., which lead to an intuitive N -dimensional coordination-
space representation. Within this coordination space, interference between coordinates,
such as robotic arm links, are represented as obstacles, as shown in [72].
The N -dimensional general position space in a traffic system describes agent positions
for each considered vehicle. Additionally, 2D pairwise vehicle-coordination planes [45] can
be used to represent unwanted vehicle-interference positions (e.g. collision of finite vehicle
bodies); see [30, 31, 58] where the obstacles are convex approximations of the real con-
flicting positions. The configuration space for three vehicles is shown in Figure 2.2, with
the grey obstacle bodies representing convexified collision sets. Alternatively, normalised
space representation appears in the literature, where s is defined over [0, 1] range, which
12
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Figure 2.2: Representation of coordination space for three cars where each axis is a vehicle
position, with the following collision configurations: vehicle 1 and 3 must first merge before
separating; both are pursued by vehicle 2 and they must stay ahead of it.
provides a natural sense of the completed distance of a plan (e.g. in percentages through
linear mapping). The solution to the overall problem would require a feasible position
curve just like it is indicated in Figure 2.2 where either of the two possible sample tra-
jectories would suffice. This curve is required to reach the sG global goal position without
intersecting the collision configuration (set) for all trajectory (vehicle-order) choices.
Thus, the existence of such a trajectory excluding all obstacles is assumed from the
starting point sI to the endpoint sG. In cases with a high number of traffic participants
using the road network (e.g. within a country) the dimensionality of this representation
is staggering. However, geographically distant vehicles are not likely to directly interact,
as their start and goal positions may be in different cities and their routes may never
intersect. In order to maintain a reasonable scale for this problem, the space of interest is
restricted to a local subset of vehicles—a junction and its vicinity. The selected vehicles
are likely to interact due to close spatial and temporal proximity. The physical size of
the region of interest could change depending on significant parameters, such as vehicle
speeds and information availability. This region of interest and the scenarios within it
are initially treated with a locally centralised control problem; for this reason, a limited
number of agents are used to limit the number of interactions and maintain reasonably low
computational complexity. Some previous works have considered junctions as supervision
areas, such as [2], in which boundary conditions are specified at the start and end position
of the simulated area with state constraints restricting flexibility. In this work, however,
initial states are free choices so long as they respect safety criteria constraints introduced
later in this chapter.
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2.2.1 Vehicle dynamics
Longitudinal dynamics describe the state evolution of position variables and constitute a
common simplification-based modelling approach; it is commonly used in transportation,
such as in [52], and is even used at junctions with curved roads [19, 26]. Thus, the model
is an ideal projection of motion to a spatial dimension (i.e. on the axis of s position). The
governing differential equations are:
ṡ(t) = v(t), (2.5)
v̇(t) = a(t), (2.6)
where the instantaneous speed is v(t) along the path and defines the trajectory while
the longitudinal (tangential) component of acceleration is a(t), this is valid ∀n ∈ N
agents. When evident, details on measures, variables and parameters are omitted from
the notations to make the equations general and compact and keep the focus on significant
relations (e.g. s(t) signifies sn(t) an agent specific position in general without n subscript
index).
Continuous state evolution of agents is expressed in the Linear Time Invariant (LTI)
form:
ẋ(t) = Aconx(t) +Bconu(t), (2.7)










and state vector x(t) = [s(t), v(t)]T while u(t) = a(t). Through discretisation with δt
discrete time using constant acceleration (Zero-Order-Hold (ZOH)), the following LTI
system is obtained:
xk+1 = f(x(k), u(k)) := Axk +Buk (2.8)












the vector of discrete-time states is xk = [sk, vk]T (i.e. position and speed); the control
input is uk = ak with longitudinal acceleration ak. An alternative, shorter notation of the
discrete-time argument is indicated by superscript k (e.g. uk = u(tk)). At this point,
each vehicle is assumed to have time-synchronous control. State limits are defined on
speed:
0 ≤ v ≤ vmax, (2.9)
yielding that, for simplicity, vehicles must abide by some constant upper limit on speed
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and are part of uni-directional traffic, meaning they cannot move backwards on their path.
Limitations in lateral dynamics may drive variations in the upper bounds of speed, which
is important for race cars on curvilinear tracks or minimal-time velocity optimisation,
as in [15]. However, the scenarios being discussed are in low-speed urban environments,
meaning there is no real need to drive at the physical limits of the vehicle—lateral dynam-
ics constitute less of a dominant factor in these situations. The speed limits are respected
in t ∈ [tk, tk+1] by defining (2.9) at both the start and end of the single control period
(i.e. tk and tk+1). This is evident, as the continuous-time speed function v(t) is linear
on t ∈ [tk, tk+1] because the LTI (2.8) with constant acceleration (ZOH) and the integral
relation from (2.6) result in a line segment. Thus, the full line segment remains within
the speed limits, since the points on this line segment (inter-sample speeds) are the linear
combination of its extrema. Moreover, simple dynamics constraints are assumed, such as:
Fmax bra ≤ F ≤ Fmax tra, (2.10)
where the longitudinal force is F , which acts on the vehicle; the maximum braking force
limit is Fmax bra; the maximum tractor force limit is Fmax tra. Through simplification with
the non-changing mass of vehicle, the acceleration limits are:
amin ≤ a ≤ amax, (2.11)
where the maximum deceleration is amin < 0 (lower limit on acceleration) and the max-
imum acceleration limit is amax > 0.
As a result of the deterministic vehicle model, new state predictions can be made
with (2.8) simply as equality constraints; moreover, (2.9) and (2.11) provide inequal-
ity constraints for simple speed and acceleration limits. These are readily incorpor-
ated in X and U sets in MPC 2.1 optimisation as X = {s, v | vmin ≤ v ≤ vmax} and
U = {u | amin ≤ u ≤ amax} or could be imposed as part of the linear matrix inequalities.
The following section discusses the construction of safety sets and constraints for various
vehicle interactions.
2.3 Obstacle handling
Stationary and static obstacles, such as road features and parked vehicles, are included in
the fixed-path plan and are known in the problem. Thus, obstacle avoidance in the velocity
optimisation is concerned with moving or mobile obstacles at certain locations at certain
times, such as other vehicles on the roads and in junctions. As previously discussed,
the complete trajectory plan is determined once the velocity optimisation is solved and
feasible. Following the approximated obstacle formulation of [30], convex collision sets
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of a two-car merging scenario; s1, s2 are positions along route. [6]
Figure 2.4: Cpq collision set indicated for two merging vehicles. [6]
are defined around the undesirable positions of each conflicting vehicle pair {p, q} ∈ N
such that p 6= q. This set of positions includes those where the vehicle body frames would
overlap, indicating physical contact and collision. Without a loss of generality, the interest
is initially a single merging, as shown in Figure 2.3. Consequently, the convex bounding
collision set of a merging interaction is a single joint polyhedron defined as:
Cpq := {xp, xq|sp > L1, sq > L2, sp − sq > L3, sq − sp > L4}, (2.12)
where constants Li, i = {1, . . . 4} determine the shape and position1 of the merging
obstacle over the sp–sq 2D configuration plane (see Figure 2.4).
Pairwise vehicle conflict is defined as:
Cpq 6= ∅, (2.13)
and the collision with this obstacle is defined as:
[xp, xq] ∈ Cpq. (2.14)
1For the merging obstacle without loss of generality, the constants incorporate the position offsets
L1 := soffp − l1pq, L2 := soffq − l2pq, L3 := soffp − soffq − l1pq, L4 := soffq − soffp − l2pq (shown in Figure 2.4).
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Hence, the imposed constraint for the vehicle states are:
[xp, xq] /∈ Cpq (2.15)
or, alternatively:
[xp, xq] ∈ Cpq, (2.16)
where the complement of C is C.
Recursive feasibility and vehicle safety are strongly related to collision-free vehicle
control where invariant set theory is employed to obtain theoretical guarantees.
2.3.1 Invariant sets
The recursive feasibility property is essential for safety-critical optimisation problems, in
which guaranteed constraint satisfaction must be ensured at all costs [42]. The proposed
framework considers safety constraints to ensure vehicle separation from obstacles and
from other vehicles with (2.16).
Following the definition from [42] for a discrete time system xk+1 = f(xk, uk):
Ω is control invariant⇔ ∀x ∈ Ω, ∃u ∈ U such f(x, u) ∈ Ω. (2.17)
For simplicity, the vehicle in consideration must remain in the set of safe states to be able
to stop before a static obstacle position (e.g. the goal position, a junction entry, or behind
another (temporarily) stationary vehicle).
2.3.2 Headway
As a preliminary to constructing the safe invariant set, spatial and temporal measures for
the distance between vehicles are introduced.
The spatial distance, ‘distance headway’, is the distance between the corresponding
reference points of two vehicles following each other at a given time assuming the same
vehicular paths. Thus, dh(t) = sl(t)− sf(t), where the longitudinal positions on the road
for the leader vehicle is sl and, for the follower vehicle, is sf. The leader vehicle is, by
definition, ahead of the follower; thus, dh > 0. The distance gap measure, or simply the
gap, is the clearance between vehicles defined as dg(t) = sl(t)−Ll−sf(t), where the leader
vehicle length is Ll and the vehicle reference points are at the front bumpers; the positive
gap or clearance dg > 0 is a stricter constraint assuming finite length vehicle bodies.
The temporal distance, time headway, is the temporal counterpart of ‘distance head-
way’; it is similarly used as a method of analysis for interpreting traffic-flow data [75].
Gross time headway, is measured between the corresponding points of vehicles reaching
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the same position on the road (i.e. tgh = tf − tl, sf(tf) = sl(tl)). Net time headway, or the
time gap, is the time span between the front bumper of the follower vehicle reaching the
position of the rear bumper of the leader vehicle (i.e. tnh = tf − tl, sf(tf) = sl(tl) − Ll).
As traffic-flow analysis is done on time-space diagrams of existing vehicle-trajectory data,
the headway measures are relatively straightforward to read off of the graphs on the
corresponding axes (i.e. t-time and s-space).
However, real-time control cannot readily ascertain the current gross or net time head-
way between vehicles without making additional assumptions to predict future vehicle
behaviours and trajectories. This inherently causes a prediction error in the measure, as
in general predictions may differ from the course of real events and states.
In this thesis, ‘time headway’ is used to refer to the similar concept of net time headway,
or the time gap, between the controlled (follower) vehicle and the worst-case assumption
of the leader’s rear-bumper position interpreted as a stationary obstacle. This relates to
the conservative approach of worst-case dynamics for instantaneous stops of the leader
vehicles. It is a cautious approach, as the capabilities and actions of the leader vehicles
are not necessarily known in advance by the follower vehicles. Thus, in this work, time
headway th is a worst-case vehicle-specific parameter, rather than a data-analysis tool for
post-processing. The th parameter will be extensively used in this work to ensure safe
clearances and prevent collisions.
2.3.3 Simple time-headway invariant set
The positive control-invariant set (referred to as the invariant set for short) is defined
using the intuitive time headway-formulation. In the case of highway car-following, this
can be found in the UK Highway Code as the ‘two-second rule’ [77, Rule 126]. The
time-headway (constant-time-gap) policy relates to an intuitive human driving style [27].
Theorem 1. Let Ω := {s, v ∈ R2, 0 ≤ v ≤ vmax, s + thv ≤ sobs} for the discrete system
with kinematics (2.8) and u ∈ [amin, 0], amin < 0 if 0 < δt ≤ 2th, th ≥ vmax−amin −
δt
2
for th > 0
headway time and δt > 0 discrete time step then Ω set is positive control invariant for
this discrete system. (Figure 2.5)
Proof. Let the initial states of a vehicle xk ∈ Ω set, where xv1 = [sobs, 0]T and xv2 =
[sobs − thvmax, vmax]T are the vertices of the convex polyhedral set. According to [9], it is
a sufficient proof of invariance for a polyhedral set and a discrete LTI system when all
polyhedral vertices, after a discrete-time evolution, satisfy all the constraints of that poly-
hedral set. Thus, for the proof of positive control invariance (2.17) with state evolution
(2.8), the test cases of the vertices are:
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for the trivial solution of ak = 0 the states remain unchanged, satisfying xk+1 ∈ Ω.
Vertex v2: xk = xv2 = [sobs − thvmax, vmax]T




vk+1 =vmax + a
kδt. (2.21)
The new states must satisfy each of the constraints defining Ω. Inequality 0 ≤ vk+1 from
(2.9) combined with (2.21) yields:
δt ≤ vmax
−ak
, for ak < 0. (2.22)
The constraint of vk+1 ≤ vmax from (2.9) with (2.21) is satisfied for ak ≤ 0 control choice.
The final constraint gives:
sk+1 + thvk+1 ≤ sobs. (2.23)














δt + th. (2.25)








≤ 0 ≤ vmax + akδt, (2.26)
δt ≤ 2th, (2.27)
for ak < 0.
In Figure 2.6, th–δt parameter regions are shown where Ω set is a positive control-
invariant using (2.25) and (2.27).
Remark: Ω can be closed by another side from the left (assuming safe non-empty
set (i.e. sc < sobs)) at arbitrary sc < sk, resulting in two more vertices (xv3 = [sc, 0]T ,
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Figure 2.5: Shaded area represents the Ω set. [6]
Figure 2.6: The shaded region indicates th–δt parameter choices that ensure Ω set to be a
positive control-invariant set. [6]
xv4 = [sc, vmax]
T ) if sc < sobs− thvmax or, otherwise, three vertices overall. However, these
instances are covered by the trivial solutions of previous case studies of vertices and by
the monotonic rule of sc < sk ≤ sk+1 ≤ sobs; thus, they can be disregarded from further
problem formulation.
A comparison between the introduced Ω invariant set is shown in Figure 2.7 against
the maximal invariant set with the same vehicle properties. Both Ω sets with δt ≈ 0 and
0.5 s were chosen with the minimal allowed th. The maximal invariant set was computed
iteratively using the dual of a one-step reachable set [11]:
Pre(S) , {x ∈ Rn, ∃u ∈ U s.t. f (x, u)} , (2.28)




is the single rightmost corner point (i.e. the closest sta-
tionary vehicle position). The maximal invariant set was iteratively calculated backwards
with:
Sk−1 = Pre(Sk) ∩ X , (2.29)
where the representation of the permitted speed range is incorporated in the X set.
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 maximal Inv. set boundary
Ω  boundary (δ t = 0.5 s)
Ω  boundary (δ t = 0 s)
Continuous stopping before s
obs
Figure 2.7: Comparison of discrete positive control-invariant sets generated with vmax =
10 ms−1 , amin = −4.5 ms−2, sobs = 0, δt = 0.5 s ≤ −vmax/amin and δt = 0 s
Furthermore, Figure 2.7 illustrates the distance gap between the rightmost maximum
speed, vmax, of the Ω-invariant set and the continuous physical invariant stopping set
increase for higher speeds. This gap is the reason why simple time-headway models are
acceptable for low-speed traffic and why, conversely, they are overly conservative for high-
speeds; high-speed models must also consider higher order terms and tuned parameters to
properly describe the physical behaviours in wide range around the operating work-point:
(i.e. desired speed).
2.3.3.1 Numerical example: Safe stop
In the following example, a vehicle approaches an obstacle at sobs = 50 m using an Ω
invariant set while satisfying (2.9) and (2.11) operational limits. The control is only
calculated for a single time step ahead (Np = 1) in a reactive control fashion, maximising
the speed.
MPC-2.2
min |vmax − v (k + 1|k)|
s.t. :
x (k|k) = x (k)
x (k + 1|k) = A x (k|k) +B u (k|k)
x (k + 1|k) ∈ Ω
x ∈ X
u ∈ U
Notice the simple l1 norm objective function in control MPC 2.2, which has a connection
to the terminal position objective.
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Figure 2.8: Simulation of one-step method with Ω and sobs = 50m obstacle.
Proposition 1. If the objective function J = |vmax − v (k + 1|k)| in MPC 2.2, then it
results in an equivalent optimisation using J ≡ −s (k + 1|k) as an objective function.
Proof. This is shown using the dynamics constraints that the optimisation is subject to
v (k + 1|k) = v(k) + a(k|k) δt, (2.31)
thus:
s (k + 1|k) = s(k) + 1
2
(v(k) + v (k + 1|k)) δt, (2.32)
resulting in:
J = |vmax − v (k + 1|k)| =
∣∣∣∣vmax + 2δt (s(k)− s(k + 1|k)) + v(k)
∣∣∣∣ . (2.33)
Furthermore, since the speed-operating region is 0 ≤ v ≤ vmax
J = |vmax − v (k + 1|k)| ≡ vmax − v (k + 1|k) ≥ 0, (2.34)
gives
J ≡ vmax +
2
δt
(s(k)− s(k + 1|k)) + v(k). (2.35)
where the only optimised decision variable is −s(k + 1|k), a position term; the rest are
constants resulting in mathematically equivalent optimisations subject to the original
constraints.
Figure 2.9 shows the v–s trajectory of Figure 2.8 with discrete states remaining within
the bounds of Ω. In contrast, the continuous states can leave the set within an inter-sample
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Trajectory at discrete time
Figure 2.9: The v–s state trajectory in Ω-invariant set approaching a static obstacle.
period time but must return until the next discrete control time.
A trivial, sufficient condition requires that the initial states of the control must satisfy
all constraints. In conclusion, the proposed control with Ω is recursively feasible for
approaching static obstacles with constraints on the first predicted time step.
2.3.3.2 Numerical example: Parameter tests
Numerical tests were conducted with the aforementioned one-step control initiated from
random x0 states for different time headways to show feasibility. The region of initial states
was chosen to result in varying points of contact on the rightmost slope of Ω. Counter-
proof of recursive feasibility is shown by testing violating parameter choices against T
control-invariant parameters in Figure 2.6. Simulations were run with different th/t̂h =
{1, 0.99, 0.95, 0.7} parameter ratios, where t̂h := argmin
th
(th, δt) ∈ T (i.e. the lowest time
headway resulting in the above-mentioned control-invariant Ω set for the operational
limits at a given δt). This concludes, that th/t̂h < 1 cases are not control-invariant.
As demonstrated in Figure 2.10, there was an increasing number of infeasible cases for
smaller th parameters (at fixed δt), where the trajectories were shown until the point of
infeasibility.
A visible trend is that only trajectories above a certain speed in contact with the slope
may end up infeasible; this trend suggests a v̂max maximum speed limit, ensuring safety.
Recall that, the inequalities (2.25) and (2.27) are conditions for Ω to be control-invariant
(Theorem 1). The reformulation of the inequalities leads to the conditions for a safe
maximum speed. Assume that all parameters are given and fixed, including th, with the
exception of v̂max, the safe speed condition is:
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Figure 2.10: Simulations started from random initial states (black ∗) on (a), (b), (c) and (d)
for th/t̂h = {1, 0.99, 0.95, 0.70} values, respectively. Simulation trajectories are shown with
continuous black line, if feasible; if infeasible, simulation trajectories are shown in red until the
last feasible point and marked with (◦) at the initial state. Only one simulation failed in (b);
in (c) and (d), the number of infeasible simulations increases (only infeasible simulation are
plotted in (c) and (d)).
2.3.4 Car-following
In car-following, two vehicles {p, q} ∈ N interact on a straight road where q is the
leader vehicle and p is the follower vehicle. Alternatively, using ordered set representation
(p, q) ∈ N would already encode the order of vehicles (or their indices) in the set. However,
contrary to this section, orders can generally change; it could potentially be a temporary
mode while following, for example, during merging or crossing. Commonly applied car-
following policies in literature are summarised in [27].
sp ≤ sq − h(xp, xq, up, uq), (2.36)
where h(xp, xq, up, uq) is the function governing the separation gap. Generally, the (gap)
separation function in the inequality depends on the states and parameters of both the
leader vehicle and the follower vehicle. In this work, the responsibility to remain at a safe
distance from the leader vehicle belongs solely to the follower vehicle. The δt time delay




sp(k + 1) ≤ sq(k)− thpvp(k + 1), (2.37)
where thp is the time headway-parameter of the follower vehicle. Thus, this case is a
linear separation function h to prevent collisions with a time-delayed position of a moving
obstacle treated as a stationary one.
This final inequality for car-following is arrived at alternatively by developing and
extending the safe invariant set representation from Section 2.3.3. Later, this set repres-
entation formalism is used to create a more complex merging case with corner-cutting
prevention, essentially guarding against inter-sample time violation of states in a manner
similar to that of the spatio-temporal shift used in the above inequality.
Let invariant sets with vehicle-specific properties be as follows:
Ωn(sobs) := Ω, (2.38)
where subscript n ∈ N signifies, in general, the vehicle specific set parameters where
applicable. This may include the headway time, maximum speed, and obstacle position
relative to the vehicle, which, for convenience, is controlled through the argument.
Lemma 1. : If s1 ≤ s2, then Ωn(s1) ⊆ Ωn(s2).
Proof. This is true because the position argument sets the offset of the rightmost hyper-
plane constraint: Ωn(s1) = {s, v | 0 ≤ v ≤ vmaxn, s+ thnv ≤ s1 ≤ s2}.
Theorem 2. If xp ∈ Ωp(sq), then this is control-invariant car-following under the para-
meter conditions from Theorem 1, where {p, q} ∈ N are vehicles moving on the same road
section in the same direction and vehicle q precedes vehicle p.
Proof. At k = k0 initial time, xp(tk) ∈ Ωp(sq(tk)), where Ωp is control-invariant for vehicle
p according Theorem 1. Thus, the control sequence ∃up ∈ U , such xp(tk) ∈ Ωp(sq(tk0)),
∀k ≥ k0. Furthermore, from Lemma 1, Ωp(sq(tk0)) ⊆ Ωp(sq(t)) for ∀t ≥ tk0 continuous
time since vn ≥ 0, ∀n ∈ N . Thus, sq(tk0) ≤ sq(t) according to the nominal dynamics
assumption (2.8).
In practice, the predictive controllers are not perfect; thus, {xp(k), xp(k + 1)} ∈
Ωp(sq(k)) is a stricter requirement incorporating the cautious control step leading to an
increased gap between the follower vehicle and the leader vehicle with the increment being
proportional to the speed and δt control period time.
Remark: As was mentioned previously, s position has the property of a reference
arbitrary shifted by a constant. Thus, without a loss of generality, coordinate reference
shifts and route offsets can be incorporated in the design of Ωp (i.e. consider a projection
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Figure 2.11: Car-following with xp ∈ Ωp(sq).
function with the expression xp ∈ Ωp(ŝq) where ŝq = sq +L has been shifted by a constant
L). This is a practical way to account for vehicle length as well as additional safety zones
by reducing the available gap.
From the invariant set, the follower vehicle is granted the choice of a feasible stop-
ping trajectory that makes no assumptions based on the leader vehicle’s dynamics (see
Figure 2.11). On the contrary, the Time-To-Collision (TTC) approaches allow close gaps
of mere meters in platooning scenarios, even at high speeds, enabling vehicles to take
advantage of reduced air drag and more closely packed traffic for greater road utilisation.
However, these approaches are built on a solid knowledge of various factors, including
dynamics and vehicle control, procedures for joining and leaving a platoon and trus-
ted low-latency communication. In platoons, vehicle sequences are designed to provide
safe, collision-free trajectories, even during emergency braking; they exploit the level
of similarity and slight differences between vehicle capabilities through synchronised ac-
tions. It is easy to see how homogeneous platoon of vehicles simultaneously executing
identical actions would result in the maintenance of any positive gaps, providing infinite
TTC and safety. In realistic scenarios; however, any invalid assumption could result in a
collision—even a simple deceleration would yield non-intuitive trajectory variations due
to unmodelled and higher order terms (e.g. disc brake characteristics due to hydraulic ac-
tuation and delays, built-in pedal and calliper mechanisms, and tribological factors such
as brake surface wear and fading). Ascertaining the appropriate separation between such
trajectories is computationally difficult and would require comprehensive and continuous




A proposed framework for safe-merging builds on the static-obstacle approach and car-
following modes. Consider the following aggregated set:
Ωpq := {xp, xq|xp ∈ Ωp(L1) ∨xq ∈ Ωq(L2) ∨xp ∈ Ωp(sq+L3) ∨xq ∈ Ωq(sp−L4)}, (2.39)
where the two–two modes relate to the original obstacle Cpq and its four sides, as shown
in Figure 2.4.
From Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, it is safe to conclude that:
[xk0p , x
k0








However, this may be violated within the t ∈ (tk, tk+1) continuous time interval, res-
ulting in collisions:
∀[xkp, xkq ], [xk+1p , xk+1q ] ∈ Ωpq, ; [xp(t), xq(t)] /∈ Cpq, t ∈ (tk, tk+1).
An obvious case of this phenomenon is when a leader vehicle and a follower vehicle
switch roles between two discrete time steps; this is referred to as corner-cutting, a char-
acteristic issue of discrete-time constrained problems and non-convex obstacle avoidance.
2.3.5.1 Corner-cutting prevention
The disadvantageous cut of the solution trajectory into the obstacle region (i.e. vehicle
collision) in continuous time may happen in cases were trajectories are constrained only
at discrete time steps, mainly around constraints defining obstacle corners [63]. This
phenomenon can be avoided through corner-cutting prevention—also known as inter-
sample avoidance—by requiring a handover between discrete time steps and modes. The
enforcement of a temporal handover between discrete time steps is often implemented in
MIP formulation either through logical constraints between binaries [50] or by duplicating
and temporally shifting the modes (active set of constraints) [70].
Let the safety-preserving modes from (2.39) be named as:
m1 : xp ∈ Ωp(L1),
m2 : xq ∈ Ωq(L2),
m3 : xp ∈ Ωp(sq + L3),
m4 : xq ∈ Ωq(sp + L4).
(2.40)
Each mode has an alternative interpretation of a positive control-invariant safe set of
states. A state is able to remain in any mode set safely and indefinitely if it is already
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part of that set and chooses to remain as such (see positive control invariance).
Now let the following sequence show with (T: true; −: false) when different modes are
active and set constraints are satisfied:
k − 3 k − 2 k − 1 k k + 1 k + 2 k + 3
m1 T T T T − − −
m2 T T − − − − −
m3 − − − T T T T
m4 − − − − − − −
The states must be safe at any k discrete time; thus, at least one mode must be active
at each time for all pairwise vehicle-interaction obstacles. This consideration relates to
the separating hyperplane theorem [60].
Furthermore, both modes have to be active (true) at the moment of handover for
corner-cutting prevention between switching modes, as shown in the above example at k.
Suppose the new set Ωccppq := Ωpq(+binary logic) is designed to be control-invariant
and collision-free with respect to continuous time. This can be achieved by implementing
the logic of two methods from [50, 70], which are compared in [63] using the big-M
approach. The advantage of using the approach in [70] with duplicated and temporally
shifted original constraints stems from the improved scaling and less sensitive numerics
in binary logic. As such, it is the preferred implementation later in this work.
For example, the transition m1 → m3 at k represents the entrance into car-following
mode; aforementioned logic of corner-cutting prevention would yield a smaller set of states:
xp(k) ∈ Ωp(L1) ∩ Ωp(sq + L3),
which can cause additional artefacts when the state evolution is large between the time
step, especially for long periods times. Mitigation for these artefacts using shadow-region
description is considered to be a less strict formulation [56, p. 65], in which hyperplanes
separating the next state are generated as a function of the linear visibility from the
previous state. However, this would remove the convex structure of the problem when
the binaries are fixed.
2.4 Feasible paths to goal
This section discusses the possibility and practicality of feasible and non-feasible paths
to reach vehicle goals in the face of obstacle shapes, positions and, in cases of multiple
obstacles, their constellations. The obstacles from the junction interaction collision sets
are convex; however, the exclusion of such sets generally makes their optimisation non-
convex, imposing the risk of local minima or unattainable goal positions. Furthermore,
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on account of the finite-length planning horizons, an earlier decision of vehicle orders may
later impede the progress of vehicles toward their goals and trap the solution trajectory.
For examples, in Figure 2.12 (a), (c) and (e), see how the B paths around the obstacles
end up trapped and fail to reach the goal position for one or both vehicles (without
reversing). These situations represent cases in which both the vehicle goal position and
the vehicle interaction (collision set) act as an obstacle. Thus, a constellation of multiple
obstacles, even if the individual elements are convex, is inherently able to form traps.
In Figure 2.12 (b), (d) and (f), in contrast, either vehicle order gives way to a solution
to reach the vehicle goals—no obstacles overlap. In this work, the examples address cases
in which the vehicle order has a neutral effect on goal reachability. In most cases, goal
reachability issues are not present in simple junction simulations, as vehicles never intend
to park in the vicinity of the junction; rather, they aim to leave the area of junction (i.e.
the goals are far, usually outside of the simulated area).
However, when multiple vehicles interact, the multiple collision sets may form non-
convex obstacles with traps in higher-dimensional state space from the amalgam of convex
pair-wise collision sets (represented in the higher dimensional state space). Following the
reasoning in [57], the global solution is attainable when the system has a sequence of
vehicles represented on a priority graph without loops [30]. The intuitive way to show
that junction simulations without cyclic priority graphs are able to reach their solution
is phrased in [57]. Namely, if the system (junction simulation) always has at least one
vehicle that can freely move forward and either reach its non-obstructing goal or leave the
system, the system eventually clears up and all vehicles can eventually reach their goal
or leave the system.
Remark: Here the above idea in [57] is rephrased. If a feasible path is transferring the
vehicles to their goal position with non-changing system parameters and obstacles, then
∀tk,∃n ∈ N , such that vehicle n had a free choice to move, vn(tk) > 0, when sn(tk) < sn G.
In practice, positive vehicle speeds can be indicators of progress and liveliness though
asymptotic speed profiles for deceleration in a trap would satisfy this condition.
The convexity of the obstacles, even in a single pair-wise collision set case, is not
satisfying as obstacle avoidance from certain state configurations can only be done through
reversal, which is against the non-negative speed constraint. For example, imagine a
merging or box obstacle (Figure 2.12) with, in place of the bottom-left right angle, an
obtuse one; the shape would still be convex but the feature would act as a trap without
the ability to reverse. Thus, all collision sets are required to be convex (satisfied by the
supporting hyperplane description) and have all obstacle boundaries in any point allow









> 0, ∀i = {1 . . . Npq,h}, (2.41)
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where the i-th hyperplane is gi ≤ 0, and the number of hyperplanes that define the
collision set (obstacle) is Npq,h.
Remark: this condition is true for single or separate obstacle cases; as mentioned,
multiple convex obstacles are still able to form a non-convex union obstacle when overlaid.
For example, this can happen when vehicles are trapped in a gridlock prone intersection,
reaching a local minimum of the problem; the obstacle in such a case forms a pocket in
the higher-dimensional configuration space and traps the system state once it has entered
into the pocket. Intuitively, in the higher-dimensional space, it is necessary for at least
one of the vehicles to be able to move at any obstacle-free point in the configuration
space; it is generally possible to formulate a condition similar to (2.41). In this work, only
atomic junction blocks are examined, as they are simple enough to be not prone for such
structural gridlocks.
Let the combined obstacle set be defined by the union set of collision positions, where
each 2D collision set is extruded to the high-dimensional space of the total number of
agents. First, by redefining Cpq, it would cast itself to the appropriate dimensional space
of RN , N > 2:
Cpq =
{
s ∈ RN | [sp, vp, sq, vq] ∈ Cpq, vp = vq = 0
}
(2.42)
This extrudes the pairwise collision sets into the higher dimension. Following this, let the
overall obstacle be the union of all pairwise collision sets:
C =
⋃
∀p∈N ,q∈N ,p 6=q
Cpq (2.43)
then requiring
{sk, sG} /∈ C (2.44)
with the previous requirement on hyperplanes, (2.41), it is ensured that a trajectory
exists between current sk and goal position sG. The completion time of this trajectory
may, however, depend on vehicle-specific dynamics. Consider the worst-case scenario:
the trajectory exists only when the previously moving vehicle p has zero speed. While in
motion, the safety constraints allow for a full stop; however, if asymptotic convergence
is assumed, the convergence time may be ∞. This would mean that, in some situations,
the vehicles are so tightly packed that they temporarily block one another, which, in a
practical sense, is still solvable. The model considers a certain safety length over the
physical vehicle length. When slow convergence occurs, it may be beneficial to give up
a portion of the safety distance at low speeds to allow for reasonable vehicle progress.
Alternatively, a better suited controller could be switched to and optimise trajectory with
high-fidelity models for close vehicle manoeuvres (complete motion planning). It may
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Figure 2.12: Possible obstacle evasions (Cpq collision sets) for a vehicle pair with goal position
spG, sqG and two possible trajectories A, B corresponding to the two vehicle orders. Car-following
after merging is shown in (a) and (c); merging, car-following and diverging is shown in (b) and
(d) while a cross-junction-crossing scenario is shown in (e), (f). The cases of (a), (c) and (e)
show an unreachable goal position for ordering choice B, where one vehicle obstructs the other.
Both vehicle orders in (b), (d) and (f) are non-obstructing in terms of goal reachability. Further
considerations for the feasibility of similar problems can be found in [31].
also be worthwhile to virtually define the goal position farther ahead to reach finite time
convergence with some negligible speed left at the moment of arrival.
2.5 Mixed-integer model predictive control
The MPC optimisation can be defined over decision variables of continuous and discrete
domains. Generally, it is known as hybrid-MPC when both types of decision variables
are used; when the discrete states are integers, it is known as mixed-integer MPC. The
MPC theory is introduced well in [8] and demonstrated in control applications in [61].
Discrete-decision variables can be used to implement piecewise affine (PWA) functions
and discrete events. Moreover, discrete states can be used to implement discrete rules
and relaxations; in this work, the discrete-decision variables are binaries b ∈ {0, 1} used
for constraint relaxation (i.e. turning on and off specific traffic rules following safe logic).
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ln (xn (k + j + 1|k) , un (k + j|k))
s.t. ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)}, ∀n ∈ N :
xn (k|k) = xn (k)
xn (k + j + 1|k) = A xn (k + 1|k) +B un (k + 1|k)
xn ∈ Xn
un ∈ Un
and ∀p, q ∈ N , p 6= q, Cpq 6= ∅ :
[xp, xq] ∈ Ωccppq ,
where the operational constraints for the states are encoded in Xn (e.g. speed range) and
for control inputs Un (e.g. acceleration range). The cost function is chosen to be a simple
quadratic ‘running-cost’, which is discussed in depth later in the work. The stage costs
in the cost formulation are as follows:
ln (xn, un) = Q (vn − vd n)2 +R u2n, (2.46)
where the quadratic cost weights are Q and R and the agent-wise desired speed is vd n.
The logic is contained in Ωccppq , which selects the necessary constraints to realise the control-
invariant sets. The logic is based on binary decision variables, a sub-class of integers ren-
dering the overall problem as a mixed-integer program (MIP). The original, non-negative
speed assumption reappears in Ωccppq definitions and is already included in the domain
Xn of states. Without duplicating the two speed limits, only the hyperplane separating
x states and the separating hyperplane theorem constraint needs to be added. Let this
constraint for the modes in general for vehicle n ∈ {p, q} be represented as:
g(xn, sobs; thn) ≤ 0.
The big-M relaxation method was chosen to relax the linear inequality constraints because
it is a straightforward formulation, does not add additional non-convexities to the problem,
and does not increase the problem size [38]. Through this relaxation, a constraint is
practically activated or deactivated as:
g(xn, sobs; thn) ≤M b,
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where a sufficiently large constant is M and a binary decision variable is b ∈ {0, 1}. In
fact, according to [8], M is to be chosen as:
M , max
x∈X
g(x, sobs; thn). (2.47)
In practice, only some of the examples shown have fully bounded X domains, for which
M can be chosen to respect the boundaries. If this is not possible, M is chosen to be
non-restrictive in the simulations, given the practical sizes of the numerical test region as
well as the distance covered over the horizon lengths. The tightness of the constraints in
the big-M formulation strongly depends on the size of M ; consequently, a smaller M is
better, though the formulation is still weak by nature when compared to other relaxation
methods [38].
Moreover, the formulation used is not well-posed, according to [8], because the b binary
states are not unique indicators of the violation state of the relaxed inequality (i.e. when
b ≡ 1, the respected inequality may be either satisfied or in a violated state). This does
not compromise the relaxation formulation; however, it may impose a performance trade-
off between well-posed binaries with extra overhead and better branch-and-bound search
speeds.
In practice, the four modes can be simplified as four linear inequalities (hyperplanes)
and the connecting logic:
g1(xp, L1; thp) ≤M b1 (2.48a)
g2(xq, L2; thq) ≤M b2 (2.48b)
g3(xp, sq + L3; thp) ≤M b3 (2.48c)
g4(xq, sp + L4; thq) ≤M b4 (2.48d)
4∑
m=1
bm ≤ 3. (2.48e)
Note that when bm ≡ 1, the corresponding inequality is relaxed. Moreover, (2.48e) in-
equality ensures that at least one of the four modes is active (not relaxed), which repres-
ents the logic of the separating hyperplane theorem. Thus, the above set of inequalities in
(2.48a)-(2.48e), and (2.9) encode Ωpq. Recall that corner-cutting between two time-steps k
and k+1 can still happen when the subsequent states [xkp, xkq ] ∈ Ωpq and [xk+1p , xk+1q ] ∈ Ωpq.
Thus, following the method [63, 70] as discussed in Section 2.3.5.1 the corner-cutting pre-
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vention employs binaries and yields:
g1(xp(k), L1; thp) ≤M b1(k) (2.49a)
g2(xq(k), L2; thq) ≤M b2(k) (2.49b)
g3(xp(k), sq(k) + L3; thp) ≤M b3(k) (2.49c)
g4(xq(k), sp(k) + L4; thq) ≤M b4(k) (2.49d)
4∑
m=1
bm(k) ≤ 3 (2.49e)
g1(xp(k + 1), L1; thp) ≤M b1(k) (2.49f)
g2(xq(k + 1), L2; thq) ≤M b2(k) (2.49g)
g3(xp(k + 1), sq(k + 1) + L3; thp) ≤M b3(k) (2.49h)
g4(xq(k + 1), sp(k + 1) + L4; thq) ≤M b4(k), (2.49i)
where the same binaries are enforced for the next time step for the mode constraints. This
satisfies the logic between the time steps outlined in the requirements of Ωccppq , providing
the safe transition between modes and naturally increasing the number of inequalities
from five to nine.
2.5.1 Robustness for sudden stop events
The further extension of spatio-temporal constraints provides a stricter formulation and
adds robustness against sudden stop events that may occur during low-speed urban driving
or as a result of general mismatch between predicted and actual states. Suppose that
obstacle position sq(k+ 1) in (2.49h) is replaced with sq(k). When this change is applied
to both (2.49h) and (2.49i), it results in:
g3(xp(k + 1), sq(k) + L3, thp) ≤M b3(k) (2.50)
g4(xq(k + 1), sp(k) + L4, thq) ≤M b4(k), (2.51)
where the new position of the follower vehicle must respect the obstacle position that is
determined by the current position of the leader without making any assumptions about
the vehicle dynamics of the leader.
In this case, observe that from the four modes for m1 and m3, xkp ∈ Ωp(sobs(k)) and
xk+1p ∈ Ωp(sobs(k)). This means that vehicle p is not only capable of controlling its future
states to remain in the control-invariant set but is also required to remain in that set
for the next time step. For example, this formula decouples the time-dependent terms
of the leader vehicle dynamics, treating it like a true static obstacle between time steps,
which results in a more conservative but safe set against sudden stops referred to by the
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combined Ωccp,stpq :
Ωccp,stpq (k) := {xkp, xk+1p , xkq , xk+1q , bki , i = 1, . . . 4|(2.49a)–(2.49g), (2.50), (2.51)} (2.52)
Remark: Suppose the system is represented by only (2.49e)–(2.49g), (2.50) and (2.51).
This would, for example, simplify in m1 and m3 modes to xk+1p ∈ Ωp(sobs(k)) constraint
set (with only the states of the next time step xk+1p , allowing for a larger attractor set for
xkp initial states), increasing the noise tolerance and recovery capabilities of the control
without explicitly needing to calculate such an attractor set. However, the corner-cutting
prevention logic expects constraint feasibility checks for both discrete times and requires
xkp, x
k+1
p states, which is easier to be fulfilled by the full Ωccp,stpq (k) set.
2.6 Numerical tests: Merging with two vehicles
Feasibility tests for Y-junction merging were conducted with two identical vehicles for
different th–δt parameter pairs. Initial speeds were set to v0 = vmax = vdes = 10 ms−1.
Initial positions were chosen randomly to provide conflicting arrivals at the junction; the
chosen positions were far enough from the junction to respect initial feasibility and non-
interfering predictions (i.e. s0p ≤ L1pq − (thp + Npδt)v0 ). The following parameters were
chosen: time horizon Np = 5, amin = −9.81/2 ms−2 and amax = 3 ms−2; for simplicity,







ln (xn (k + j + 1|k) , un (k + j|k)) (2.53a)
s.t. ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)}, ∀n ∈ N :
xn (k|k) = xn (k)
xn (k + j + 1|k) = A xn (k + 1|k) +B un (k + 1|k)
xn ∈ Xn
un ∈ Un
and ∀p, q ∈ N , p 6= q, Cpq 6= ∅ :
[xp, xq] ∈ Ωccp,stpq .
The cost function to be minimised is set to quadratic speed error penalisation without
acceleration penalty terms (R = 0), as this allows for better state mapping due to the
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.13: MPC merging simulations for parameters th–δt; MPC merging simulations for
parameters th–δt with a sudden stop of the leader vehicle. [6]
greedier speed policy and, thus, a better map of potentially infeasible cases.
J(v1, v2) = γ Q (v1 − vdes)2 + (1− γ)Q (v2 − vdes)2 , (2.54)
where a single relative weighting factor γ ∈ (0, 1) is introduced for simplicity (with w1 = γ,
w2 = 1 − γ). Figure 2.13 (a) displays 150 simulation runs for each pair of parameters
and indicates where problems remained feasible until the end of the simulation or became
infeasible due to constraint violations. The results show that for low-δt choices, the used
number of time-horizon steps led to infeasible cases; for sufficiently high-δt choice (long
horizons), all simulations were ultimately feasible, as predicted by [2].
Figure 2.13 (b) displays results from another simulation experiment in which the leader
vehicle suddenly stops at the merging junction. This disturbance was achieved by setting
the speed of the leader vehicle to 0 ms−1 at its previous position (with no position state
evolution) after passing the junction. The only parameters, that were chosen in line with
the conditions defined in Theorem 1, were able to obtain positive control invariance for
the vehicles and result in recursive feasibility. However, MPC problems without positive
control-invariant sets fail to stop for harsh disturbances when the previous prediction is
not perfectly followed.
In an experiment for three different γ values, their critical initial positions were iden-
tified by s01 and s02. In order to simplify the test, s01 initial position was kept constant
throughout all simulations while the spacing between the vehicles was controlled by the
relative initial position gap ∆d := s02 − s01. Figure 2.14 presents the state trajectories
taken; cases in which vehicle 1 passed the junction first are shown in blue while those in
which vehicle 2 passed the junction first are in red. For a given γ prioritisation weight, a
critical ∆d value can be found where it is more beneficial to change the vehicle order.
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Figure 2.14: Merging for three γ and critical ∆d switching values with δt = 0.2 s, th=2.1 s,
Np = 25, Q=1, R'5.1. [6]
2.6.1 Decision graph
Simulations were conducted for a range of weightings γ ∈ (0, 1) and starting-position
offsets ∆d. Figure 2.15 (a) presents four quadrants. The second and fourth quadrants
depict the cases in which first-come-first-served outcomes were observed; in these regions,
prioritisation enforces the initial order, meaning that if a vehicle is ahead of another
vehicle, it passes the junction first. However, with γ weighting in the first and third
quadrant, the vehicle orders could be changed, resulting in a consistent prioritisation
effect. A distinct switching line can be obtained by connecting the adjacent critical ∆d
values on the decision graph. This line separates the cases in which one vehicle finished
first from those in which the other did. The switching line at neutral prioritisation,
γ = 0.5, was at ∆d = 0 m. Figure 2.15 (b) shows the effect of high-δt period times for
the same Npδt=5 s horizon time; it results in a distorted, asymmetric decision graph due
to the effect of discretisation and corner-cutting prevention. The longer the time steps,
the more some cases must be constrained to satisfy the overlaying constraints between
the mode switches, resulting in a cruder line between the ranges.
2.6.2 Numerical test: Symmetric decision graph
The decision split curves of the tests described in Section 2.6.1 are presented on decision
graphs in Figure 2.15; they have asymmetrical properties (i.e. mirroring the curve by the
axes at ∆d = 0 and γ = 0.5 concludes that the mirrored curve does not line up with
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Figure 2.15: (a) Priority graph with FCFS regions in 2nd and 4th quadrants and shifted
priority due to the γ objective weighting in the 1st and 3rd quadrants, δt = 0.2 s, th = 2.1 s,
Np = 25, Q=1, R'5.1; (b) Priority graph with artefact from discretisation, δt = 2.5 s, th = 2.1 s,
Np = 2, Q=1, R '5.1. [6]
its original curve). The reason behind this asymmetry was found to be the choices of
initial positions, which were only sampled from a line parallel to the axis of s2. The initial
position choices were fixed for s01 and changing for s02, which is shown for three pairs of
trajectories in Figure 2.14. As the problem description, obstacles and vehicle properties
are symmetric, the decision graph is expected to be symmetrical as well. Figure 2.16
shows the ∆d choice of axis at de distance from the edge of the C12 collision set. This
new adjusted axis has the same symmetric properties as the obstacle while maintaining
the ∆d initial gap position parametrisation.
Simulation test parameters were as follows: δt = 0.5 s, th = 0.78 s, Np = 0.5, vmax =
vdes = 5 ms−1, amax = 9.81/4 ms−2, amin = −9.81/2 ms−2. In Figure 2.17, a decision
split curve was identified at each slice for different de distances. Under these conditions,
each decision curve has symmetric properties over γ, relative to the prioritisation axis. At
low de distance, the feasible decision curves are close to being horizontal and γ has little
effect. The effect grows as distance from the obstacle increases and more space is available
for manoeuvring. After reaching a given limit de distance, the distance corresponding to
the finite horizon has no direct contact with the obstacle and, thus, will not significantly
change further. However, a periodic ripple can be seen on the curves, indicating that the
decision process is sensitive to the level of discretisation and the inter time step phase
when the manoeuvre is initiated; this explains the asymmetric results of the method
shown in Section 2.6.1.
Figure 2.18 shows the aggregated distances travelled by both vehicles in these ex-
amples.
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Figure 2.16: Schematic of tests with an adjusted axis (respecting obstacle symmetricity) for
choice of initial vehicle position.
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Figure 2.17: In (a), the feasible-decision critical ∆d curves are shown for different de distances
from the obstacle and γ prioritisations. (b) shows the side view of (a). The further the initial
vehicle positions (starting with vmax) are from the obstacle, the more significant the influence
of relative prioritisation γ is over ∆d while the curves remain symmetric; after a given limit
distance, the curves display periodicity.
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Figure 2.18: The full distance travelled Σd by both vehicles summed across the all simulations,
at de = 20 m on (a) a 3D representation with the γ axis; (b), a side view of (a), shows little
dependency on the γ parameter.
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2.7 Numerical tests: Four lanes and vehicles merging
This section presents numerical tests of a scenario in which four vehicles merge from four
different lanes (see Figure 2.19).
Vehicular control for four-lane merging is detailed in MPC 2.5, where the merging
interactions are collected in NMI with vehicle pair tuples {p, q} ∈ NMI. The number
of tuples in NMI is NMI, which is ‘four choose two’ for this case, NMI = 6 because two
element subsets (vehicle pairs) are chosen from the four-element vehicle set N . The
parameters in the example were chosen as follows: δt=1 s, th=2.1 s, Np = 5, the vehicle
weights are wn=1...4=[0.25, 0.05, 0.1, 0.6] for n = 1 . . . 4 vehicle indices, Q=1, R'5.1 and
soffn=1...4=0 with vehicle length L = 4 m, making the obstacle geometries identical with
L1 = L2 = L3 = L4 = −L. The desired speed is vd = 9 ms−1 while the maximum speed is
vmax = 10 ms−1. The position evolution of the four vehicles is shown in Figure 2.20; their
speeds are shown in Figure 2.21. It is verified by the simulated trajectories, that by setting
relative priorities for the vehicles (ωn), they act in a cooperative manner. In the example,
high priority vehicles merge first at the junction before accelerating or decelerating back
to their desired speed. In Figure 2.21, the first vehicle to merge is shown to increase its
speed over its desired speed in order to ease the control actions of the vehicles behind it.
Figure 2.19: Four separate lanes merging to one lane
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ωn ln (xn (k + j + 1|k) , un (k + j|k)) (2.55a)
s.t. ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)}, ∀n ∈ N :
xn (k|k) = xn (k)
xn (k + j + 1|k) = A xn (k + j|k) +B un (k + j|k)
xn ∈ Xn
un ∈ Un
and ∀{p, q} ∈ NMI :
sp(k + j|k) + thvp(k + j|k) ≤ L1 +M bpq 1(k + j|k)
sq(k + j|k) + thvq(k + j|k) ≤ L2 +M bpq 2(k + j|k)
sp(k + j|k) + thvp(k + j|k) ≤ sq(k + j|k) + L3 +M bpq 3(k + j|k)
sq(k + j|k) + thvq(k + j|k) ≤ sp(k + j|k) + L4 +M bpq 4(k + j|k)
4∑
m=1
bpq m(k + j|k) ≤ 3
sp(k + j + 1|k) + thvp(k + j + 1|k) ≤ L1 +M bpq 1(k + j|k)
sq(k + j + 1|k) + thvq(k + j + 1|k) ≤ L2 +M bpq 2(k + j|k)
sp(k + j + 1|k) + thvp(k + j + 1|k) ≤ sq(k + j|k) + L3 +M bpq 3(k + j|k)
sq(k + j + 1|k) + thvq(k + j + 1|k) ≤ sp(k + j|k) + L4 +M bpq 4(k + j|k).
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Figure 2.20: Positions shown for four merging vehicles with vehicle trajectories as solid
lines and predictions as dashed lines and circles; soffn=1...4=0, δt=1 s, th=2.1 s, Np = 5,
wn=1...4=[0.25, 0.05, 0.1, 0.6], Q=1, R'5.1. [6]



















Figure 2.21: Speeds for four merging vehicles with vehicle speed values as solid lines and
predictions as dashed lines and circles, δt = 1 s, th = 2.1 s, Np = 5, wn=1...4 = [0.25, 0.05, 0.1, 0.6],
Q=1, R'5.1. [6]
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2.8 Computational speed and complexity
The simulations in Section 2.6 and Section 2.7 were run on a PC with Intel i7-4790 CPU
and 16 GB memory. The Mixed-Integer Quadratic Program (MIQP) was solved using
Gurobi v7.5.1 [32] via its Matlab interface. The computation times for a set of simulations
computed for the state trajectories shown in Figure 2.14 are shown in Figure 2.22 (a).
The MIQP is solved efficiently for the non-conflicting part of the tests and for the car-
following phase because there are relatively few nodes to be explored in the problem.
However, there is a clear increase in computation time for decision-making around the
merge, where many different binary values must be explored to obtain the global optimum.
For two vehicles with time horizon length Np = 25 steps, which is Npδt = 5 s long, solution
times were below the control time period. The computation times measured in the four-
vehicle example in Section 2.7 are shown in Figure 2.22 (b), which shows the same 5 s-long
horizon but with Np = 5 steps. It should be noted that more efficient solution schemes
can be obtained for the MIQP by exploiting structure. In [3], this was achieved through
indicator binaries for collision-set avoidance. This work, does not attempt to optimise the
method in this chapter, rather, it shows proof of safe time-headway formulation. Chapter 5
will inspect some of the potential performance enhancement options to improve the MIQP
framework.
In conclusion, the computationally intensive cases are the problems that include non-
trivial binary decisions; complexity peaks in the junctions, where the binary decisions
are directly responsible for vehicle arbitration choices. In these cases, multiple convex
sub-problems must be solved for a number of binary configurations before the branch-
and-bound algorithm within the solver can return the globally optimal solution. For this
reason, the binary decision variables are used sparingly to avoid a combinatoric explosion
in complexity, which could render the problem impractical for real-time control.
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Figure 2.22: (a) Computation times for the Figure 2.14 simulations, δt = 0.2 s, th = 2.1 s,
Np = 25 simulations; (b) Computation times for Section 2.7 simulation (four vehicle merging)





This chapter starts with a brief general overview of the cost function choices. Later in
this chapter, the basic structure and elements of the cost functions used in this work
are introduced in order to compare two formulations. The ‘running-cost’ formulation is
widely used in the literature on vehicle control, but has unreachable speed reference when
the vehicle is close to an obstacle or needs to stop, which is an operational mode for safety
(see Chapter 2). This makes it difficult to obtain stability results; thus, stability results
are acquired through a different cost formulation, with an objective corresponding to a
soft form of the safety constraint. With proper parameter tuning (i.e. exact penalty), the
same behaviours are observed with both cost formulations.
3.1 Overview
The velocity optimisation introduced in Chapter 2 uses binary variables to relax hyper-
plane constraints from obstacle avoidance in the hybrid-MPC formulation. According
to Theorem 1, simple time-headway parameters provide positive-control-invariant sets to
operate in and yield safe/recursively feasible operations. This chapter focuses on other
aspects of the controller, namely the cost function that aims to encapsulate the goals and
objectives in the optimised performance metric, while providing some stability results.
For a more extensive introduction to the basics of cost functions, see [11, 59].
The approaches proposed in this work aim to obtain the globally optimal solution
subject to obstacle avoidance. Obstacle avoidance is inherently an NP-hard problem and
in this work formulated into an NP-complete problem with the use of binary relaxations.
This enables commercially available branch-and-bound solvers to obtain the globally op-
timal solution, where, for each fixed binary configuration, the problem reverts itself to a
convex QP optimisation.
It may be argued that formulating the problem to be a global method (to obtain
globally optimal results) is very restrictive. For this reason, it may be better to solve
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a less idealised formulation to sub-optimality with local solvers than to get the globally
optimal solution to a cruder problem.
It should be noted that when problem convexity is less of a concern, more options
are available for the problem formulations. These include non-convex cost functions (e.g.
general utility functions) [83], non-linear system dynamics (e.g. steering in 2D problems)
[67] and non-convex constraints in general (e.g. non-convex vehicle shapes and obstacles)
[68].
Economic MPC is concerned with optimising generally non-convex cost functions. For
example, non-convex utility functions can include fuel economy, gear selection and trans-
mission costs, regenerative braking, battery management, and minimal time objectives.
It is generally recognised in the literature that using convex QP cost function from lin-
ear control theory is inferior compared to the freedom to describe more general objectives
with utility functions available in economic MPC.
This work does not aim to settle on a single non-linear utility function, note that this
does not prevent the framework to be considered for such cases. The choice made here is
to facilitate the global method in a simple, low complexity way which allows global solvers
to compute the globally optimal solutions. Solver choices for the QPs are numerous with
mature techniques yielding stable outputs, which is valuable if optimal control is used
for safety critical applications. State-of-the-art commercial solvers are currently able to
handle MIQPs at unprecedented speeds, which are expected to continue improving.
3.2 Cost inspection
The so-called ‘running-cost’ formulation, which is a common baseline approach in the
literature on vehicle control, was implemented in the MIQP examples in Chapter 2.
J = q
(







v (k + j|k)− vd
)2
+ r u (k + j|k)2 , (3.1)
where the desired speed or setpoint is vd. Cost functions may aggregate several cost and
penalty terms if the intended applications and objectives require their use. Commonly
used cost penalties are imposed on decision variables: states in vector x, control inputs
u, and control input change ∆u (total variance); additional penalties can come from
soft constraint violation, and logic-imposed penalties. A constant shift term may be
present in the cost functions and it may be omitted from the mathematical optimisation
without changing the optimal solution of decision variables [11]. For engineers, the exact
cost with its weight and scale usually bear less significance, aside from those that affect
solver performance. In contrast, cost in other fields, such as finance, may bear a specific
monetary unit (dimension), meaning an optimal cost value could be important in further
calculations or presentations. Engineers, however, generally design controllers to actively
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keep reasonably small state errors, control actions, and minimal soft-constraint violations,
while providing stable and robust operations. Cost only bears some informative value; its
trends are typically used to prove stability.
Convex problems are easy to solve; one requirement for a convex problem is the convex
cost function. Convex cost functions may be formed in terms of l1, l∞ norms and/or
weighted-l2 norms that can be cast as the sum of weighted squares. A mixed-integer
program (MIP) is considered non-convex, however, when the integer variables are fixed to
a configuration b = b̂; the optimisation task can revert back to convex if the cost function
and constraints are all convex [11]. The constant offset arising from model mismatch
and uncertainties may simply be handled by introducing an integrator in the form of
additional input change variables ∆u and incorporating the control inputs u as additional
states in the system dynamics [11].
Uncertainties, model errors, offsets and constraint violations are not the main concerns
of this work, which assumes an ideal scenario. When the types of additional error models
to be handled are identified in a clear application (e.g. real vehicle tests), then these
models, constraints and cost penalties can be added via robust optimal control techniques,
such as tightening and relaxing constraints with slack variables.
The parts of a finite horizon cost function can be classified on the type of decision
variables they defined over, such as Mayer, Lagrange, and, Bolza, the last of which is
a combination of the former two types. The Mayer cost is a function of final states;
the Lagrange is the integral of the combination of state and control input costs over the
finite horizon (except the final states). Transformation between cost types can be done
through additional states, integration, or derivation [38]. It is particularly important
that, in an ideal case (e.g. in dynamic programs), the cost spans over infinity, which
requires calculations with an infinite time horizon. Infinite-time predictions for discrete-
time systems are modelled as a Markov decision process (MDP) [8], which has NP-
complete complexity. In practice, calculating the infinite-horizon cost is computationally
expensive, intractable, and sometimes impossible. In the face of inherent uncertainties
associated with real processes, the impact of the far future diminishes while the more
immediate control actions become more important. Treating these issues with MPC is a
practical solution:
J = φfh + φ̂ih, (3.2)











The Bolza cost, which incorporates both the Mayer terminal cost and the Lagrange
cost, is dependent on the inner-horizon states and controls and terminal states. The
continuous-time integral in the Lagrange cost is approximated as a finite summation in
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l(x(k + j|k), u(k + j|k))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lagrange cost
+F (x(k +Np|k))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Terminal cost
, (3.3)
where the stage costs are l(x(k+j|k), u(k+j|k)), which correspond to discrete-time states
and controls. In the case of the ‘running-cost’ formulation in (3.1), the stage cost was:
l(v(k + j|k), u(k + j|k)) = q
(
v(k + j|k)− vd
)2
+ ru(k + j|k)2, (3.4)




3.3 Terminal-position-based cost function
This section introduces the terminal-position-based or l1-norm-based cost, which is further
analysed in this chapter and shown to be related to the ‘running cost’ under certain
conditions. The aim was to propose a cost function that has zero reference speed in
the formulation; otherwise, a stationary vehicle near an obstacle would have unreachable
setpoint due to the shape of the Ω invariant set, which would be in conflict with the





qv(k + j|k)2 + ru(k + j|k)2
)
+ qfv(k +Np|k)2
+ ρ |s(k +Np|k) + βv(k +Np|k)− sG| , (3.5)
where the weighting factors are q, r, qf, β and ρ, and the goal position is sG. The Mayer
cost in this case has a squared terminal speed term, similarly to the stage costs and an
additional l1-norm. The l1-norm part incorporates a similar expression encountered during
simple time-headway safety derivation in Theorem 1. The total cost at the goal position
assuming stationary vehicle gives zero, required for the Lyapunov stability analysis. In
the original ‘running-cost’ formulation, the quadratic-cost function was based only on the
speed states and control inputs; the new formulation includes the terminal position and











where equilibrium states are arbitrary in means of the position seq, while the equilibrium
speed is veq = 0 and the control input is assumed to be zero (ueq = 0). When the
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equilibrium coincides with the goal position for all states (at seq = sG, veq = 0, ueq = 0)
then the cost from (3.5) gives J = 0, otherwise, the cost is J > 0 required for Lyapunov
stability condition [53, 59].
In a simple test scenario a vehicle is approaching a goal position using MPC 3.1; when
experimentally tuning the cost function parameter choices, it can be noted that the vehicle
speed converges to a settable constant value far from the goal position. Furthermore,
the optimal vehicle speed profile has a gradual deceleration phase close or past the goal
position.
MPC-3.1
J∗MPC-3.1 = min (3.5)
s.t. ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)} :
x (k|k) = x (k)
x (k + j + 1|k) = A x (k + j|k) +B u (k + j|k)
(x, u) ∈ X × U ,
where as a reminder the state and control sets are X = {s, v | vmin ≤ v ≤ vmax} and
U = {u | amin ≤ u ≤ amax}, respectively.
For further analysis, the l1-norm part of the cost function is inspected by branching,
which provides three cases:
|s+ βv − sG| =

− (s+ βv − sG) , s+ βv − sG < 0
0, s+ βv − sG ≡ 0
s+ βv − sG, s+ βv − sG > 0
(3.7)
3.3.1 Branching case 1
For case 1, the region of inspection is s(k +Np|k) + βv(k +Np|k)− sG < 0, and the cost





qv(k + j|k)2 + ru(k + j|k)2
)
+ qfv(k +Np|k)2
− ρ(s(k +Np|k) + βv(k +Np|k)− sG). (3.8)
Using the state calculation of LTI dynamics (2.8):




AiBu(k +Np − 1− i) (3.9)
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and
u(k) =
v(k + 1)− v(k)
δt
(3.10)
























where initial states are constants s(k|k) = s(k) and v(k|k) = v(k), which are to be





qv(k + j|k)2 − ρδtv(k + j|k) + ru(k + j|k)2
)
+ qfv(k +Np|k)2 − ρ(
δt
2
+ β)v(k +Np|k) + Ĵconst1 (3.13)







v(k + j|k)− vd
)2













q, qf > 0. This form is closely related to the ‘running-cost’ shifted by a constant and,
thus, belongs to the family of reference-tracking MPC, which minimises the state error
ξ = v − vref, where the setpoint is vref. By choosing qf ≡ q, a connection between (3.13)
and (3.1) is evident, wherein the only difference is a constant shift (the constant shift is
indifferent in means of the optimal solutions returned by optimisation problems, as argued
before).
Thus, in summary, if the optimisation in branching case 1 would be formulated as a
separate optimisation it would take the form of MPC 3.2.
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MPC-3.2
J∗MPC-3.2 = min (3.8)
s.t. ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)} :
x (k|k) = x (k)
x (k + j + 1|k) = A x (k + j|k) +B u (k + j|k)
s(k +Np|k) + βv(k +Np|k)− sG < 0 (3.15a)
(x, u) ∈ X × U ,
This is generally the active and desired case when the controller parameters are ap-
propriately tuned. In the original case in MPC 3.1 with (3.5) cost, the terminal speed
and position adapts and avoids the region s(k + Np|k) + βv(k + Np|k) ≥ sG as it were
an obstacle. Now, in MPC 3.2 notice that the valid domain is appearing as a hard con-
straint (3.15a) in the optimisation, just like an obstacle avoidance constraint would. In
the case of MPC 3.1 overrunning is possible due to the softness of the objective, however,
for branching case 1, this is by definition an invalid region, when terminal states violate
the slope constraint (3.15a).
3.3.2 Branching case 2
Case 2 occurs when s(k +Np|k) + βv(k +Np|k)− sG ≡ 0, meaning that the setpoint for
speed jumps to zero for both mid- and terminal-speed states. In this case, the setpoint
(vref) is zero and the terminal state slides along the s(k+Np|k) +βv(k+Np|k) = sG line,
shown in Figure 3.1. When zero is reached for all v states and u controls, the system is





qv(k + j|k)2 + ru(k + j|k)2
)
+ qfv(k +Np|k)2, (3.16)
3.3.3 Branching case 3





q(v(k + j|k) + vd)2 + ru(k + j|k)2
)
+ qf(v(k+Np|k) + vdf )2 + J̃const3 (3.17)
Minimising this cost (minimise J3), which is subjected to non-negative speeds, would result
in a fast deceleration phase. In this case, the speed error is referenced around the negative
speed (the speed error is ξ = v − vref = v + vd, thus vref = −vd); this is a completely
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Figure 3.1: The setpoint jumps between vd, 0 and −vd in line with the transition of s(k +
Np|k) + βv(k +Np|k)− sG from a negative to a positive value.
unreachable setpoint, as it is in conflict with v ≥ 0 constraint (vref = −vd ≤ 0 ≤ v).
Figure 3.1 shows the regions of respected cases of the l1-norm and the possible reference
speeds. It is forbidden and undesirable to have states of negative speeds or positions
passing through the goal corresponding to the grey areas in Figure 3.1. Switching between
the three possible cost cases opens the way to simplifying and modelling them as LQR
controls with the choice to find stabilising tuning parameters. This makes it possible to
form the appropriately tuned operating case, which results in a mathematical optimisation
identical to that of the ‘running-cost’ formulation with added terminal set constraints.
3.3.4 Tuning the controller
At this point, there are several parameters in the controller: q, r, qf, ρ and β. Furthermore,
as previously identified, desired speed vd can be encompassed in the formulation that
appears as a reference speed in cases decided by an inherent switching of the terminal
cost. The method for tuning entails choosing the stabilising linear control for the quadratic
cost function. The three cases just discussed are reduced to LQR forms dependent on
q, r and qf parameters, generally minimising the speed-state errors ξ = v − vref to the
reference speed vref. For simplicity, let the setpoint vref be the same for each time step,





q ξ(k + j|k)2 + ru(k + j|k)2
)
+ qf ξ(k +Np|k)2. (3.18)
Assume the following closed-loop control law:
u = −Kv (3.19)
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where the closed loop gain is K and not yet determined. When the terminal state reaches
the desired surface defined by s + βv − sG = 0, it will ideally follow this surface until
reaching the equilibrium state at sG; this happens in case 2, where the l1 norm remains at
zero. Thus, similarly to the positive invariance calculations, let the states coincide with
s+ βv − sG = 0 line in two consecutive time steps:
sk + βvk − sG = sk+1 + βvk+1 − sG,
with substitution of:
sk+1 = sk + vkδt+ ak
δt2
2



















which can be used to calculate the q, r and qf parameters.






where the positive LQR cost matrices are Q, R and Qf—which, in this formulation,
are only one-dimensional (scalars)—and, respectively, the parameters q, r and qf. Fur-





optimisation may be formulated exclusively through the use of speed states and control
inputs, as the positions are not utilised in the current unconstrained tuning; thus, the
state matrices are A = 1 and B = δt. The DARE simplifies to:
q = AT qfB K = qf K δt,
and the gain equation to
K =
qfδt
qf δt2 + r
.
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Furthermore, the scale of J in the LQR is arbitrary and can be chosen by fixing one




















To keep the parameters positive, β − δt
2
≥ 0; thus, similarly to the requirements in
Theorem 1, it is true that 0 ≤ δt ≤ 2β.
3.3.5 Stability
The three cases outlined above can be reduced to LQR controllers through which the
reference speed is chosen by the terminal speed state and position prediction:
vref =

vd, s(k +Np|k) + βv(k +Np|k)− sG < 0, (Case 1)
0, s(k +Np|k) + βv(k +Np|k)− sG ≡ 0, (Case 2)
−vd, s(k +Np|k) + βv(k +Np|k)− sG > 0, (Case 3)
(3.22)
In case 3, the reference speed is unreachable because only positive speeds are allowed
(i.e. in this framework, the vehicle cannot go to its goal position in reverse if it was
missed). Case 2 has the stopping velocity profile with immediate deceleration due to the
tuned LQR parameters, converging to an equilibrium state corresponding to vk→∞ = 0,
uk→∞ = 0. However, if s(k + Np|k) ≤ sG and v(k + Np|k) = 0 then case 1 will be
switched to where vref = vd > 0; thus, the vehicle will be in motion at some point in the
horizon. If the terminal position s(k + Np|k) = sG or the terminal states are on the line
of s(k + Np|k) + βv(k + Np|k) − sG ≡ 0 then (since r > 0), the homogeneous penalty
over all control inputs in the horizon ensures that the acceleration to reach the goal is
spread across the time horizon. This is important because doing so results in some degree
of initial acceleration v(k + 1|k) > 0, meaning that no idling or loitering happens in the
finite horizon (otherwise, v = 0 sections could form). Furthermore, the vehicle would
build up speed even if it had been stationary (i.e. v(k) = 0), for example, after a full
stop before a junction. Finally, v(k + 1|k) > 0 ensures that s(k + 1) increases over s(k)
when s(k) + βv(k) < sG (i.e. the vehicle starts moving towards the goal position, ergo
the equilibrium state).
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Figure 3.2: (a) The general linear non-negative penalty function that has a tunable right slope
with γ parameter; (b) the l1 norm can be formulated from (a) with γ = 1; (c) a penalty with a
linear-left and hard-right side, where γ =∞.
Acceleration limits from (2.11) and the control law (3.19) constitute other design
considerations; these would impose limits on K, the closed-loop gain should be chosen:
amin ≤ −Kξ ≤ amax, (3.23)
where ξ = v − vref is the speed error.
3.3.6 Soft constraint transformation
As for when the control parameters are not appropriately tuned and the linear control
law would demand higher deceleration to follow the s(k + Np|k) + βv(k + Np|k) = sG
line, the trajectory can overrun this line. This is potentially undesirable since, if the goal
position cannot be relaxed (e.g. end of a parking space), the vehicle may run out of road
and hit an obstacle.
Through the introduction of an additional slack variable and constraints to the op-
timisation, they can be used to create a settable linear penalty function, where the slope





(1 + γ)d− ε ≤ 0
ε ≥ 0,
(3.24)
where the input argument is d, the slack variable is ε and the slope of the penalty cost is
set by γ. Figure 3.2 (a) shows the resultant cost dependence on the input variable.
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Notice that the l1 norm can be decomposed in the previous form when γ = 1:




2d− ε ≤ 0
ε ≥ 0
which is shown in Figure 3.2 (b).
Recall that the original cost analysed in (3.5) sets the reference speed (3.22) in case 3
to negative for the LQR form (i.e. vref = −vd = −ρδt2q ). However, this can be arbitrarily
changed when the generalised soft-penalty formulation from (3.24) is being implemented
with the γ parameter. Softened constraints are beneficial because their violation is feas-
ible; thus, the controller may operate even after, for example, inadvertently passing the
goal position. It is possible to choose the parameter tuning with l1 and l∞ norm soft
penalties to give back the feasible hard-constraint-equivalent optimal trajectories using
the exact penalty method [41] or approximate l2 penalty function cases. In this case,
the design considerations allow the controller to operate without entering case 3, which
otherwise would necessitate the soft penalty formulation.
However, this work does not focus on softening obstacle avoidance constraints; by
choosing the soft-constraint penalty γ to∞, or fixing ε = 0 and eliminating the softening,
case 3 is made a forbidden region. A hard-constraint case is shown in Figure 3.2 (c).
This keeps the operating modes in cases 1 and 2 attainable but requires positive control-
invariant consideration for the terminal set to remain recursively feasible. Thus, it is the
additional hard constraint that retains the form:
d ≤ 0.
By substitution of the original l1-norm argument in place of d gives:
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3.3.7 Numerical examples
This section highlights the properties of the controllers discussed previously. The two
MPC formulations are the soft formulation, MPC 3.3, with the terminal-position-based
cost, and the hard formulation, MPC 3.4, with the ‘running-cost’ and hard constraint
condition. When tuned appropriately the two MPCs are expected to generate identical
trajectories for unconstrained cases (disabled speed and acceleration limits). Moreover,
in constrained cases where the test problems are set up to induce constraint violations,
the soft formulation is expected to remain feasible, in contrast to the hard ‘running-cost’
formulation, which is expected to become infeasible on hard constrain violation.
The soft formulation, MPC 3.3, is defined without the state (speed) limits (3.25b) and
control input limits (3.25c). MPC 3.3 is:





qv(k + j|k)2 + ru(k + j|k)2
)
+ qfv(k +Np|k)2
+ ρ |s(k +Np|k) + βv(k +Np|k)− sG| (3.25a)
s.t. ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)} :
x (k|k) = x (k)
x (k + j + 1|k) = A x (k + j|k) +B u (k + j|k)




XXXu ∈ U (3.25c)
The hard ‘running-cost’ formulation is MPC 3.4 subject to only the equalities of the
dynamics and the hard constraint (3.26d) with similarly disabled speed limits (3.26b) and
control input limits (3.26c):
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qξ(k + j|k)2 + ru(k + j|k)2
)
+ qfξ(k +Np|k)2 (3.26a)
s.t. ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)} :
x (k|k) = x (k)
x (k + j + 1|k) = A x (k + j|k) +B u (k + j|k)




XXXu ∈ U (3.26c)
s(k +Np|k) + βv(k +Np|k)− sG ≤ 0, (3.26d)
where the speed errors are ξ(k + j|k) = v(k + j|k)− vd.
Note that the following experiments are only for demonstration purposes obtaining
the unconstrained trajectories, as the formulations would naturally behave without the
operational state and control limits defined, while initial states of the simulation are still
chosen within the state limits to correspond with relevant cases.
The first simulation parameters are δt = 0.5 s, Np = 1, sG = 0 m, vd = 9 ms−1 and
x(0) = [−100, 8]T with initial position and speed in m and ms−1, respectively. Parameters
q, r, qf and ρ were chosen with β = 3.4197 s from (3.21). Furthermore, the limits,
if they would have been imposed, were amax = 9.81/4 ms−2, amin = −9.81/2 ms−2 and
vmax = 10 ms−1. The modelling was done using CVX, a package for specifying and solving
convex programs in Matlab [16, 28].
In Figure 3.3 (a), the trajectories of the two MPCs can be seen coinciding as expected.
In the first section, both controllers approach the vd reference speed. Later, a slowdown
period can be seen respecting the chosen 1/β slope on the v–s graph converging towards
the goal position. The shown accelerations in Figure 3.3 (b) have monotonic decreasing
trends after the initial tracking error and the switch to goal approaching phase. In Fig-
ure 3.4, the optimal cost of MPC 3.3 goes to zero (i.e. J([sG, 0]) ≡ 0) in contrast with
(a)


















































Figure 3.3: Comparison of the two MPC controller formulations: MPC 3.3 (MPC1) and
MPC 3.4 (MPC2) (a) v–s and (b) u–k.
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Figure 3.4: The optimal cost of MPC 3.3 (MPC1) goes to zero in the goal position equilibrium;
MPC 3.4 (MPC2) ‘running-cost’ formulation maintains zero cost through ideal tracking of vd
and increases in cost as the speed decreases to zero.
MPC 3.4, which has zero cost for undisturbed settled tracking of vd while in the goal ap-
proaching phase the speed setpoint becomes unreachable and the ‘running-cost’ tracking
error rises to a constant value.
From the dual-mode structure of MPC 3.4, the terminal cost—the cost-to-go corres-
ponding to the equivalent LQR—represents the error minimisation to vd. The terminal
states are constrained, however, this does not apply to the rest of the infinite horizon,
as it would yield infinite cost-to-go. This can be seen in Figure 3.5, where the controller
assumes an immediate speed-up following the terminal state. In order to respect accel-














Figure 3.6 shows a well-designed case, as the acceleration respects the limits without
explicitly imposing control input constraints in the problem, this means that the infinite
horizon tail results in realistic behaviour.
Remark: since the vehicle acceleration and deceleration properties are different in
most cases, the controller parameters are advised to respect the more constraining limit.
In this situation, vd/amax is the lower value than −vmax/amin. Note that s(k + Np|k) +
βv(k + Np|k) ≤ sG constraint is representing the right side of the Ω set in Theorem 1,
thus choosing β below the critical th parameter preserving recursive feasibility or the same
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Figure 3.5: MPC 3.3 (MPC1) and MPC 3.4 (MPC2) trajectories with the rest of the dual-mode
infinite horizon tail of MPC 3.3 partially indicated.
condition identified in Section 3.3.4 would lead to the loss of positive control invariance
and recursive feasibility for the ‘running-cost’ formulation in MPC 3.4 when all state and
control limits are enabled.
In the following, let the safety condition in the simulations be disregarded. Let β =
(−vmax/amin − δt2 ) ∗ 0.6 s, which is 60% of what would be needed for positive control
invariance. Figure 3.7 shows the state and control input trajectories when the limit
constraints are disabled. The theoretical acceleration limits are exceeded in both speeding-
up and slowing-down phases, Figure 3.7 (b), implies that catastrophic feasibility problems
may arise in the hard-constrained case due to the peak deceleration in the slow-down
phase.
In the next simulations, state and control limits are added to both formulations (i.e.
constraints (3.25b), (3.25c), (3.26b) and (3.26c) are enabled), completing the terminal
set; results are displayed in Figure 3.8 for the example above. In line with expectations,
MPC 3.4 reaches infeasibility at the deceleration peak, thanks to the hard terminal-set
constraint, while MPC 3.3 is able to venture back onto the s(k+Np|k)+βv(k+Np|k)−sG =
0 line and continue to converge towards the goal position equilibrium. In Figure 3.9,
parameters are tuned way below the appropriate, β = (−vmax/amin − δt2 ) ∗ 0.2 s, 20%
of what would be needed for positive-control-invariant terminal set. MPC 3.4 remains
infeasible but MPC 3.3 would exploit its built-in softness and since it is not able to return
to the left side of the s(k + Np|k) + βv(k + Np|k) − sG = 0 line, it passes over the
goal position before fully stopping. The cost evolution for this simulation is shown in
Figure 3.10 where MPC 3.3 can no longer reach zero cost due to final error relative to the
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Figure 3.6: Coinciding MPC 3.3 (MPC1) and MPC 3.4 (MPC2) control inputs (accelerations).
(a)

















































Figure 3.7: Comparison of the two MPC controller trajectories: MPC 3.3 (MPC1) and MPC 3.4
(MPC2), when β is 60% of what is needed for positive-control invariance: (a) v–s and (b) u–k.
goal position.
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(a)

















































Figure 3.8: Comparison of the two MPC controller trajectories: MPC 3.3 (MPC1) and MPC 3.4
(MPC2), when the input-output limit constraints are enabled in both formulations and β is 60%
of what is needed for positive-control invariance: (a) v–s and (b) u–k.
(a)

















































Figure 3.9: Comparison of the two MPC controller trajectories: MPC 3.3 (MPC1) and MPC 3.4
(MPC2), when the input-output limit constraints are enabled in both formulations and β is 20%
of what is needed for positive-control invariance: (a) v–s and (b) u–k.
























Figure 3.10: Cost comparison of the two MPC controller formulations: MPC 3.3 (MPC1) and
MPC 3.4 (MPC2), when the input-output limit constraints are enabled in both formulations and
β is 20% of what is needed for positive-control invariance.
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3.4 Slow-down effect of multiple step horizons
Horizons with Np > 1 have early reactions to known obstructions (or goal position) which
represent, in these cases, the right side of terminal set for hard formulations. Furthermore,
the two test formulations are changed to have the speed and acceleration limits enabled.





qv(k + j|k)2 + ru(k + j|k)2
)
+ qfv(k +Np|k)2
+ ρ |s(k +Np|k) + βv(k +Np|k)− sG|
s.t. ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)} :
x (k|k) = x (k)
x (k + j + 1|k) = A x (k + j|k) +B u (k + j|k)
x ∈ X , u ∈ U





qξ(k + j|k)2 + ru(k + j|k)2
)
+ qfξ(k +Np|k)2
s.t. ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)} :
x (k|k) = x (k)
x (k + j + 1|k) = A x (k + j|k) +B u (k + j|k)
x ∈ X , u ∈ U
s(k +Np|k) + βv(k +Np|k)− sG ≤ 0
For simplicity, assume that the controller parameters are chosen to guarantee the
recursive feasibility of MPC 3.6; thus, MPC 3.5 and MPC 3.6 formulations yield equivalent
mathematical optimisations and optimal trajectories. It is easy to see that the s(k +
Np|k) + βv(k +Np|k) ≤ sG constraint from the terminal set acts as an obstruction when
active for MPC 3.6 as it causes v(k+Np|k)→ 0 for operational case s(k+1) > s(k) when
k → ∞ making vd an unreachable terminal setpoint. However, the terminal constraint
does not apply for states after the finite horizon, such as s(k + j|k) and v(k + j|k) for
j > Np; thus, the infinite horizon tail can return to vd (see Figure 3.5). Otherwise the
setpoint would be unreachable for the whole infinite prediction horizon, causing the infinite
horizon cost integral of MPC 3.6 to be ∞, practically known as infeasible optimisation.
Since the obstruction is present when s(k + Np|k) + βv(k + Np|k) ≤ sG is active,
the reaction consist of convergence towards a new coasting speed in plans unique to each
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Figure 3.11: MPC 3.5 (MPC1) and MPC 3.6 (MPC2) approaching the goal position and
gradually slowing down, Np = 10.
(a)


















































Figure 3.12: Comparison of the two MPC controller formulations: MPC 3.5 (MPC1) and
MPC 3.6 (MPC2); (a) J∗ optimal costs and (b) u–k.
initial state. This slow-down effect is shown in Figure 3.11; it gives back the same optimal
trajectories for both MPC 3.5 and MPC 3.6, respecting the terminal set. In both cases,
however, the predicted tail follows only for the first control step. The resulting progress
in vehicle position pushes the trajectory closer to the goal position, decreasing the space
available for the finite horizon while the length of the time horizon remains the same. This
evolution yields a speed decrease between the consecutive prediction tails. Figure 3.12
shows the cost and control input evolutions.
Simulations with higher Nps (see Figure 3.13) show earlier responses to approaching
a goal position, since generally more distance can be covered considering longer horizons.
This yields more room for changes and mild control actions to minimise the control cost.
The trajectories show, Figure 3.13 (b), convergence towards certain linearly decreasing
characteristics after the transient phase for each Np. To further investigate this, formulate





where the calculated equivalent gain is κ. In Figure 3.14, the calculated κ evolutions are
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(a)












































Figure 3.13: (a) s–k and (b) v–s graphs for goal-approaching simulation with Np = {1, 10, 30}
horizons.
shown for goal approach simulations; their respective trajectories are shown in Figure 3.13.
In the case of Np = 1, the design gain of the terminal set from the β headway time and δt
control period time (3.20) is attained because the horizon has no information about the
obstruction presented by the terminal constraints until they are reached and activated. κ
remains more moderate for higher horizon lengths than short horizons practically limited
by the design of the terminal set. Moreover, the control action is applied sooner and tends
to converge after a transient phase. A set of horizon lengths are tested where κ values at
the end of the simulations are sampled and assumed to be sufficiently converged (close to









which are shown in Figure 3.15. Note that, for a low number of horizon steps, the
formulation ensures safety by limiting the rate of slow-down through the original β design
parameter to safe levels as proved by the converged trends of slow-down trajectories. This
limiting effect can be seen in Figure 3.15 as the β
δt
line. For longer horizons, the trajectory
profiles converge to the normalised time headway corresponding to Np − 12 . This shows
that with the tuning choices, longer horizons are able to accommodate longer slow-down
trajectories to static obstacles or goal positions, inherently respecting control limits, and
short horizon formulations are actively benefiting from the safety design choices in the
framework.
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Figure 3.14: The evolution of κ gain for goal-approaching simulation with Np = {1, 10, 30}
horizons.









Figure 3.15: The converged and normalised time headway initially follows the design gain of
the terminal set for short horizons but switches over to the empirical Np − 1/2 horizon length-




In the case of car-following, the vehicles have the previously discussed (Section 2.3.4)
separation requirement formulated as a hard constraint. When two vehicles merge or
pass through junctions, their hard separation constraints are active or relaxed in the MIP
formulation to preserve safety (Section 2.5). If a cost were to be assigned to a hard
constraint then when it is not violated its penalty cost would be zero, when it is violated
its penalty cost would be infinite. It stands to reason that this sudden jump could be
made smoother, potentially preparing for future obstacles and conflict zones ahead of
time. As shown in Section 3.4, the slow-down effect of a longer horizon result in the
potential for an earlier reaction in response to an obstruction. This yields mild, less
intensive control actions to achieve the output requirements (e.g. deceleration before an
obstacle or in merging creating the appropriate separation for car-following). It would be
computationally demanding to simply increase the length of the horizon, thus, another
approach will be explored. In this section, an additional cost element is formulated
that softly encompasses and adds the vehicle-separation constraint of the merging to the
objective function.
For simplicity, let the aggregated cost function for a restricted case be investigated
with two vehicles a and b:
J = σFsep(xa (k +Np|k) , xb (k +Np|k)) +
∑
n∈{a,b}




wnln (xn (k + j|k) , un (k + j|k)) , (3.32)
where stage cost is ln = q (vn − vd n)2+r u2n, the relative weights are wn, and the terminal
cost is F = qf (v − vd)2. Moreover, the weight for the soft separation penalty is σ and
the soft separation penalty is:
Fsep = sb(k +Np − 1|k)− sa(k +Np|k)− βva(k +Np|k)− L
where the index of the leader vehicle is b and the safe car-following separation gap has
yet to be achieved; thus, sb(k+Np− 1|k)− sa(k+Np|k)− βva(k+Np|k)−L ≥ 0 and, as
such, Fsep ≥ 0. Later, this formulation is generalised for the whole scenario with arbitrary
vehicle positions. Let the positions be reformulated with the use of the speed decision
variables with the help of (3.9):






+ vb(k + 1|k)δt− va(k + 1|k)δt
+ . . .+ vb(k +Np − 1|k)
δt
2
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Following the arguments in Section 3.2, the constants can be disregarded in the optim-
isation (e.g. sb(k)− sa(k)−L+ vb(k) δt2 − va(k)
δt
2
). Therefore, what remains are linearly
dependent speed terms that amend the originally desired vehicle speeds through weight-
ing. The desired speeds are ordered in vector forms for better representation where the
elements are desired speed to be considered in stage costs and the terminal speed at






, vd a −
σδt
2waq
, . . . , vd a −
σδt
2waq















, vd b +
σδt
2wbq





It should be noted that the desired speed for first time step (k) is arbitrary since the speed
state is a fixed value v(k|k) = v(k), thus, as a constant shift it may be also disregarded in
the optimisation. Moreover, the leader vehicle has its desired speed increased for (Np ≥ 2)
horizons while the follower vehicle has its speed decreased for all valid horizons (Np ≥ 1)
with the terminal desired speed having a change compared to that at the middle of the
horizon. This would mean that in the case of Np = 1, the leader vehicle experiences no
change in its cost and makes no effort to cooperate with the follower vehicle (Figure 3.16).
Moreover, this formulation would cause the desired speeds to be changed even after
the desired separation is achieved (see Figure 3.16). Formulating it as a true soft penalty,
the cost can be deactivated when the intended separation is reached.
MPC-3.7
J∗MPC-3.7 = min σFsep +
∑
n∈{a,b}




wnln (xn (k + j|k) , un (k + j|k))
s.t. ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)}, ∀n ∈ {a, b} :
xn (k|k) = xn (k)
xn (k + j + 1|k) = A xn (k + j|k) +B un (k + j|k)
xn ∈ Xn
un ∈ Un
sa(k +Np|k) + βva(k +Np|k)− sb(k +Np − 1|k) + L− Fsep ≤ 0 (3.33a)
Fsep ≥ 0 (3.33b)
When the soft separation cost is inserted into the merging scenario, it is beneficial to
see that the car-following modes utilise the same hyperplane. Practically, it is a linear
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soft penalty version of the later-appearing hard constraints promoting a softer transition
between the approaching and car-following modes. When the states reach the hard car-
following constraints of the same kind this Fsep cost would turn to zero and vanish from
the optimisation. σ weight sets the intensity of the earlier response while the timeliness
of completion depends on the intensity as well. This means that late information may not
lead to significantly different trajectories while too soon knowledge would yield the same
fixed rate of trajectory change. In the simplest case of two-vehicle merging, this cost has
to be defined for both vehicle orders and, with the already existing binaries, the extra
penalty terms may be relaxed just like a hard constraint would.
J = σ (Fsep ab + Fsep ba) +
∑
n∈{a,b}




wnln (xn (k + j|k) , un (k + j|k)) , (3.34)
Furthermore, the additional constraints are:
sa(k +Np|k) + βva(k +Np|k)− sb(k +Np − 1|k)+L− Fsep ab
≤M b1(k +Np|k) (3.35a)
sb(k +Np|k) + βvb(k +Np|k)− sa(k +Np − 1|k)+L− Fsep ba
≤M b2(k +Np|k) (3.35b)
Fsep ab ≥ 0, (3.35c)
Fsep ba ≥ 0, (3.35d)
where the binary variable connected to obstacle-approaching mode in merging is b1(k +
Np|k) for vehicle a (which mode is active for b1(k +Np|k) ≡ 0 ) and similarly the binary
variable connected to obstacle-approaching mode in merging is b2(k + Np|k) for vehicle
b (which mode is active for b2(k + Np|k) ≡ 0). The obstacle-avoidance constraints and
their handover for merging were discussed in Section 2.5; the corner-cutting prevention
was discussed in Section 2.3.5.1.
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Figure 3.16: (a), (b) and (c) show simulations for Np = 1 horizon length where the leader
vehicle is not cooperating; (d), (e) and (f) show simulations for Np = 10 horizon length where
the leader vehicle is cooperating. Two formulations are compared: one is where the cost is in
constraint penalty form MPC 3.7; the other simulation is for the original fixed separation cost
example (3.32).
MPC-3.8
J∗MPC-3.8 = min (3.34)
s.t. ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)}, ∀n ∈ {a, b} :
xn (k|k) = xn (k)
xn (k + j + 1|k) = A xn (k + j|k) +B un (k + j|k)
xn ∈ Xn
un ∈ Un













































































Figure 3.17: The new pre-merging formulation, MPC 3.8, is compared with MPC 3.6 (MPC2)
formulation with added vehicle-merging constraints for Np = 10 horizon length. The new formu-
lation immediately reacts to the information about the obstacle. In contrary, without the soft
pre-merging constraints the controller only senses the obstacle when its horizon comes in contact
with the obstacle-avoidance hard constraints.
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3.6 Junction speed limits
It is useful in some cases to define a restriction region in the junction with a new max-
imum speed limit and/or a non-zero minimum speed requirement. Reduced maximum
speed limit can enhance safety in busy junctions or on curvilinear paths by limiting the
centrifugal forces acting on vehicles and, thus, preventing dangerous roll-over situations.
This speed limit can be set with respect to passenger comfort, cargo safety, or lateral
accelerations. When the osculatory circle is in a plane parallel to the ground, the lateral
acceleration may be approximated with the normal component of total acceleration:




where the speed is v and the radius of the osculatory circle is R (or, in the approximated




The non-zero minimum speed requirement in junction areas promotes finite occupation
time of the shared road section. Even small junction may be susceptible to deadlocks
formed when multiple vehicles occupy the junction and blocking the traffic. In [3], no-stop
regions were implemented with MIP tools to keep vehicles moving in junctions; the authors
added additional speed-ramp-up space where fully stopped vehicles were guaranteed to
be able to reach the needed minimum speed required in the region.
With the help of big-M relaxations minimum and maximum speed limits are imple-
mented as follows:
s (k + j|k) + thv (k + j|k) ≤ sr2 +Msvb1(k + j|k) (3.37a)
v (k + j|k) ≤ vrmax +Mvb2(k + j|k) (3.37b)
−s (k + j|k) ≤ sr3 +Msvb3(k + j|k) (3.37c)
s (k + j|k)− th lowv (k + j|k) ≤ sr1 +Msvb1(k + j|k) (3.37d)
−v (k + j|k) ≤ −vrmin +Mvb2(k + j|k) (3.37e)
3∑
i=1
bi(k + j|k) ≤ 2, (3.37f)
where j = {1, . . . , Np} and the start position for the speed-up ramp is sr1, the projected
position for the maximum speed time-headway constraint is sr2 and the junction region
end position is at sr3. Notice that Mv < Msv is a tightening opportunity in the speed
big-M relaxations since the speed range is bounded v ∈ [0, vmax], yielding Mv = vmax,
which followed (2.47), as in [8].
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th low ≥ vrminamax . As previously discussed, corner-cutting may occur in inter-samples (see
Figure 3.18 (a)) which, for long control period times, may disregard the full obstacle or
restriction. For corner-cutting prevention, the same hyperplanes are to be defined at the
neighbouring time steps while the relaxation binaries are the same as those for the original
hyperplanes [63].
s (k + j − 1|k) + thv (k + j − 1|k) ≤ sr2 +Msvb1(k + j|k) (3.38a)
v (k + j − 1|k) ≤ vrmax +Mvb2(k + j|k) (3.38b)
−s (k + j − 1|k) ≤ sr3 +Msvb3(k + j|k) (3.38c)
s (k + j − 1|k)− th lowv (k + j − 1|k) ≤ sr1 +Msvb1(k + j|k) (3.38d)
v (k + j − 1|k) ≤ −vrmin +Mvb2(k + j|k) (3.38e)






qξ(k + j|k)2 + ru(k + j|k)2
)
+ qfξ(k +Np|k)2
s.t. ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)} :
x (k|k) = x (k)
x (k + j + 1|k) = A x (k + j|k) +B u (k + j|k)




The handover artefacts can be observed in Figure 3.18 (b), which respect the speed
constraints for Np = 1 (i.e. one last section following the time-headway hyperplane before
it switches to the middle section with the constant speed limits. This may be an issue if
the speed change in one time period is long enough to penetrate the other restricted state
region. To avoid this, a sufficient gap should be designed between the speed limits as:
vrmax − vrmin
δt
≥ min(th, th low).
The handover artefacts are less dominant for longer horizons; an example is shown for
Np = 5 in Figure 3.18 (c).
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(a)













v ( t=0.5 s)
v ( t=4 s)
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Figure 3.18: (a) shows simulation trajectories without corner-cutting prevention for Np = 5
where the solutions cut into the speed limits, a particularly dangerous cut can happened for
long period times (such as δt = 4 s). In (b), corner-cutting prevention is in place with Np = 1
horizon length showing the artefact peaks between hyperplane handovers; this effect is mitigated
for longer horizons, as shown in (c) with Np = 5.
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4
Cross-junction control and simulations
This chapter aims to expand the control framework to higher-scale simulations, increasing
the simulation length and the number of vehicles considered in the multi-agent models.
The chosen test environment is a single simplistic cross junction, where complexity comes
from the junction-passing arbitration between vehicles. After a brief introduction to the
numerical considerations for these simulations, the considered types of junction simula-
tions and vehicle interactions will be discussed. Various control policies are introduced,
formulated, and analysed in the context of junction examples; further investigation is
made into deadlock situations. The junction-passing completion approach is formulated
for the so-called ‘box junctions’ using MIP techniques, which aim to solve deadlock issues
that are common in busy intersections.
4.1 Problem statement
The number of agents (vehicles) within the system is N , moving on two junction arms.
Let the west-to-east arm be referred to as arm1 and the south-to-north arm as arm2 with
the number of vehicles on them Narm1 and Narm2 , respectively. On Figure 4.1, the vehicle
parameters are shown with the bounding box where the length parameter is L with an
added safety gap (vehicle length is L̂) and the width parameter is W , resulting in the
pictured collision set C12.
The vehicles move on their respective junction arms and must remain safe while passing
through the junction. As before, the vehicles are to optimise some measure of their
objective and cooperate through centralised optimisation.
Cross junctions are inherently susceptible to gridlock or deadlock situations. In com-
puter science, ‘deadlock’ situation is a state in which two or more processes have tasks
competing for a shared resource that can only be used by one at a time; the processes
ultimately block each other, resulting in neither gaining access to the resource or com-
pleting their task in finite time without outside help. This state may be resolved through
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Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic of a cross junction with orthogonal arms; (b) the constructed colli-
sion set for a conflicting vehicle pair (the pictured scenario on (a) is indicated as the correspond-
ing state position on (b)); (c) the rectangular bounding box design used with indicated vehicle
parameters, including a constant safety zone in front of the vehicle—the foremost longitudinal
position of the bounding box serves as vehicle’s reference point.
additional or external action; without it, however, the system is paralysed indefinitely.
Using this analogy, the vehicles moving through the junction are the tasks competing
for the shared resource. For example, a greedy driving policy makes a vehicle enter the
junction even when it is clear that it may not leave it for an unknown amount of time.
Of course, in practice, traffic deadlocks and gridlocks are resolved in finite time due to
either outside help or the creative thinking of human drivers.
In comparison, Y-junction merging is structurally deadlock-free; a single greedy vehicle
on one arm does not indefinitely obstruct traffic on the other arm, as it leaves the junction.
The box junction also has the benefit of being free of deadlocks, as it restricts entry.
According to the UK Highway Code [77] for box junctions the indication is as follows:
‘Box junctions have criss-cross yellow lines painted on the road (...) You MUST NOT
enter the box until your exit road or lane is clear.’ [77, Rule 174], with some minor
condition on right turning vehicles.
4.2 Numerical considerations
The main simulation options, including the choice of cost function, modifications on dy-
namics, and the simulation type are explained in the following sections.
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4.2.1 Choice of cost function
Chapter 3 discussed the so-called ‘running-cost’ and terminal l1-norm quadratic cost-
based formulations. The terminal l1-norm cost has the advantage of soft formulation
regarding the goal or obstacle. However, the cost value incorporates the distance-to-go
until this target position, which can add a large numeric shift relative to that of the
‘running-cost’, when a vehicle is far from its destination. Moreover, calculating the l1
norm has the disadvantage of non-smoothness at the apex point (with an ambiguous
gradient that the optimisation relies on). In contrast, the equivalent ‘running-cost’ has a
position-dependent hard constraint limit with no softness regarding output states; thus,
attention must be paid to the parameter settings of the controller to retain recursive
feasibility. An advantage of the ‘running-cost’ formulation is that cost is not dependent
on the distance-to-go. However, it encodes this information with the use of a hyperplane,
a hard constraint enforcing the safe terminal set. During pre-solve phase, in case of long
distance-to-go, the solver may deem the hyperplane of the hard constraint outside of the
reachable set—never to be activated—during the solve phase and, as such, remove it
early on as part of the pre-solve. Altogether, the ‘running-cost’ with hard constraints was
chosen because it was found to provide more accurate results; the increased numerical
accuracy stems from the numerically better posed optimisation. Thus, the cost function














where the set of vehicles is N and the speed reference error of agent n is ξn = vn−vrefn; the
finite horizon length (number of steps) is Np; the LQR weights are q and r, the terminal
weight is qf; the relative weight of vehicle n is wn, expressing the relative cost contribution
of each vehicle to the aggregated objective function.
4.2.2 Discontinuous dynamics
This section highlights the fact that the simplistic double integrator of LTI dynamics is
on the limit of stability and could have major numerical impacts in simulation loops. This
nature of the simulation can gradually drive states into constraint conflicts and control
infeasibility. The proposed solution is a simple discontinuity, a dead zone added to the
simulation of dynamics without changing the related LTI dynamics within the MPC. This
approach was chosen over the alternatives of changing the terminating threshold of the
solver or softening the hard constraints.
Solver numerics, noise and model choice lead to infeasibility in certain cases of multi-
agent car-following in which vehicles are closely packed and nearing a complete stop (very
low-speed constraint knock-on effect). Generally, the shape of the terminal set allows
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vehicles to asymptotically converge towards zero speed without ever reaching it in finite
time. This may also happen in a long queue of vehicles waiting for right of way, be it at a
junction or behind a road blockage in a deadlock situation. After a certain amount of time
has elapsed, the optimisation may encounter infeasibility, which seemingly contradicts the
theory that has been formulated so far. However, this issue can be traced back to the
type of idealised kinematics rule described by the double integrator. Matrix A in (2.8) has
λ = 1 double eigenvalues placed; with the nature of integrators come the accumulation of
negligible numerical noise and imperfections over a long period.
In the case of asymptotically converging speed, the control input (acceleration) is
never truly zero while the inherent numerical noise is present. This noise is relatively
small and originates from complex solving procedures and finite precision arithmetic er-
rors. For vehicles in motion, with higher-than-negligible speed, the controller has enough
room to accommodate the small imperfections—this numerical noise. In contrast, tightly
packed vehicle queues have few feasible state choices available because the hard con-
straints, defined for each vehicle, move closer together, leaving less and less space to
accommodate the integrated noise in each control step. This effect eventually causes the
hard constraints to be violated and to exceed the solver infeasibility tolerance threshold.
In order to solve this infeasibility issue, the origins of the numerical noise must be
well understood. One source of the noise is the termination of the solver algorithm itself.
In convex problems, the solver provides the optimal solution and the certificate of global
optimality (zero duality gap). In practice, however, this solution is arbitrary within the
vicinity of the absolute optimum, where the terminating conditions of the algorithms are
satisfied. Note the similar case of termination for the integer decisions in the MIP problem,
where the algorithm may terminate early at the point at which it satisfies all threshold
conditions. This can be advantageous in the branch-and-bound algorithm, trading MIP
optimality gap (slight sub-optimality) for higher computation speed. In other words, this
may result in two mathematically and numerically ideal problem yielding different non-
unique results, where the solver has the full discretion to select which answer it returns
despite any of them being valid.
Tightening the default threshold criteria of the solver—which, to a point, results in
more accurate solutions—is a naïve approach, as the improvement is disproportional. The
approach increases the number of iterations necessary to reach the termination conditions
and the solution. Of course, this has a negative effect on the computation time of the
optimisation. However, changing threshold settings cannot remove the inherent digital
noise from the floating-point representation; in practice, it defines a natural lower limit
of accuracy and a minimum value of threshold parameters. As expected, higher accuracy
increased the queuing time of vehicles before the optimisation inside the controller reached
the infeasibility message—verifying that the integrated noise is smaller but ultimately not
a solution to the issue.
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One typical solution in the literature for implementing control in practice is chan-
ging the output hard constraints into soft constraints. Reaching an infeasible state in a
controller operating with a real plant is undeniably a grave issue. Well-formulated soft
constraints can prevent this state altogether and offer a chance for recovery. The current
control framework paired with robust control techniques may achieve earlier vehicle stops
through constraint tightening, leaving excess space for noise accumulation but without
removing the inherent integration issue of the dynamics (in the simulation loop).
In practice, consider real world vehicle behaviours around obstacles, a full stop phase
happens in case of long waits. Since vehicles are not designed or required to operate
with continuous motion at very low speeds, they are not equipped to efficiently exert the
precise amount of traction force necessary to balance energy dissipation. Furthermore,
mechanical systems have increased energy dissipation and discontinuities near stopping.
Dry friction from tribology (Coulomb friction) indicates that the coefficient of friction
between non-moving surfaces (static friction) is higher than that between moving surfaces
(kinetic friction). Moreover, undesirable stick-slip phenomenon in these regions can cause
increased wear and tear on vehicles (e.g. gears in the drivetrain, clutch and brakes).
Despite it being perfectly desirable to maintain very low speed in the cost function, it
has no real benefit. Drivers are either stopped by natural energy dissipation or increased
dissipation from engaging their brakes close to the end of available space. Moreover,
the stopping position is usually a free choice within a sensible region abiding by safety
considerations and driver comfort (e.g. ±20 cm around a sweet spot).
A discontinuous dynamics formulation to be built into the simulation (proposed below)
issues a full stop below a certain threshold mimicking real-world stopping phenomena. The
MPC controller, however, remains unchanged with the original LTI dynamics. The arising
model mismatch is simply accommodated by the inherent robustness of the proposed
safety constraint design from Theorem 1 and Section 2.5.1.





























, vcand(k + 1) ≤ 10−4 ms−1 and v(k) = 0.
(4.2)
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The threshold setting of v ≥ 10−4 ms−1 by assuming a headway time of 2 s corresponds
to the earliest stop of 0.2 mm away from the obstacle point. This, from engineering
perspective, is negligible change; provides appropriate margins for a numerically stable,
(static) long-queue simulation.
4.3 Simulation types
The simulated scenarios are within a spatially restricted region of the traffic network
defined by spatial and temporal boundaries as well as initial conditions that require as-
sumptions about the outside (not simulated) traffic states. This work does not aim to
create a perfect replica of real-world traffic; rather, it aims to use the simulations as a
means to challenge the proposed control through the choice of boundary assumptions.
Three simulation types are introduced in this section to conduct analyses on them. The
cases are able to develop continuous traffic, settling to steady-state or periodic traffic
flows; moreover, generating vehicle inflows from sampled distributions allow long-term
simulations to be run and later obtain broader statistical measures.
This chapter discusses a single road crossing and junction area, providing a mixture
of car-following and crossing-order decisions. An appealing type of simulation involves
fixing the number of vehicles to yield constant average traffic densities [75]. There is
a given number of vehicles travelling on each junction arm; when a vehicle leaves its
simulated road at the outlet, it reappears at the inlet. The advantage of this simulation
is the constant complexity of the control, as the fixed number of vehicles yields a fixed
number of states and decision variables. In traffic simulations, reintroduction of vehicles
mimics the self-similar junction scenarios that arise in urban traffic networks. An urban
district with largely similar junctions (e.g. a grid) can be simulated via a single cell that
is expected to develop realistic inlet and outlet traffic measures. In Section 4.3.2, an
8-loop-shaped simulation type is shown with similarly fixed average traffic densities; this
simulation type is later used to analyse average traffic measures, traffic flows and densities
with fundamental diagrams [75] as well as further investigate deadlocks stemming from
high traffic density and control-policy behaviour.
Finally, the junction arm inlet flows are randomly and independently generated in
the third simulation type following a general truncated exponential distribution from
Appendix B. The inlets in this case produce random vehicle arrivals with no memory
effect of how vehicles leave the simulated cell. This results in the negative effect of varying
number of simulated vehicles and the knock-on effect on complexity yet provides random
and still intensive interactions for junction arbitration to challenge a control policy.
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Figure 4.2: Two-arm cross-junction simulation type with road/lane-wise vehicle introduction
from the buffer region. This simulation type keeps the number of vehicles, and in turn, the
traffic density in the simulation constant. The junction arms each have equal dc-characteristic
arm length.
4.3.1 Fixed number of vehicles—O-loops
First, consider the junction area where a vehicle reaching the end of its road would
enter a buffer region. From this buffer region, at each simulation time step, the vehicle is
‘reintroduced’ as a new vehicle at the beginning of the same road with the same or changed
vehicle properties. Such a mechanism is shown in Figure 4.2, where the characteristic arm
length is dc. The buffer area is used to hold vehicles while reintroducing them is unsafe (i.e.
the car-following constraint would yield a trivial conflict when the previously reintroduced
car has not physically cleared the area yet). Moreover, vehicles have the opportunity to
change their states or parameters while reappearing (e.g. changing desired speed).
4.3.2 Fixed number of vehicles—8-loops
When the outlet of arm1 is connected to the inlet of arm2 (and vice-versa), an ‘8-loop’ is
formed (see Figure 4.3, which shows symmetric loops with the characteristic arm length
dc). In this case, the last vehicle on arm1 is simply following the first vehicle on arm2, and
vice-versa, removing the need for a buffer region and allowing for seamless vehicle flow.
This simulation type can be used to analyse emerging tendencies of long-term simulations
in a closed system, for example, steady-state modes, average measures, and stationary
solutions.
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Figure 4.3: 8-loop simulation, in which the vehicles are constantly in transit from the end of
one arm to the beginning of the other; (a) a simulation schematic and (b) the equivalent 8-loop
road structure with characteristic arm length dc.
4.3.3 Junction inlets: Variable number of vehicles
In traffic simulations, vehicle flows may need to be generated to model unrelated and
generally asymmetric traffic flows. Figure 4.4 shows how the inlets and outlets are situated
on the cross-junction lanes with the characteristic arm length dc.
According to empirical observations, in uncongested traffic conditions, the number of
vehicles passing through a measuring position in each time window follows the Poisson
distribution [55]. This distribution is closely related to the negative exponential distri-
bution, which describes vehicle arrival times and defined similarly with one parameter
(i.e. the expected value (or mean)). Commonly used distributions to model vehicle flows
are Pearson type III, Gamma, Erlang, and negative exponential distributions, each can
be derived from the previous one and simpler. In this work, a simple and practical dis-
tribution is chosen; a double truncated version of the exponential distribution is used to
impose lower and upper limits on vehicle inter-arrival times; in Appendix B the deriva-
tion steps, sampling, and an example is shown to generate the vehicle flow. The upper
limit removes long inter-vehicle arrival times, keeping the flow vivid. The lower limit is
necessarily higher than the th time-headway parameter (where th, for simplicity, is chosen
homogeneously), so that fewer vehicle appear with safety violations. A safety violation
can occur at this type of inlet when, for example, a new vehicle would be injected to the
traffic simulation, however, this would cause conflicting safety constraint with another
vehicle already in the simulation, for example, in case of a saturated queue physically
unable to accommodate a new vehicle. If a vehicle can safely appear at the discrete sim-
ulation time step according to its designated appearance time, its initial speed will be its
desired speed by default, otherwise modified to what the gap headway allows. In contrast,
when the injected vehicle would be in violation of constraints, even with stationary state,
it is discarded to avoid a collision and control infeasibility. The lower truncation helps
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Figure 4.4: This simulation type has vehicle arrivals drawn from a given distribution to intro-
duce vehicles at the inlet port and remove vehicles at the outlet port. The number of vehicles
and, in turn, traffic density changes throughout the simulation. The junction arms have equal
dc characteristic length.
to minimise the number of discarded vehicles in normal (uncongested or non-deadlock)
operation, which, in turn, better maintains the designed inflow distribution. Finally, the
distribution becomes defined by the third parameter: mean flow. More details about the
flow generation approach applied here are shown in Appendix B.
4.4 Vehicle interactions
When there is more than one vehicle present on a road network, vehicles may interact
with each other to share resources (e.g. roads, lanes, intersection areas). This applies to
every scenario in this work. When multiple vehicles are on a single lane, for example,
they engage in car-following interactions. When they are on adjacent intersecting roads,
they engage in junction arbitration interaction. Figure 4.5 demonstrates, these types of
interactions in a simple cross-junction scenario. The continuously reconnected road ends,
introduced in Section 4.3.2, are discussed later, because they require more considerations
on interactions. On each arm of the junction, vehicles engage in Car-Following Interactions
(CFI) with each other. The number of these interactions is NCFI:
NCFI = max (0, Narm1 − 1) + max (0, Narm2 − 1) ,
where the number of vehicles on junction arm1 and arm2 are Narm1 and Narm2 , respectively.
For a single road section with N > 1 vehicles, the number of car-following interactions is
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Figure 4.5: Vehicle interactions in a simple two-arm crossing scenario.
N − 1; N ≡ 1 imposes zero car-following pairs.
Car-following constraints were introduced in Section 2.3.4; recall that:
sp (k + j|k) + thvp (k + j|k) ≤ sq (k + j + 1|k)− Lq, (4.3)
where the leader vehicle index is q with safety padded length Lq and the follower vehicle
index is p with the time headway th as an arbitrary choice of the follower with the lower
bound depending on the follower vehicle capabilities; j = {0, 1, . . . Np}. These constraints
must be added ∀ (p, q) ∈ NCFI vehicle pairs, where the set of all car-following interactions
is NCFI composed of the ordered follower–leader subsets (p, q), defined over vehicle indices.
Furthermore, similarly to that in the merging junction, the arbitration-related Junc-
tion Crossing Interaction (JCI) in cross junctions can be readily determined, as shown
in Figure 4.1. Following this logic, all pairs of vehicles {p, q} with JCI between them
are collected as subsets of the N̂JCI set. In a simplistic approach, an interaction must be
generated for each vehicle on one arm with each vehicle on the other arm (since Cpq 6= ∅).
By repeating this process, the overall number of pairwise junction collision sets is:
N̂JCI = Narm1 Narm2 .
As shown in Figure 4.5, the junction arbitration corresponding to the interaction of each
junction collision set or decision-making process may be either active (waiting for decision)
or decided (arbitrated). This property comes from the evolution of states (e.g. when a
vehicle has cleared the junction area, the ordering decision can no longer be changed, since
the vehicles are not allowed to move backwards). From this consideration, NJCI ⊆ N̂JCI
and NJCI ≤ N̂JCI, where the set of active junction arbitration interactions is NJCI and the
number of vehicle pairs is NJCI, where neither p nor q has cleared the junction yet. Note
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that, an even tighter condition may be obtained if the vehicle pair has fixed arbitration/a
decision yielding fewer decisions to be made and, thus, moderate complexity. These fixed
decisions can be obtained through policies (e.g. FCFS policy), junction control nodes
(Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communication), inter-vehicle agreements in decentral-
ised cases (e.g. via Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication) or safety considerations of
feasible alternatives (e.g. one vehicle has claimed the right of way by its choice of speed).
Car-following is also a type of fixed arbitration, because there are no opportunities to
change the order in single-lane traffic (with no overtaking allowed); thus, no ordering
decisions need to be made because no alternative decisions exist.
Each of the active collision sets (i.e. within NJCI) shown in Figure 4.5 for cross-
junctions requires eight separating hyperplanes and a binary inequality to keep the states
of vehicle pairs safe. Thus, the constraints using the simple time-headway parameter and
big-M relaxation yields:
sp (k + j|k) + thvp (k + j|k) ≤ −
W
2
+Mbpq,1(k + j|k) (4.4a)
−sp (k + j|k) ≤ −
W
2
− L+Mbpq,2(k + j|k) (4.4b)
sq (k + j|k) + thvq (k + j|k) ≤ −
W
2
+Mbpq,3(k + j|k) (4.4c)
−sq (k + j|k) ≤ −
W
2
− L+Mbpq,4(k + j|k) (4.4d)
4∑
i=1
bpq,i(k + j|k) ≤ 3, (4.4e)
sp (k + j + 1|k) + thvp (k + j + 1|k) ≤ −
W
2
+Mbpq,1(k + j|k) (4.4f)
−sp (k + j + 1|k) ≤ −
W
2
− L+Mbpq,2(k + j|k) (4.4g)
sq (k + j + 1|k) + thvq (k + j + 1|k) ≤ −
W
2
+Mbpq,3(k + j|k) (4.4h)
−sq (k + j + 1|k) ≤ −
W
2
− L+Mbpq,4(k + j|k), (4.4i)
where the first set of constraints (4.4a)–(4.4d) are the binary-relaxed cross-junction hy-
perplanes, the middle constraint (4.4e) is the separating hyperplane condition and the last
four constraints (4.4f)–(4.4i) are the corner-cutting prevention (or inter-sample avoidance)
spatio-temporal shifted constraints, where j = {0, 1, . . . (Np − 1)}.
In summary, the number of interaction constraints is as follows:
NIcon = 9NJCINp +NCFINp. (4.5)
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4.4.1 Simulated region, depth of interaction resolution, and ho-
rizon length
The simulation region is the area in the vicinity of the cross junction. In the simulation
types discussed in Section 4.3.1 and Section 4.3.3, the vehicles appear in the inlet with
restricted knowledge of the traffic state in the junction. Due to the hard constraints,
however, the optimisation only allows for safe initial vehicle states when a new vehicle is
plugged into the vehicle-control framework. A real-world case would assume that the pre-
diction horizon and perception (e.g. visual information of drivers) are smoothly receding
into the traffic area (to some degree, information travels upstream). Thus, in this form,
initial vehicle states, spacings (gaps), and other traffic parameters are not optimal at the
inlet. Similarly, the closer the vehicle is to the end of its road section and the longer the
prediction horizon is, the more that horizon will venture outside of the simulated road
section. Since the outside traffic states are un-modelled, they are unknown in terms of
vehicles travelling there. This causes the prediction horizon of vehicles, which are fol-
lowing the optimal trajectory, to converge towards their desired speed in these outside
regions; this imposes changed behaviours near the end of the road.
In simulation types involving directly connected roads and lanes, inlets and outlets
form continuous loops allowing vehicles to seamlessly traverse from one road section to
another without defining a buffer policy (e.g. for 8-loop in Section 4.3.2). At the connect-
ing points, however, additional car-following interactions must be added in order for the
last vehicle (closest to the outlet) on one road section to respect the first vehicle (closest
to where the roads connect) on the other road section. This increases the number of
car-following constraints for the 8-loop from Section 4.3.2 with two more car-following
constraints:
NCFI = Narm1 +Narm2 .
The 8-loop example considers a single junction obstacle in the collision set as the
original examples. It is recognised that, when the horizon is relatively long compared
to the length of the loops it may loop back to the intersection, which in turn would
make the collision sets have periodical copies of the same junction obstacles in view. The
depth of resolving these interactions is kept only to consider the single closest obstacle in
order to limit problem complexity. Furthermore, the simulation types from Section 4.3.1,
Section 4.3.2, and Section 4.3.3 share the same consideration about the single closest
obstacle resolution, where the differences to the 8-loop example is being the extra car-
following constraints and visualisation.
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4.5 Policies and examples
This section proposes and discusses policies of baseline control, FCFS control, and pre-
avoidance heuristics with numerical examples.
4.5.1 Baseline control policy and examples
The baseline MIQP MPC has the form of:
MPC-4.1
J∗MPC-4.1 = min (4.1)
s.t. ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)}, ∀n ∈ N :
xn (k|k) = xn (k)
xn (k + j + 1|k) = A xn (k + j|k) +B un (k + j|k)
(xn, un) ∈ Xn × Un
and ∀(p, q) ∈ NCFI :
(4.3)
and ∀{p, q} ∈ N̂JCI :
(4.4a)–(4.4i).
For simulation purposes, using the junction type discussed in Section 4.3.1, five vehicles
are placed on junction arm1 and six vehicles are placed on junction arm2 with Np = 5,
vmax = 10 ms−1 and th = 1.7887 s.
Results of this simplistic simulation are shown in Figure 4.7, which shows that, after
an initial transient phase, the position and order of the vehicles settle to a stable inter-
leaved configuration with minimal inter-vehicle interactions. Figure 4.6 overlaid vehicle
trajectories from each collision set.
Remark: This collision set overlaying is possible because all vehicle and road geo-
metries are non-changing and homogeneous; thus, their respective collision sets take the
same shape and size, as a result, align together. Slight trajectory shifts appear (see Fig-
ure 4.6), mainly because the vehicles are reintroduced at the inlet at control synchronous
times; thus, their inter-simulation time-step progress in position (the travelled distance
within the buffer region) is reset. Furthermore, vehicles need to slightly modify their own
control input to maintain the obstacle avoidance. For simplicity, the simulation time step
is chosen identical to the control time step δt = 0.5 s.
In Figure 4.7, orderly traffic flow can be seen after the first junction crossing (transient
phase). The flow stabilises to the interleaved crossing and each vehicle is close to the
desired reference speed in the steady-state solution.
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Figure 4.6: Overlaid vehicle trajectories for all collision sets Cab, ∀ {a, b} ∈ N̂JCI; all the
trajectories are safely avoiding the cross-junction obstacle.


















Figure 4.7: Space-time graph of vehicle trajectories on both junction arms; junction limit
positions are indicated with solid black lines.
To introduce uncertainty and promote changes in the simulation (disturb the inter-
leaved traffic), the initial vref speeds of each vehicle are drawn as uniformly distributed
random variables from the range of [6, 10] ms−1 when they appear or reappear at the
inlet. Thus, compared to those in Figure 4.7, the trajectories in Figure 4.8 are shaped
more dominantly by car-following and junction-crossing interactions as a result of the
changing reference speeds. The trajectories in Figure 4.9 are significantly less orderly;
however, around the magnified vicinity of the junction obstacle, the trajectories maintain
a generous clearance. This clearance is closely related to the junction passing speed. Note
that the constraint formulations are based on the time-headway parameter, which controls
the speed-dependent safety distance from the obstacles.
In Figure 4.10, as expected from the clearance in Figure 4.9, the vehicle speeds dip
around the junction but remain positive and above 1 ms−1, meaning that no vehicle came
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Figure 4.8: Space-time graph of vehicle trajectories on both junction arms; junction limit posi-
tions are indicated with solid black lines; vehicle reference speeds chosen in the range [6, 10] ms−1.
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Figure 4.9: Vehicle trajectories overlaid and shown for all collision sets with the junction
obstacle indicated in (a) and magnified in (b).
to a full stop.
Two particular artefacts show the simulation issues of inlets and outlets, visible in
Figure 4.10. Starting with the outlet artefact, the problem stems from the predictive
nature of the control and the vehicles vanishing at the outlet. First, it must be understood
that, as the reference speeds are random variables, the vehicles with higher reference
speeds are likely to catch up with the vehicle travelling ahead in the same lane at a slower
speed. After the faster vehicle catches up to the slower one, they settle on a mutually
beneficial speed regulated by their car-following interaction and the related constraints.
Once at the outlet, the slower vehicle is removed from the simulation, meaning that the
vehicle behind it travelling slower than its desired speed can accelerate, since the car-
following interaction with the slow leader vehicle is also removed. This speed-up artefact
can be witnessed on some of the trajectories closest to the outlet.
The inlet artefact is also observed which, similarly, reflects the missing information
of the traffic outside the simulation. Generally, when a control is turned on in a system,
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Figure 4.10: v–s graph of all vehicle trajectories on both junction arms showing inlet and outlet
artefacts as well as the speed dip prior to the junction obstacle where vehicles give way.
it causes some control actions, because the states rarely match the desired or optimal
states. The vehicles in the inlet appear with different reference speeds at times influenced
by the outlet artefact through the synchronous reappearance policy. Their candidate ini-
tial speed is chosen as their new random reference speed. This candidate speed is generally
distinct from the appropriate, desired, or optimal speeds in this situation. For example,
two low-speed car-following vehicles leaving from the outlet and reappearing at the inlet
as a leader with low speed but a follower with a higher reference speed would require
heavy deceleration from the follower to respect safety and optimality of the control. In a
real-world example, the traffic information may visually propagate upstream, resulting in
feedback and causing the vehicle inflow to settle for a soft transition to the downstream
traffic state. Thus, contrary to the simulation, real-world initial vehicle speeds and vehicle
arrival times at a (virtual) inlet would already be affected by downstream states. Evid-
ently, choosing inflow measures and parameters at random results in transient control
state differences and requires extra control action (branded as inlet artefact).
Removing deactivated junction-crossing interaction constraints was discussed in Sec-
tion 4.4. The computational speed-increase effect is shown in Figure 4.11; junction inlets
were used to generate continuous streams of vehicles entering into the simulation and
engaging in JCI (this junction type was discussed in Section 4.3.3). The controller is
shown in MPC 4.2, in which the change from MPC 4.1 is the use of NJCI over N̂JCI. The
optimisation speed results are shown in Figure 4.11 (a) while the number of junction-
crossing interactions is shown in Figure 4.11 (b). It is clear that after the first vehicles
pass through the junction, the related junction-crossing interactions are arbitrated and
can be removed, yielding an opening gap between the number of considered JCI and the
direct effect on the optimisation time. The size impact on the optimisation problem is
substantial due to the multiplicative nature of the number of collision sets (discussed in
Section 4.4). However, the speed impact is not trivial, as the already arbitrated inter-
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actions should yield low-complexity decision in the branch-and-bound method since the
binaries are indirectly fixed by the vehicle states. This simple pre-processing results in
faster calculation, exemplified by an average 33% decrease in computational time for this
simulation. The total simulation time with all JCI included was 5.8 s for 500 control
iterations (and, with only the active JCI, 3.86 s).
MPC-4.2
J∗MPC-4.2 = min (4.1)
s.t. ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)}, ∀n ∈ N :
xn (k|k) = xn (k)
xn (k + j + 1|k) = A xn (k + j|k) +B un (k + j|k)
(xn, un) ∈ Xn × Un
and ∀(p, q) ∈ NCFI :
(4.3)
and ∀{p, q} ∈ NJCI :
(4.4a)–(4.4i)
Remark: The optimisation time was measured with the reasonably smooth Matlab
tic-toc timer function because the built-in Gurobi timer was found to have crude discrete
steps in the range of interest (milliseconds); it often returned 0 s for fast optimisations,
which holds little value in a comparison. Additionally, the discontinuous and discrete
steps of the Gurobi timer were found to bias statistical results compared to the closer-to-
real-time high-resolution measurements from Matlab. In comparison, the Matlab tic-toc
timer function, which was chosen for its consistency, incorporates an extra overhead of
the solver interface time as well as other factors from the task scheduling of the operating
system, resulting, in average, readings slightly higher than the raw optimisation time.
The two simulation results (with MPC 4.1 and MPC 4.2) yield identical vehicle states, as
expected, and, thus, are deemed to be a fair comparison.
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Figure 4.11: (a) Optimisation solve time; (b) number of all and active JCI.
4.5.2 FCFS fixed-order policy
FCFS junction passing is often held up in the literature as an example of a bad junction-
passing policy [36]. Combined with the baseline control, it retains many benefits from the
MPC formulation and lowers the decision-making computational cost, as the vehicle order
is already fixed by the heuristic nature of the FCFS policy [43]. The performance of these
fixed-order controls is attractive so long as the assumptions, heuristics and models hold
well and no unexpected disturbances affect the states. Compared to the baseline control,
these fixed-order controls trade computational complexity for vehicle-order adaptability.
For example, a single vehicle slowing down due to a hazard on the road could warrant
changes in the junction-crossing order but since this is fixed for the FCFS policy, it yields
performance losses. The junction-crossing order in this FCFS example is generated from
the initial order of the vehicles at the inlets. This implicitly removes the need for two
hyperplanes; the only task is to switch from approaching the junction to passing through
the junction. Thus, two of the four binaries and their respective hyperplanes can be
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Figure 4.12: Trajectories for FCFS policy control with random vehicle reference speeds.
removed for each prediction time steps from (4.4). The separating hyperplane inequality
also has to be amended for only two binaries. The two hyperplane inequalities and their
time-shifted versions are in (4.8a)–(4.8d) with binary coupling in (4.8e).
sp (k + j|k) + thvp (k + j|k) ≤ −
W
2
+Mb1pq(k + j|k) (4.8a)
−sq (k + j|k) ≤ −
W
2
− L+Mb2pq(k + j|k) (4.8b)
sp (k + j + 1|k) + thvp (k + j + 1|k) ≤ −
W
2
+Mb1pq(k + j|k) (4.8c)
−sq (k + j + 1|k) ≤ −
W
2
− L+Mb2pq(k + j|k) (4.8d)
2∑
i=1
bipq(k + j|k) ≤ 1, (4.8e)
where the junction crossing interactions are now ordered (tuples) (i.e. (p, q) ∈ NJCI,FCFS);
the JCI for the FCFS policy are collected in NJCI,FCFS and fixed; the additional ordered
vehicle pair indices are decided when a new vehicle enters the simulated junction. The
control policy is shown in MPC 4.3. Additionally, note that an even more concise formu-
lation could be made by simply defining b2pq(k + j|k) = 1 − b1pq(k + j|k) and dropping
(4.8e) from the formulation.
The simulation in Figure 4.12 shows traffic with the previously introduced inhomogen-
eous reference speeds. Model mismatch for the initial assumptions is present, for example,
when a higher-speed vehicle appears later in the simulation compared to a lower-speed
vehicle on the other arm but before the first vehicle crosses the junction. In this case,
higher-speed vehicle starts loitering, as the vehicle-crossing order was decided without ac-
counting for vehicle-specific travel speeds. This behaviour evidently lowers the efficiency
of the junction control; however, it is simple to deploy and, thus, easy to calculate com-
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Figure 4.13: Vehicle trajectories overlaid for FCFS control and shown for all collision sets with
the junction obstacle indicated in (a) and magnified in (b)



















Figure 4.14: FCFS policy v–s graph of all vehicle trajectories on both junction arms, showing
a deeper dip compared to the baseline policy results (Figure 4.10).
pared to incorporated full-decision-making in the baseline control. The trajectories on
the overlaid collision-set planes (Figure 4.13) show a stronger slow-down effect (speed dip
in Figure 4.14) in the vicinity of the junction. This is attributed to the cases where the
vehicles that arrive at the junction early have to wait and lower their speed to respect
to right of way of the other slower vehicles which have not arrived yet. Additionally, the
vehicles passed the junction may freely change their order respect to the vehicles on the
other arm (until the outlet position) driven by differences in vref desired speeds.
Figure 4.15 demonstrates the shortcoming of fixed-order policies. After a vehicle on
arm2 is artificially stopped, the vehicles arriving at the junction on arm1 stop and wait
as the policy demands that they cede the right of way even when they are clearly able
to cross without interference. This example shows the policy-induced deadlock that can
arise on account of the lack of adaptation in the control.
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Figure 4.15: The vehicle on arm2, which appeared at 30 s, has been stopped, halting all traffic
on both arm2 and arm1 due to the fixed-order policy of FCFS.
MPC-4.3
J∗MPC-4.3 = min (4.1)
s.t. ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)}, ∀n ∈ N :
xn (k|k) = xn (k)
xn (k + j + 1|k) = A xn (k + j|k) +B un (k + j|k)
(xn, un) ∈ Xn × Un
and ∀(p, q) ∈ NCFI :
(4.3)
and ∀(p, q) ∈ NJCI,FCFS :
(4.8a)–(4.8e)
4.5.3 Baseline policy with soft pre-avoidance
In the case of merging, one advantage of the pre-avoidance shown in Section 3.5 is that
a certain avoidance manoeuvre can be initiated earlier, as soon as the parameters of the
obstructing collision set are available and considered in the formulation. The same can
be done with box junctions by defining two new bounding hyperplanes enveloping the
original obstacle from each side of the collision set; Figure 4.16 shows this proposed idea
with a graphical interpretation.
By assuming a heuristic projection direction described by α, a projection view can
be created that represents the conflicting states regarding the obstacle (see Figure 4.16).
Essentially, the task is to softly evade the projected obstacle with the vehicle trajectories
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(note that in the pre-merging formulation in Section 3.5, α was not explicitly considered
and the concept of this direction was fixed there to α ≡ 1). The α parameter, in this
formulation, is chosen heuristically to the ratio of vrefp and vrefq, where vehicles p and
q engage in junction-crossing interactions. This heuristic may be a poor approximation
when vehicles are unable to achieve their desired or reference speeds.
















σaFsep ab,a + σbFsep ab,b, (4.10)
where the soft cost penalty terms are Fsep ab,a and Fsep ab,b with their relative weights σa
and σb, respectively; vehicle indices are {a, b} ∈ NJCI.
The related soft constraints are:
























−Fsep ab,a ≤ 0 (4.11c)
−Fsep ab,b ≤ 0, (4.11d)
where the vehicle box length is L and width is W ; the terminal relaxation binary bab,1 is
identical to the binary used in (4.4a) and the terminal relaxation binary bab,3 is identical
to the binary used in (4.4c) box-junction obstacle avoidance. The complete control frame-
work with the amended baseline control is shown in MPC 4.4.
The formulation builds on the weighted error between the soft avoidance hyperplane
and the terminal states of the vehicle pair in the collision set, while it supplements the
existing JCI from (4.4a)–(4.4i).
Simple numerical examples are shown for two vehicles in Figure 4.17, where the initial
position states are in conflict with the projected obstacle view. The vehicles immediately
start their corrective manoeuvre to move out of the set of states, that later would yield to
the need for avoidance actions. This may be beneficial, as vehicles can softly sort out their
avoidance before reaching the vicinity of the junction, in which the avoidance constraints
are hard and more costly doing them later than sooner (e.g. intensive accelerations and
decelerations). The controller used in this simulation is summarized in MPC 4.4.
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Figure 4.16: Methodology of soft pre-avoidance for cross junctions, where an additional soft
constraint is fitted (for both leader-follower cases) with the additional directional information of
α. This soft cost violation provides the force to move the system trajectories outward from the
projection of the junction obstacle conflict states.
MPC-4.4
J∗MPC-4.4 = min (4.10)
s.t. ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)}, ∀n ∈ N :
xn (k|k) = xn (k)
xn (k + j + 1|k) = A xn (k + j|k) +B un (k + j|k)
(xn, un) ∈ Xn × Un
and ∀(p, q) ∈ NCFI :
(4.3)
and ∀{p, q} ∈ NJCI :
(4.4a)–(4.4i),
(4.11a)–(4.11d), with a ≡ p, b ≡ q
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Figure 4.17: Soft pre-avoidance simulation trajectories for sb-leader case in (a), (c) and (e)
and the sa-leader case in (b), (d) and (f); (a) and (b) graph the obstacle dimensions that were
indicated for the desired speeds of the agents; (e) and (f) show the trajectories on the projected
view.
Figure 4.18 depicts a related experiment run for a multiple-vehicle simulation, in which
the trajectories indicate more crossing vehicles establish nearly ideal gap clearance before
reaching the junction. The same tendency is clear in Figure 4.19, in which the clearance
around the junction obstacle is much more definitive than that in the baseline (Figure 4.9),
and FCFS (Figure 4.13) simulations. This can be advantageous because it does away with
most need for intensive acceleration and deceleration in and near the junction, enabling
vehicles to pass with little arbitration and at higher speeds. In real-world cases, the
decision-making is a hard and cognitively intensive process for human drivers, which
could be a factor behind accidents in junctions; however, the soft pre-avoidance allows
for earlier decisions by leaving trivial choices available by the time the vehicle arrives at
the junction. Figure 4.20 shows the trajectories and the mark of control actions of soft
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Figure 4.18: Space-time graph of soft pre-avoidance-policy-controlled vehicle trajectories on
both junction arms; the vehicle reference speeds are chosen in the range [6; 10] ms−1.
(a)































Figure 4.19: Overlaid soft pre-avoidance-policy-controlled vehicle trajectories for all collision
sets with the junction obstacle indicated in (a) and magnified in (b).
pre-avoidance policy; it depicts vehicles modifying their controls and slightly adjusting
their speed to open an even clearance gap before the junction is reached.
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Figure 4.20: Soft pre-avoidance policy v–s graph of all vehicle trajectories on both junction
arms showing an increased control action before the junction, resulting in minimal speed dip
and less intensive accelerations and decelerations at the crossing; for comparison see the baseline
(Figure 4.10) and FCFS (Figure 4.14) simulation results.
4.6 Fundamental diagram and deadlocks
Deadlocks or gridlocks in traffic systems may arise from the structural characteristics
of roadways or decision-making issues. Some of the issues may stem from cyclic priority
graphs, as argued by [31]. Other sources for deadlocks are related to decision-making (e.g.
control policies, decision variable types and discrete logic) with model and solver choices
(e.g. approximate solutions through heuristics and rule based behaviours) and limited
framework capabilities (e.g. requirements for non-negative vehicle speeds and operational
limits). In case of decentralised optimisations, Nash-equilibrium is another source of
deadlocks.
In this section, the fundamental diagram [75] will be utilised with 8-loop junction
scenarios (see Figure 4.3), to analyse traffic measures for the control policies. The 8-loop
junction also serves as a good example of deadlock scenarios in crowded systems, which
brings to mind the notion of box junctions to prevent these situations.
As shown in Figure 4.3, the 8-loop junction has the characteristic length dc; thus, a





where the number of vehicles is N over a road strip of length d. Furthermore, the traffic





where the number of vehicles is N , which pass through a road position over the time span
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of ∆t. Alternatively, the flow can be calculated with the use of average flow speed v̄ and
traffic density ρ. The flow measure Q is usually expressed in veh/h while the density ρ is
usually expressed in veh/km.
In the simulation examples, the number of vehicles (agents) is fixed to N = 10; by





For a single road strip, the critical flow Qcr,s can be found by assuming that all vehicles
travel at the homogeneous desired speed (reference speed) vd and calculating the ρcr,s.
Vehicles, on average, require the desired space L + (th + dt)vd, which covers for vehicle
length, time headway and spatio-temporal leader-follower spacing, defined by (4.3). Thus,
without any additional gap:
ρcr,s =
1





L+ (th + dt)vd
. (4.17)






and, thus, the flow would be Q = 0. Within the simulation, the vehicles generally change






where the cumulated distance is ∆sn, travelled by vehicle n over simulation time ∆t.
4.6.1 Numerical experiments on the 8-loop junction
In the experiments, the simulation time ∆t is chosen to ensure that vehicles can travel
long enough to get past the initial transient flows. When possible, this means that vehicles
drive multiple circles over the track or for a given time, when the track is congested, in
order to exhibit representative measures of non-transient processes (e.g. average Q flow).
Five laps are chosen as a guideline for simulation length, assuming desired speed as the
average travel speed for a specific dc; however, simulation length should not fall below
150 s. This minimal time limit leaves time for traffic to settle in cases of high density
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traffic simulations, in which whole laps cannot be completed in a reasonable amount of
time due to slow speeds and longer lap times.
With the vehicle widthW = 2 m and, gross length L = 5 m (L̂ = 4 m plus added safety
length), ρmax,s = 200 veh/km. Moreover, δt = 0.5 s, th ≈ 1.7887 s and vd = 8 ms−1; the
critical flow for the single lane is Qcr,s ≈ 1236 veh/h at ρcr,s ≈ 42.9 veh/km. Initial vehicle
positions are shown in Figure 4.21 (a) keeping an equal gap between the vehicles as well as
between the first vehicles and the entry point of the junction. Moreover, a vehicle-worth
of space is left unoccupied following the junction to allow the first vehicles to pass through
without becoming an obstruction. In Figure 4.21 (b), the limit-density constellation is
indicated when one of the loops could end up with all of the vehicles, resulting in the
existence of deadlocks in this 8-loop system at this density or any higher densities. The
limit density can be calculated as ρlim =
N
2(NL+W )
≈ 96.15 veh/km because the setup
is symmetrical and, thus, the loop lengths are equal. An initial constellation of the test
simulation with the highest density is shown in Figure 4.21 (c), still keeping the junction




Simulation results are shown in Figure 4.22 for horizon lengths of Np = {1, 3, 10},
starting from zero initial vehicle speed and calculated with the baseline control MPC 4.2,
which was formulated for the 8-loop junction (with added extra car-following constraints).
As expected, vehicles are able to reach and keep their desired speed vd in the low-density
simulations because of the relatively low rate and severity of inter-vehicle actions (e.g.
junction crossing interactions).
In a simple hypothesis case, the same, Q average 8-loop-system flow is hypothesised on
the two junction-inbound road sections. Furthermore, the cross junction would experience
the superposition of its junction arm flows (the junction bandwidth would be Qjunc =
2Q flow in an ideal case). Moreover, the critical flow Qcr,s was already derived and is
expected to be the maximum average single-lane flow. However, in a trivial approach, the
bandwidth of the junction is double the incoming road flow. This is expected to define
the upper bound on the average system flow and flows in the fundamental diagram, thus,
Q ≤ Qcr,s/2. However, in the simulations, consistently higher-than-expected flows were
observed for mid-range traffic densities (e.g. in Figure 4.22). This can be explained by the
non-homogeneous and non-symmetrical junction-inbound flows, as it is more efficient to
let a group of vehicles (platoon) through a junction—since they only have car-following
interaction (CFI) among themselves—than it is to alternate junction arms with vehicles
sharing junction-crossing interactions (JCI). If two vehicles cross the junction on the same
road (i.e. with CFI between them) they would occupy 2L physical length if the speed-
dependent safety distance is disregarded for a simplistic comparison (or if the vehicle
speeds are zero). Then, in the case where two vehicles have JCI between them, they cross
the junction on separate roads and occupy at a point in time at least 2L + W physical
space on the roads (once more, with the speed-dependent safety distance disregarded).
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Figure 4.21: (a) initial vehicle distribution in the simulation; (b) existence of deadlock con-
figuration at ρlim ≈ 96.15 veh/km; (c) initial vehicle distribution in the final simulations chosen
ρ ≈ 156.3 veh/km as the highest density.
This difference offers a slight advantage to clustering vehicles on the same road to cross the
junction, as in the case with platoons and traffic lights (signalised junctions). Clustering
several vehicles generally requires some form of coordination with extra acceleration or
deceleration necessary to achieve and maintain the desired inter-vehicle gaps. This extra
effort is likely to be comparatively disadvantageous in terms of performance, as the control
actions are penalised in the cost function.
Moreover, vehicles travelling on the 8-loop track form, higher-, and lower-than-average
density sections and even different speeds (e.g. likely, high, desired speeds where the
vehicle experiences a low-density (or free-flow) region). This is evident when the two
single loops of the 8-loop track are examined as separate vehicle containers; two vehicle
exchanges between the loops cannot transpire simultaneously, as only one vehicle may
occupy the junction conflict zone at a time. Consider a non-deadlock case in which vehicles
flow from one loop into the other, and vice versa, concluding that while the number of
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Figure 4.22: Fundamental diagram of average vehicle flows in the 8-loop-junction simulations
for Np = {1, 3, 10} horizon lengths; blue solid line serves as an empirical upper bound on flows
with T = th + 2δt.





















Figure 4.23: Average speeds of the vehicle flows in the 8-loop-junction simulations for Np =
{1, 3, 10} horizon lengths.
vehicles is changing on each of the two loops, the loop lengths remain constant, yielding
an inherent change in traffic density. Thus, the density is, generally, not fixed between
different parts of the track, it changes and fluctuates respect time and position.
Another density-related phenomenon is the formation of vehicle queues with higher
local-traffic density prior to the junction entry point (or bottleneck in the system). How-
ever, this effect is light, as there are only a few vehicles in the simulated system, due to
the complexity limitations of the MI-MPC.
Recall, that the simulation results reached higher average flows (Figure 4.23) than it
was expected by the limiting upper bound on junction throughput (in the hypothesised
symmetric flow case Q ≤ Qcr,s/2). This is also explained as the effect of the central-
ised optimal control calculating globally optimised vehicle velocity profiles, in which the
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Figure 4.24: (a) First possible deadlock configuration at ρ ≈ 96.87 veh/km for Np = 1; (b)
deadlock configuration at ρ ≈ 140 veh/km.
optimiser is able to exploit local density differences, non-symmetric and non-stationary
flows to reach more efficient higher average flows than the hypothesised limit.
In the high-traffic-density region, the vehicles can only maintain lower-average speeds
due to the high interactions between them and the low availability of inter-vehicle gaps.
The interesting fact is that, over the ρlim limit density, the simulation may end up in
a deadlock situation; however, for longer prediction horizons the simulations remained
operational above the limit density. This shows the resilience of predictive control against
simple trivial deadlocks.
In Figure 4.22, the lower Q flow values in the high-density region correspond to the
deadlock situations; these flows are non-zero, because between the initial configuration and
the deadlock configurations the vehicles cover a non-zero distance, resulting in non-zero
average measures. These deadlock situation, however, easily identifiable from the average
measures because they discontinuously jump to a low value (e.g. in the fundamental
diagrams). Figure 4.23 shows the average flow speeds for the three horizon lengths Np =
{1, 3, 10}, reaching the desired speed at the low-density simulations and reaching near-
zero speed at the simulations experiencing the high-density deadlock configurations. For
Np = 1, Figure 4.24 (a) shows the deadlock configuration at ρ ≈ 96.87 veh/km, which
is in line with ρ > ρlim. Furthermore, this shows that the vehicles with short predictive
capabilities are more prone to end up in deadlock situations. Figure 4.24 (b) shows a
deadlock in a denser traffic simulation at ρ ≈ 140 veh/km which would require more
foresight and fairness between vehicles to prevent.
As discussed in Section 4.3.2, the 8-loop road structure is formulated on the straight
road core simulation, with two extra car-following constraints and visualised as a projec-
tion to the 8-loop (see Figure 4.3). To test the control policies from Section 4.5, simply
the extra car-following constraints need to be added which does not change the structure
of the controller. Thus, the FCFS MPC 4.3 and soft pre-avoidance MPC 4.4 policies are
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.25: Baseline, FCFS, and soft pre-avoidance 8-loop-junction simulations for Np = 5
horizon length; (a) fundamental diagram; (b) average vehicle flow speeds; blue solid line is serves
as an empirical upper bound on flows with T = th + 2δt.
compatible with the 8-loop simulation type similarly as the previous baseline example
with MPC 4.2. The FCFS crossing orders (priorities) are decided at dc characteristic
distance from the centre of the junction same as in Section 4.5.2. The average flow and
flow speeds, and densities are shown in Figure 4.25 with Np = 5 horizon length to enable
comparison between the baseline, FCFS, and soft pre-avoidance policy simulations. All
three policies largely performed similarly, though the FCFS did sometimes achieve lower
operational flows than the other two controls. However, FCFS is the only policy which
did not result in a deadlock breakdown until reaching the highest density scenario (which
was explicitly designed to result in deadlock configuration). This resilience and the lower
flows come from the fact that it heuristically fixes vehicle-crossing order in advance of
the junction; the inferior adaptability of the FCFS controller in terms of crossing order
ensures that bad traffic choices that lead to deadlocks and could not be forecast by the
control are not made.
4.6.2 Passing completion in the box junction
Box junctions are popular in areas where traffic is highly susceptible to deadlocks, grid-
locks due to local traffic specific properties (e.g. due to low visibility, high density, or
asymmetric traffic inflows). There are two main approaches: impose a minimal speed
across the junction, as discussed in [3] and formulated with time-headway safety in Sec-
tion 3.6; or demand the vehicle to be in front of or past the crossing area in the foreseeable
future, practically implementing a hysteresis switch [18]. According to de Campos et al.
[18], the problem is manually split into two sub-problems seeking the better option to
either cross or not cross the conflicting road section when another vehicle also aims to
do the same; the considered vehicle orders were a heuristic subset of all possible cross-
ing orders in the decision-making problem. Furthermore, each sub-problem-calculation
sequence is repeated in the usual receding-horizon manner of MPCs. The minimal speed
requirement seen in [3] does not provide the emergency stop capability in the region.
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Figure 4.26: Terminal state sets for junction passing completion.
Using this approach with the finite-horizon formulation would also allow for the entry of
vehicles that cannot see far enough into the intersection to determine if they can safely
leave this mandatory-minimal-speed region. A vehicle may enter so long as it can keep
its speed higher than the minimal speed limit. However, when this region is long and
unseen (spans over the end of the horizon) and an exception may rise mid-way (e.g. when
an obstruction is encountered ahead of the vehicle), then the vehicle would not be able to
slow down and stop while abiding the speed limit. A safety example is phrased as ‘never
proceed into an intersection if someone else has the right of way’ in [78]; as noted there,
this rule can be formulated as linear-temporal safety logic.
This section introduces the hysteresis effect on the terminal vehicle states within col-
lision sets of junction-crossing interactions. Where the allowed terminal states exclude
the states, that would let the vehicle to be present, at this prediction time, in the junc-
tion (conflicting road section); such a terminal set is shown in Figure 4.26. It is clear
that the same hyperplanes are defining the forbidden terminal states as the ones used for
junction-crossing interactions but with different binding logic.
In Figure 4.26, all of the four allowed-terminal-state sets are defined and can be selected
when the right two hyperplanes from the four are activated (the hyperplane choices are
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handled inherently by the relaxation), thus:




−sp (k +Np|k) ≤ −
W
2
− L+Mbpq,2(k +Np|k) (4.20b)




−sq (k +Np|k) ≤ −
W
2
− L+Mbpq,4(k +Np|k) (4.20d)
4∑
i=1
bpq,i(k +Np|k) ≤ 2, (4.20e)
where the constraints are formulated ∀{p, q} ∈ NJCI. This implemented hysteresis can be
added to the discussed controllers, for example, the baseline vehicle-control formulation
with the above, (4.20), terminal hysteresis constraints is shown in MPC 4.5.
MPC-4.5
J∗MPC-4.5 = min (4.1)
s.t. ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)}, ∀n ∈ N :
xn (k|k) = xn (k)
xn (k + j + 1|k) = A xn (k + j|k) +B un (k + j|k)
(xn, un) ∈ Xn × Un
and ∀(p, q) ∈ NCFI :
(4.3)
and ∀{p, q} ∈ NJCI :
(4.4a)–(4.4i),
(4.20a)–(4.20e).
This formulation has the notion of the minimal horizon length that is necessary for a
vehicle to cover the space between these terminal hyperplanes, or to clear the conflicting
junction zone. Trivially short horizon lengths (in time) would allow only a short distance
to be covered, which is insufficient for the terminal states to cross the junction. The
switching mechanism would rather choose to not enter the junction in these cases. This
effect can be seen in Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.28, where the baseline control with passing
completion feature (MPC 4.5) cannot cross the junction with Np = 3 horizon length.
However, for the Np = 6 and Np = 10 cases, the proposed control scheme has a sufficiently
long horizon length to make crossing possible and allow for safe crossing manoeuvres with
δt = 0.5 s. Furthermore, vehicles must verify not only that they are able to cross a junction
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Figure 4.27: Fundamental diagram with baseline policy and added passing completion with
Np = {3, 6, 10} horizon lengths.





















Figure 4.28: Average speeds with of baseline policy and added passing completion with Np =
{3, 6, 10} horizon lengths
before committing but to have enough free road to stop before the next obstruction after
the junction. This appears as the clear stop of flows at high traffic densities in Figure 4.27
and Figure 4.28 when the policy deems unsafe the amount of free space left past the
junction before the next vehicle. The tendency for this stopping phenomenon decreases
with longer plans, horizon lengths, see Np = 6 and Np = 10 results. It is easy to see
that, with relatively short horizon sections available to plan the crossing, vehicles are
expected to have, a first high terminal speed state; the car-following constraint imposes
the restricting factor, as an upper bound on the terminal speed of the follower (which is
planning to cross). Concluding that the cases with longer horizons can initially cross with
lower predicted terminal speeds and, thus, operate and keep continuous flows longer in
high-density simulations.
In order to demonstrate how vehicle trajectories are affected, Figure 4.29 shows the
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passing-completion-induced trajectories for three horizon lengths Np = {6, 12, 18} and
two vehicles arriving at the junction. Vehicles first slow down as they arrive at the
junction, until they are close enough to initiate a complete junction crossing; both vehicles
may cooperate to reduce acceleration and deceleration demands during the manoeuvres.
This system works perfectly for busy junction areas where at least one other vehicle
is seen on the other arm of the junction to engage with in an active junction-crossing
interaction. Thus, the pairwise formulation in (4.20) has an underlying fallacy when no
vehicle arrives on the other junction arm (see Figure 4.30). In the pictured case, the second
vehicle did not have the passing completion constraints when it crossed the junction,
because it arrived after the first vehicle completed its passing and their interaction had
been deactivated and removed. Thus, even if the vehicle has a traffic jam ahead of it,
it may decide to enter the junction, where it may then get stuck and block traffic from
previously undetected vehicles on the other junction arm.
Most congestions form in the context of high-density traffic, which often suggests a
general assumption that the other arm has a similar flow; thus, this particular fallacy case
may be rare in practice. In the 8-loop simulations this particular scenario was not observed
due to the junction structure. However, it may be argued that this could be beneficial
if no vehicles are in the vicinity, the accompanying control actions and slow-down effect
could be spared in these cases.
The fallacy of the method is the dependency on pairwise interactions, which can be
alleviated if the hysteresis constraints would be generated for each agents separately.
Recall the side view of the passing completion terminal set in Figure 4.26, where the
side views are completely describing the allowed and restricted agent wise terminal sets.
Yielding the passing-completion constraints:




−sp (k +Np|k) ≤ −
W
2
− Lp +Mbp (4.22b)
∀p ∈ NBoxAgents,
where the vehicles that have not left their junction conflict region are in the setNBoxAgents,
alternatively the vehicles that sp(k) ≤ W2 +Lp, from the junction geometry in Figure 4.1.
Furthermore, bp is a single binary switch implementing the passing completion like a
vehicle-wise hysteresis switch. This addition to the baseline vehicle control is presented
in MPC 4.6.
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MPC-4.6
J∗MPC-4.6 = min (4.1)
s.t. ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)}, ∀n ∈ N :
xn (k|k) = xn (k)
xn (k + j + 1|k) = A xn (k + j|k) +B un (k + j|k)
(xn, un) ∈ Xn × Un
and ∀(p, q) ∈ NCFI :
(4.3)
and ∀{p, q} ∈ NJCI :
(4.4a)–(4.4i),
and ∀p ∈ NBoxAgents :
(4.22a)–(4.22b),
Finally, Figure 4.31 shows the cases with and without the passing-completion con-
straints added. In a normal case with a bigger gap in the competing traffic flow, the
optimiser would take the chance and make a vehicle waiting for its right of way enter
the intersection even if there is a traffic jam ahead of it. This is a valid move because,
at that moment, the vehicle would not make other vehicles suffer (i.e. it would not in-
crease the aggregated cost of the objective function but lower it because it can get closer
to its destination). It is easy to see that after other vehicles appear, this move proves
to be counter-productive. In contrast, when the passing-completion constraint is added,
the vehicle remains in front of the junction until it can safely and completely cross; thus
allowing uninterrupted traffic on the other arm.
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Figure 4.29: Passing completion of trajectories for Np = {6, 12, 18} horizon steps; the left
side depicts speed–position graphs while the right side shows the related collision set graphs for
two vehicles approaching the junction on different arms.
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Figure 4.30: Passing completion requires an active pairwise junction-crossing interaction to
generate the constraints; when the first vehicle completes its passing, the previously active
junction-crossing interaction is deactivated and removed, meaning the second vehicle does not
check for its passing completion.
(a)























Figure 4.31: The effect of passing completion is tested by stalling a vehicle after the junction,
causing a traffic jam to gradually form behind it; in (a), the baseline control lets vehicles enter
the junction, clogging the other junction arm as well; in (b), vehicles leave the junction area
clear; allowing the traffic on the other junction arm to continue uninterrupted. (Np = 10)
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4.7 Summary
This chapter has shown numerical simulations of multi-agent vehicle control for three
policies. The baseline policy allows for junction crossing order changes and adaptation to
late information. The FCFS fixed-junction-passing-order policy encodes lower computa-
tional complexity as a trade for adaptation, since it is a heuristic type approach with fewer
binaries needed in the optimisation. The soft pre-avoidance policy aligns vehicles early
on to pass the conflicting junction zone without heavy interaction (i.e. acceleration and
deceleration) near the junction. Traffic measures were demonstrated on fundamental dia-
grams to compare 8-loop-junction simulations. Data shows that the chance of deadlock
situations are mitigated with longer optimisation horizons, which were clearly demon-
strated on a fundamental diagram with baseline control. Finally, box junction rule was
implemented and demonstrated with passing-completion-terminal constraints for pair-
and agent-wise formulations (i.e. do not enter the conflicting intersection region if, by the
terminal state, the vehicle cannot exit it).
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Performance and simplifications of cross
junction control
The MI-MPC-based control framework, which was proposed in earlier chapters, is sus-
ceptible to reach high complexity with relatively moderate number of vehicles. This is due
to the combinatoric nature of the binary decisions together with the global nature of the
solver method. The intended application area is online, real-time control of autonomous
vehicles. For any practical control method, it is crucial to keep the complexity and com-
putation time limited posing bounds on the capabilities of formulations (e.g. number of
vehicles considered, prediction horizon length, number of decision variables). This chapter
aims to enhance the framework formulation for improving scaling and computational per-
formance by exploiting the structure of the obstacle shape in cross junctions; exploring
added constraint methods and demonstrating viability of sequential decentralisation.
5.1 Orthogonal decoupling
The collision sets on the pairwise 2D planes of conflicting vehicles can be bounded by
convex polygons around the set of conflicting positions (see Figure 2.12), which extrudes
to the higher-dimensional decision space (for example, see Figure 2.2). The problem
feasibility is discussed in Section 2.4, which details the requirements for the angle of the
obstacle bounding sides for convex deadlock-free representation. Thus, vehicles moving
forward (at non-negative speeds) would be able to pass obstacle features without falling
in local optima. The original obstacle polygon for cross junctions has the rectangular
shape (analysed in Chapter 4) with the orientation of parallel and perpendicular sides to
the position axes (see Figure 4.1).
Multiple cross-junction arbitration obstacles between crossing vehicles are represented
in Figure 5.1. The vehicle with index 1 is being arbitrated against those with indices
2, 3 and 4. Note that all three collision sets share both of the bounding left-side and
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Figure 5.1: Redundant orthogonal hyperplanes between multiple collision sets.
right-side positions projected on the s1 axis. Furthermore, when inspecting the choice of
hyperplane constraints in (4.4), it is clear that they can only depend on the states of a
single vehicle. Thus, if one vehicle appears in multiple junction-crossing interactions (as
in Figure 5.1), repeated entries of redundant hyperplanes, which involve more new binary
variables in the relaxations, are generated when using (4.4). This provides a chance for
simplification.
Let a new set NJCIagents be generated, that collects each unique vehicle index appearing
in the NJCI set of sets in order to enumerate the pairs of vehicles with active junction-
crossing interactions. Thus, unique-vehicle-corresponding constraints and their big-M
relaxations can now be generated as:
sp (k + j|k) + thvp (k + j|k) ≤ −
W
2
+Mbp,1(k + j|k) (5.1a)
−sp (k + j|k) ≤ −
W
2
− Lp +Mbp,2(k + j|k) (5.1b)
sp (k + j + 1|k) + thvp (k + j + 1|k) ≤ −
W
2
+Mbp,1(k + j|k) (5.1c)
−sp (k + j + 1|k) ≤ −
W
2
− Lp +Mbp,2(k + j|k) (5.1d)
∀p ∈ NJCIagents , ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)}.
The constraint of separating hyperplane theorem is still defined on the NJCI (active
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junction-crossing interactions) to connect vehicle pairs:
bp,1(k + j|k) + bp,2(k + j|k) + bq,1(k + j|k) + bq,2(k + j|k) ≤ 3 (5.2)
∀{p, q} ∈ NJCI, ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)}.
In summary, the controller gets the following form:
MPC-5.1
J∗MPC-5.1 = min (4.1)
s.t. ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)}, ∀n ∈ N :
xn (k|k) = xn (k)
xn (k + j + 1|k) = A xn (k + j|k) +B un (k + j|k)
(xn, un) ∈ Xn × Un
∀(p, q) ∈ NCFI :
(4.3)
∀p ∈ NJCIagents :
(5.1a)–(5.1d)
and ∀{p, q} ∈ NJCI :
(5.2)
and ∀p ∈ NBoxAgents :
(4.22a)–(4.22b).
5.2 Time-window allocation
Treating junctions as resource-allocation problems is an attractive choice that has been
extensively explored by researchers. An intersection-occupancy time-slot-scheduling prob-
lem is shown in [34], with additional economic objectives employing primal decomposi-
tion. This technique was later used in [35] to obtain the approximate optimal time
slots, iteratively considering the vehicle dynamics. In this section, the previously used
formalism is applied to create a time-window-allocation approach for the problem over
its finite horizon. The numerous binary inequalities of separating hyperplane theorems
((5.2) ∀{p, q} ∈ NJCI) may be condensed into one separating hyperplane relation through
the use of the orthogonal decoupling property of the cross junction.
Assume that vehicle-wise decoupled inequalities are in place from (5.1). There are
two cases. In the first case, the vehicle is either in front of or past its junction conflict
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region. This case concludes that one of the two hyperplanes must be active (non-relaxed),
in terms of binaries:
bp,1(k + j|k) + bp,2(k + j|k) = 1. (5.4)
In the second case, suppose that if a vehicle is allowed to occupy the shared road section
within the junction, it would need to relax both of its safety hyperplanes:
bp,1(k + j|k) + bp,2(k + j|k) = 2. (5.5)
Now, consider that only one vehicle can safely have the right of way in the junction at
any one time; thus, all other vehicles must remain outside of the junction conflict region,
yielding:∑
p∈NJCIagents
bp,1(k + j|k) + bp,2(k + j|k) = (NJCIagents − 1) + 2
or, alternatively expressed with an inequality:∑
p∈NJCIagents
bp,1(k + j|k) + bp,2(k + j|k) ≤ (NJCIagents − 1) + 2, (5.6)
where the number of vehicles is NJCIagents in the set of NJCIagents.
This separating hyperplane theorem implements a junction-crossing sequencing as
though it were resource allocation of a shared medium (junction). However, it is more than
a simple resource allocation; this formulation can readily incorporate vehicle dynamics,
time-headway safety, operating limits and any other constraints that preserve the problem
structure. Moreover, in this decision-making, the consideration of vehicle cooperation is
directly incorporated through the optimised cost of the aggregated objective function.
Figure 5.2 shows the allocated discrete time windows; each time window can only occupy
a given time span alone. The structure of the corner-cutting prevention inflates the size
of the time windows to prevent junction entry between the discrete time steps while the
constraints are only defined at the discrete time steps.




Figure 5.2: Time-window allocation schematic where the vehicles have the right of way granted
over the prediction horizon; there is a moment of discrete time separation between different
allocation windows; the inflation around the time window is the effect of the corner-cutting
prevention formulation, which does not allow for double entry into the junction over continuous
time.
MPC-5.2
J∗MPC-5.2 = min (4.1)
s.t. ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)}, ∀n ∈ N :
xn (k|k) = xn (k)
xn (k + j + 1|k) = A xn (k + j|k) +B un (k + j|k)
(xn, un) ∈ Xn × Un
∀(p, q) ∈ NCFI :
(4.3)
∀p ∈ NJCIagents :
(5.1a)–(5.1d)
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5.3 Numerical tests of formulations
In this section, three numerical 8-loop simulations will be compared—MPC 4.5, MPC 5.1
and MPC 5.2. MPC 4.5 is the un-simplified (US) baseline vehicle-control formulation
with passing completion hysteresis; MPC 5.1 is the formulation of the orthogonal de-
coupling (OD) from Section 5.1; MPC 5.2 is the time-window (TW) allocation from
Section 5.2. The characteristic length dc was chosen to attain the desired traffic dens-
ities ρ = {50, 100, 120} veh
km
for N = 10 vehicles in the 8-loop junction. The simula-
tions were deterministic; they started from the same initial states and ran for all three
vehicular controls with each new parameter value. The simulated time was chosen to
be 10 minutes (= 600 s) with δt = 0.5 s. Moreover, the deadlock-averting or box-
junction-implementing terminal junction-passing-completion constraints were added for
all formulations. The un-simplified formulation is the baseline problem with (4.4) junc-
tion constraints and (4.20) box-junction passing completion. The orthogonal decoupling
is a simplified formulation composed of the (5.1) agent-wise junction constraints coupled
with the (5.2) binary separating-hyperplane constraints of and the (4.22) agent-wise box-
junction implementation. The time-window allocation is based on the (5.1) agent-wise
junction constraints coupled with the (5.6) binary separating-hyperplane inequality and
the (4.22) agent-wise box-junction implementation.
A distance measure was used to analyse whether decisions are the same or different
across formulations. Simulation similarity was evaluated through a comparison of vehicle












where the maximum number of discrete simulation time steps is kmax and the simula-
tion results sim a and sim b are compared and stored for post-processing. Alternatively,
differences between trajectories may be identified by looking at the average flow Q meas-
ures, which depend on the distances travelled by vehicles and are presented in Table 5.1,
Table 5.2 and Table 5.3. A dissimilar trajectory simulation is shown in Figure 5.3, which
presents a single selected trajectory across the two simulations, where Q average flow was
also different.
It was determined that trajectories with a short horizon control and low traffic density
(Np = 6 and ρ = 50
veh
km
) yield a low number of interactions (trajectory changes due to
obstacle avoidance) in the simulations; the trajectories were identical for all three methods
in this region (US, OD and TW). With the same horizon length, however, only the US
and OD formulations remained close to one another (i.e. ρ = 100
veh
km
: ε ≈ 0.0081 and ρ =
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Figure 5.3: Vehicle trajectories from Table 5.3 of Np = 6 horizon black dots present the
vehicle positions for un-simplified formulation while the red circles are presenting the time-




: ε ≈ 0). The TW resulted different trajectories (ε 6= 0) for ρ = {100, 120} veh
km
.
In contrast to the intuition that these simplifications should yield identical results, in
fact, no evidence was found indicating that these formulations give identical solutions in
general. Dissimilar results dominated for the time-window allocation formulation even
though car-following interactions and the junction safety constraints with corner-cutting
prevention were shown to have been satisfied when checked in post-processing. The US
and OD simulations provided similar results and performance but towards longer horizon
lengths they diverged away.
The integration of noise, inherent in numerical methods and algorithms, leads to the
build-up of absolute error over long simulations. In every simulation time step small but
dissimilar integrated noise was suspected to be the reason that US and OD simulations
reached different states while their inner logic should have yielded the same answers. In
order to test if the solutions remained the same in terms of single control steps in time,
the following method was implemented. The outputs of a single controller were used in
the simulation loop, though other controllers parallel to it also did control calculations.
All controllers have been fed from the same input source in each control time step and all
of their output results have been inspected. This procedure was expected to eliminate the
slight drift mismatch from the noise integration between the simulations to verify that the
control formulations are yielding practically identical results and that the solver process
noise is non-dominant in a single time step scale. It became clear that the diverging
phenomenon (bifurcation) starts at the end of the prediction tails and begins to diverge
slightly on the next control inputs to be issued. As time progresses, the states gradually
bifurcate and diverge, opening a difference gap between trajectories that is no longer
negligible.
Origins of this diverging phenomenon could not be clearly identified due to the com-
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plexity of the problem. The trivial cause could be the symmetric nature of the problem—
for example, recall the case in which the vehicles are distributed evenly and symmetrically
in the initial configuration with zero speed (Figure 4.21 (a)). At this point, slight noise in
the solution process could yield the same patterns but develop in a mirrored way on the
symmetric loops. Even the slightest noise could trigger the other solution to be chosen,
such as the multiple definitions of the constraints in the US formulation compared to the
OD without them. To avoid this possibility, a unique minimal position shift was added
to each initial vehicle configuration to prevent a symmetric case. Of course, this does not
remove the existing decision-splitting effect in the problem (i.e. initially discussed for the
merging decisions, see Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.17 decision graphs).
Furthermore, sensitivity can also play a role, as it is generally grows higher for the
longer horizons. Consider this analogy of threading a needle with the thread as the
future prediction tail and the needle as an obstacle providing multiple discrete decision
options for avoidance. The further the thread is held from its end, the more difficult it
is to correctly thread it through the hole of the needle (corresponding to a given discrete
choice previously taken by the other formulation).
The same reason may stand behind the non-identical results of the controller formula-
tions, where the high sensitivity of the decisions at the end of the horizon tail practically
incorporates slight ambiguity in the problem. Furthermore, pushing this thread (receding
the horizon tail forward in time) enlarges the slight position ambiguity of diverging tries
(which are the opposite sides of the bifurcation) and enforces the outcome even more;
similarly the forking propagates through the horizon states for the vehicles.








Mean Max. Min. Std.
US
Np = 6 15.99 29.10 6.34 3.84 719.69
Np = 12 229.12 406.34 89.02 43.67 719.49
Np = 18 3099.38 6427.48 1300.95 714.58 718.52
OD
Np = 6 14.09 25.47 5.46 3.75 719.69
Np = 12 125.67 201.85 51.66 23.01 718.52
Np = 18 650.05 1132.60 376.31 148.37 718.52
TW
Np = 6 13.82 30.36 5.38 3.77 719.69
Np = 12 125.49 196.16 53.69 21.88 719.49
Np = 18 541.67 1083.63 336.86 129.30 718.51
Table 5.1: Computational time and flows are shown for 600 s simulations; US, OD and TW are
tags for, respectively, un-simplified, orthogonally decoupled and time-window formulations with
Np = {6, 12, 18} horizons in the 8-loop; number of cars was 10 and the ρ = 50 vehkm
Across the three tables (Table 5.1, Table 5.2 and Table 5.3), it is clear that the un-
simplified problem takes the longest to solve. It is also evident that computational cost
increases with the horizon length. On closer inspection, the trend is exponential; this is
in line with the expected exponential growth of combinations. The number of binaries is
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Mean Max. Min. Std.
US
Np = 6 16.50 38.43 9.98 5.90 552.57
Np = 12 228.60 443.73 101.37 66.28 598.77
Np = 18 3113.00 7793.13 996.78 1258.91 624.57
OD
Np = 6 12.96 41.79 8.34 5.90 552.57
Np = 12 138.19 250.64 74.78 27.69 598.77
Np = 18 607.65 1246.44 342.45 143.59 624.57
TW
Np = 6 13.13 35.06 7.82 4.80 553.14
Np = 12 139.76 245.70 74.87 31.00 608.78
Np = 18 574.75 1018.68 354.82 102.10 624.57
Table 5.2: Computational time and flows are shown for 600 s simulations; US, OD and TW are
tags for, respectively, un-simplified, orthogonally decoupled and time-window formulations with
Np = {6, 12, 18} horizons in the 8-loop; number of cars was 10 and the ρ = 100 vehkm








Mean Max. Min. Std.
US
Np = 6 16.62 44.48 8.73 6.75 378.76
Np = 12 183.15 338.77 78.27 54.58 463.78
Np = 18 1592.57 4691.45 558.31 654.56 490.16
OD
Np = 6 13.51 45.71 7.86 5.84 378.76
Np = 12 124.69 230.54 62.22 32.10 463.40
Np = 18 494.65 962.97 271.73 107.96 490.79
TW
Np = 6 17.11 43.77 7.79 7.56 399.30
Np = 12 130.09 246.37 53.60 34.49 494.04
Np = 18 517.49 1172.62 318.59 111.18 494.23
Table 5.3: Computational time and flows are shown for 600 s simulations; US, OD and TW are
tags for, respectively, un-simplified, orthogonally decoupled and time-window formulations with
Np = {6, 12, 18} horizons in the 8-loop; number of cars was 10 and the ρ = 120 vehkm
in a linear relation with the length of horizon.
The OD and TW approaches yield consistently higher computational speeds across all
test cases. [29] also found that when axes decouple in the MPC formulation, faster solving
times can be observed. Computational times are shown for the OD and TW formulations
with quantile box representation in Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6. The figures
supplement the tables through additional statistical information of computational times,
such as the median, 25− 75% quantile box, and whiskers. The outlier computation times
are those that the whiskers cannot envelop, indicating the long tail of the distribution.
These outliers are either attributed to rare, computationally difficult cases or are simply
considered to be artefacts of delays in task scheduling common in the consumer operating
system.
The TW approach sees slight differences across the different traffic densities. The OD
approach has better computational performance at higher traffic densities than does the
TW approach.
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Figure 5.4: Computation time distributions of ρ = {50, 100, 120} vehkm simulations for Np = 6
horizons in the 8-loop junction; OD and TW are tags for orthogonally decoupled and time-
window approaches, respectively, numbers after tags refer to the ρ traffic density; distributions
are visualised with 25− 75% quantile boxes and with whiskers that are, at maximum, 1.5 of the
box length; the red ‘+’ marks are outliers outside the extent of the whiskers.
















Figure 5.5: Computation time distributions of ρ = {50, 100, 120} vehkm simulations for Np = 12
horizons in the 8-loop junction; OD and TW are tags for orthogonally decoupled and time-
window approaches, respectively, numbers after tags refer to the ρ traffic density; distributions
are visualised with 25− 75% quantile boxes and with whiskers that are, at maximum, 1.5 of the
box length; the red ‘+’ marks are outliers outside the extent of the whiskers.
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Figure 5.6: Computation time distributions of ρ = {50, 100, 120} vehkm simulations for Np = 18
horizons in the 8-loop junction; OD and TW are tags for orthogonally decoupled and time-
window approaches, respectively, numbers after tags refer to the ρ traffic density; distributions
are visualised with 25− 75% quantile boxes and with whiskers that are, at maximum, 1.5 of the
box length; the red ‘+’ marks are outliers outside the extent of the whiskers.
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5.4 Improving efficiency with added binary constraints
Generally, the more binaries applied, the more combination are to be considered while
searching for the global optimum (in this case, the number of convex sub-problems to
be treated). Namely, where the number of binaries is nb, 2nb cases are to be explored
with brute-force approaches. This may be a major influencing factor in the computa-
tional speed of the hybrid-MPC (MIQP) optimisations presented in this work. However,
according to [82], it is the tightness of the formulation that puts a practical limit on
the number of integer configurations that are to be explored. More sophisticated solver
approaches may be able to exploit this rule (e.g. with branch-and-bound). By adding
certain extra constraints, usually based on a relation not evident to the solver, some help
is provided to the solver that may discover short cuts and simplifications in an easier and
faster manner; two types of approaches that are explored here.
First, adding redundant binary constraints is aimed to exclude sub-problems in an-
other, more direct way by providing an alternate and simpler path to the solver. In this
way, the full feasible domain of the original formulation coincides with the one of the new
formulation regardless the new extra redundant constraint being added. This may spare
time by reaching earlier conclusion or feasibility check for a binary combination without
going through the entire sub-problem evaluation.
Second, another approach is by simply adding constraints which may not be redundant,
and thus, partially remove some previously valid feasible sub-domains (sub-problems).
The possible drawback is the chance of excluding the global optimum of the original
problem or even casting it infeasible. This way the number of sub-problems to be evaluated
becomes fewer with the fewer feasible binary combinations but may trade or compromise
solution quality.
In the following extra inequalities will be added to the OD problem MPC 5.1 and TW
problem MPC 5.2. These constraints will be cast on the binaries and aimed to exploit
the strong causality between the steps in the finite time horizon, junction passing related
logic and their binary relaxation. Later the car-following interactions will be used to add
redundant constraints on binaries. With the aim to take into account junction crossing
arbitration and car-following when multiple vehicles do arbitration from the same lane.
5.4.1 Added binary causality constraints
Suppose that a vehicle only allowed one transition in temporal sense between relaxed and
non-relaxed constraints of different modes (i.e. intersection approaching, and intersection
left).
Such added logic would remove some degree of freedom from the system, limiting the
options within scenarios but reducing the computational complexity in the combinatorial
sense as well as promising computational performance increase.
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k k + 1|k k + 2|k k + 3|k k + 4|k · · · k +Np − 1|k k +Np|k
bapp 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
bleft 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
Table 5.4: Schematic of the evolution of binary relaxations for-junction approaching and
junction-left constraints (0: active; 1: relaxed) over the finite horizon of a vehicle; grey cells
correspond to the junction passing where both constraint types are relaxed.
A simple case of the evolution of junction approaching and junction left constraint
relaxation, and related binaries are demonstrated in Table 5.4. The shown case is kept
simple to remain practical and easy to visualise the process of transitions. For this reason,
the simplification applies only when th is chosen close to zero, removing velocity depend-
ency in (4.4) or (5.1) junction passing constraints. This would cast these constraints to 2D
purely position based ones and, furthermore, uses s(k+j+1|k) ≥ s(k+j|k) relation from
the non-negative speed model. On the example case (see Table 5.4) a distinct monotonic
increasing (decreasing) rule can be observed for the junction approaching (junction left)
hyperplane relaxation. This monotonic rule is coupled to the monotonic increasing and
progressing nature of vehicle position in time.
Thus, the monotonic rule, coded as inequalities, yields in the original cross junction
binary formulation:
bpq,1(k + j|k) ≤ bpq,1(k + j + 1|k) (5.9a)
bpq,2(k + j|k) ≥ bpq,2(k + j + 1|k) (5.9b)
bpq,3(k + j|k) ≤ bpq,3(k + j + 1|k) (5.9c)
bpq,4(k + j|k) ≥ bpq,4(k + j + 1|k) (5.9d)
∀{p, q} ∈ NJCI, ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 2)}
or for the agent wise decoupled formulation:
bp,1(k + j|k) ≤ bp,1(k + j + 1|k) (5.10a)
bp,2(k + j|k) ≥ bp,2(k + j + 1|k) (5.10b)
∀p ∈ NJCIagents, ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 2)},
with Np − 1 new tightening binary inequalities per original relaxations.
Now to show that some degree of freedom is lost by this added constraint formulation
(based on th u 0 assumption) recall that the second order vehicle dynamics may allow
higher rate of deceleration than the conservative linear position-velocity, safe simple time-
headway, based hyperplane would allow. This means that a vehicle may enter into a safe
passing phase to later return back into safe slow down phase and give the right of way to a
different vehicle in the collision set pair. This concept is shown in Figure 5.7 with junction
approaching binaries taking a non-monotonic transition in time. Figure 5.8 shows that
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Figure 5.7: Added binary constraint states over the finite horizon plan of a vehicle that may
enter the junction region (subject to the safety of other vehicles) but, due to its dynamics, it can
return to its own safe junction-approaching region before the junction; this means that while a
vehicle may take advantage of the right of way for junction-crossing it has no immediate plan to
go ahead and complete the crossing. (sobs indicates the beginning of the junction conflict region
at zero speed).
the new formulation (e.g. MPC 5.3) only allows the monotonic transition of relaxations.
This means that if a vehicle has been assigned the right of way it cannot cancel it later on
in the plan even if the vehicle dynamics would yield some benefits to this action; loosing
this degree of freedom effectively reducing the number of binary configurations. MPC 5.3
shows how these added binary constraints fit into the previous control framework on the
example of the orthogonal decoupling from Section 5.1.
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Figure 5.8: Finite horizon plans with indicated binary states where, due to the constraints
added, after the vehicle has relaxed its safe junction-approaching hyperplane, it may enter the
junction region (subject the safety of other vehicles) or, as shown in (a), return the set of states
previously satisfying the junction approaching-hyperplane. However, it remains the sole holder
of the right of way within the rest of the current plan, and it may only be given away once
the vehicle leaves the junction region. In contrast, without the added constraints, the vehicle
would be able to cancel its right of way (see Figure 5.7). (b) shows a healthy crossing where the
tightening may make no apparent change (sobs indicates the beginning of the junction conflict
region at zero speed).
MPC-5.3
J∗MPC-5.3 = min (4.1)
s.t. ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)}, ∀n ∈ N :
xn (k|k) = xn (k)
xn (k + j + 1|k) = A xn (k + j|k) +B un (k + j|k)
(xn, un) ∈ Xn × Un
∀(p, q) ∈ NCFI :
(4.3)
∀p ∈ NJCIagents :
(5.1a)–(5.1d)
and ∀{p, q} ∈ NJCI :
(5.2)
and ∀p ∈ NBoxAgents :
(4.22a)–(4.22b)
and ∀p ∈ NJCIagents , ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 2)} :
(5.10a)–(5.10b).
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Figure 5.9: Scenario for added binary constraints, which may incorporate a car-following rela-
tion; two vehicles engaged in a car-following interaction must arbitrate with a third vehicle on
the other junction arm to cross the junction.
5.4.2 Added car-following-related binary constraints
Suppose that multiple vehicles approach a junction on one arm while multiple other
vehicles are approaching the junction on the other arm. Due to the car-following con-
straint, a follower vehicle cannot cross the junction before its leader vehicle. This rule may
provide an opportunity to add extra relations purely on binaries, similar to the previously
discussed monotonic rule (Section 5.4.1). This time, however, the binary inequalities are
defined between follower and leader vehicles and no degrees of freedom are expected to
be lost, since this junction traffic property is a substantial requirement, already fulfilled
by the car-following interactions.
Figure 5.9 shows an example situation for which the junction-approaching binaries of
the two vehicles are indicated in Figure 5.10. By noticing the inter-vehicle relaxation
rule between the vehicles, the following inequalities can be formulated:
bp,1(k + j|k) ≤ bq,1(k + j + 1|k) (5.12a)
bp,2(k + j|k) ≥ bq,2(k + j + 1|k) (5.12b)
∀(p, q) ∈ NCFI, p ∈ NJCIagents, q ∈ NJCIagents,
sq(t) ≥ sp(t), ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 2)},
where the follower vehicle is p and the leader vehicle is q; both are using the agent-wise
formulation related to the binary relaxations of junction-approaching and junction-left
constraints in (5.1). MPC 5.4 shows how these added binary constraints fit into the
previous control framework on the example of the orthogonal decoupling from Section 5.1.
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Figure 5.10: Two vehicles engaged in a car-following interaction must arbitrate with a third
vehicle on the other junction arm to cross the junction (see situation in Figure 5.9). The collision
set binaries of vehicles 1 and 2 have added binary constraint formulation by defining binary
inequalities in accordance with the car-following interaction. This case only pictures the junction-
approaching binaries and their relations; due to the spatio-temporal car-following, the constraints
also have a time-step shift in their relations (only for this 2D plane illustration th u 0 to make
the junction beginning representable by a line).
MPC-5.4
J∗MPC-5.4 = min (4.1)
s.t. ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)}, ∀n ∈ N :
xn (k|k) = xn (k)
xn (k + j + 1|k) = A xn (k + j|k) +B un (k + J |k)
(xn, un) ∈ Xn × Un
∀(p, q) ∈ NCFI :
(4.3)
∀p ∈ NJCIagents :
(5.1a)–(5.1d)
and ∀{p, q} ∈ NJCI :
(5.2)
and ∀p ∈ NBoxAgents :
(4.22a)–(4.22b)
and ∀(p, q) ∈ NCFI, p ∈ NBoxAgents, q ∈ NBoxAgents, ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 2)} :
(5.12a)–(5.12b).
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5.5 Numerical tests with added binary constraints
The added binary constraint cases are shown only for the OD and TW formulations,
as they have better computational performances than the US formulation, as shown in
Section 5.3. Furthermore, only the horizon lengths of Np = 6 and Np = 12 are considered
because the data in Section 5.3 revealed that Np = 18 would yield considerably longer
computational times than the control time step δt = 0.5 s for N = 10 vehicles, which
would not be appropriate for real-time control in this case. The test cases are the base
problem formulations without the added binary constraints, the two single cases shown
in Section 5.4.1 and Section 5.4.2, and the test cases in which both types of these binary
constraints are added.
Appendix A presents the computational time and average flow results collected in
Table A.1, Table A.2 and Table A.3. The results indicate that, in most cases, the singe-
agent related added binary constraints from Section 5.4.1 resulted in lower flows due to
the removed degree of freedom. There was a slight improvement in a few cases but none
that was consistent for all computation times. The car-following related added binary
constraint method shown in Section 5.4.2 did not result in any significantly different
flows than the cases without it; however, it increased the overhead and calculation time
because the increased number of constraints in the optimisation. In fact, the added binary
constraints of this kind are already implied by the car-following constraints indirectly but
the solver (Gurobi) has been able to consider this indirect link in its branch-and-bound
algorithm, solving the mixed-integer program. This means that, since the complexity
remained the same but computation time and problem size increased, there were only
negative effects for this approach.
A similar idea using car-following orders to enhance the control performance was
mentioned in [1]; however, in contrast to the theorised computational benefits there, the
data suggests that the implementation analysed here yields increased computational time
and problem size.
The last case is that which employs both added binary constraint formulations to-
gether, which inherits both the lower flow measure from the reduced degree of freedom
and the overhead time from the car-following-related added binary constraints. This case
consistently reached solution times in the range of computation times measured for the




In this section, the predictive control will be formulated for smaller but connected sub-
problems, exchanging calculated plans between agents in sequential order. Sequential
decentralisation was discussed for a predictive multi-agent system in [62]. Centralised
approaches scale poorly and hard to tackle above a certain size; decentralisation is an at-
tractive way to fix scaling issues of a problem especially for large systems [49]. Scattolini
[69] surveys the distributed MPC formulations and notes that vehicle-related problems
are usually coupled through obstacle avoidance constraints and the sub-systems are de-
coupled in dynamics. Dunbar and Murray [23] show an early work for stabilisation of
multiple-vehicle formation, where sub-systems are coupled through the cost. In [76], the
agents are coupled and interacting via constraints in a tube-MPC approach. This accom-
modates agents with added uncertainty to safely travel in their tubes and uses sequential
replanning, through which agents update one plan at a time. In the case of road vehicle
control, Debada et al. [21] demonstrate a cooperative framework for sharing different
levels of information between vehicles, including future MPC plans to improve the traffic
throughput in junctions and roundabouts.
Shi et al. [71] illustrate a decentralised solution framework to conform with MPC
like behaviour, ensuring a rear-end-collision-free system while new vehicles on arrival are
added to the problem.
The rear-end-collision-free property in the decentralised formulation shown here is
handled by the simple time-headway safety constraints and the upstream sequencing
when hard prediction tails are shared.
5.6.1 Problem formulation
In this problem, the vehicles are only able to gain information about their surroundings
from within a given vicinity. For example, assume that a vehicle in question (ego vehicle)
is moving into a cross junction (see Figure 5.11). The detection area within which the ego
vehicle is able to gather information is a square-shaped area centred on the front of the
vehicle box extending in all direction with the length of range lR (see Figure 5.11). Note
that this is the detection area where the range on the 2D plane is calculated in an l∞-norm
sense (the range in an l2-norm sense would be a circular area). From the viewpoint of the
ego vehicle n, vehicles in this detection area are elements of the in-range set NinR(n).
NinR(n) =
{















where the 2D Cartesian coordinates are calculated from the map (2.2) or, alternatively,
from the 1D position in (2.3).
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Figure 5.11: Detection area of an ego vehicle, with a square-shaped detection area.
The sequence in which the vehicles optimise is obtained from their order of appearance
at the arm inlets. Vehicles follow the control sequence chosen upstream, opposite to the
direction of traffic, (vehicles closest to the outlet end of the road optimise first, and vice
versa). This is important because vehicles have only non-negative speeds; hypothetically,
if the plans were calculated the other way around, the front vehicle could be forced into
an unwanted or unsafe situation (similar to tail gating).
Let the sequence be S; the i-th element of this partially ordered set is the individual
car Si ∈ N , i = {1 . . . N}. This defines the order in which the optimisations are solved
and provides a hierarchical structure to the control problem. The appearance time of the
vehicles is used to determine the sequence; for vehicle n this is tapp n. The appearance
time is a known because it is pre-generated and sampled from the inlet distribution (see
Section 4.3.3 and Appendix B). Alternatively, it can be determined from the vehicle
positions:
tapp n = min{t | sn(t) = sentry}, (5.15)
where the junction arm entry position is sentry. Note that the vehicles are entering through
the same inlet position (sentry) but on different junction arms. The sequence starts with
the index of the vehicle, which appears the earliest; each next element is defined in (5.16),
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Algorithm 1 Vehicle control
Obtain vehicle measurements xn(k), ∀n ∈ N
Initialise sequence counter i = 1
for n ∈ Si do
Receive broadcasted solutions in range, x∗p, u∗p, ∀p ∈ (NinR(n) ∩NTx)
Solve optimisation (e.g. MPC 5.5) with vehicles NinR(n)
Transmit solution x∗n, u∗n in effective radius
Increment sequence counter i = i+ 1
end for
return u∗n(k|k), ∀n ∈ N to simulation engine
as follows:
S1 = arg min
n
tapp n, (5.16a)
tapp n=Si ≤ tapp n=Si+1 , i ∈ {1 . . . (N − 1)}, (5.16b)
which makes S a partially ordered set that orders vehicles in an upstream sequence on
their respective road.
The vehicles that already optimised (in the current time step) broadcast without delay
their own trajectory choices over their finite horizon x∗p, u∗p, p ∈ NTx(k), where the set of
vehicle indices that already transmitted their results at k control period is NTx(k). The
next vehicle to optimise with index n is able to receive broadcast results of other vehicles
and fix these prediction tails in its own optimisation if the transmissions were in range,
∀p ∈ (NinR(n) ∩ NTx). When both prediction tails of a pair of vehicles to be considered
in an optimisation are fixed, the interaction constraints between them are removed from
this optimisation because they are already satisfied.
Vehicle interactions within range of and with respect to the individual ego vehicle n are
formulated with the help of the set ‘vehicles in range’ NinR(n), namely NCFI(n), NJCI(n),
NJCIagents(n) and NBoxAgents(n); these sets available for the ego vehicle, for simplicity, are
obtained from the global sets in the simulation by considering the in-range condition; for
example:
NCFI(n) = {(p, q) ∈ NCFI | p ∈ NinR(n), q ∈ NinR(n)}. (5.17)
Following the above logic, NJCI(n) can be generated while NJCIagents(n) represents the set
of unique vehicle indices inside NJCI(n).
The structure of the MPC is detailed for the decentralisation framework in MPC 5.5 for
ego vehicle n, the original formulation was based on the orthogonal decoupling example.
Finally, Algorithm 1 shows the vehicle control at k control time step with the sequential
optimisation.
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s.t. ∀j ∈ {0 . . . (Np − 1)}, ∀p ∈ NinR(n), p /∈ NTx) :
xp (k|k) = xp (k)
xp (k + j + 1|k) = A xp (k + j|k) +B up (k + j|k)
(xp, up) ∈ Xp × Up
∀p ∈ NinR(n), p ∈ NTx :
xp (k|k) = xp (k)
xp (k + j + 1|k) = x∗p (k + j + 1|k)
up (k + j|k) = u∗p (k + j|k)
∀(p, q) ∈ NCFI(n), p /∈ NTx, q /∈ NTx :
(4.3)
∀p ∈ NJCIagents(n), ∃{p, q} ∈ NJCI(n), p /∈ NTx, q /∈ NTx :
(5.1a)–(5.1d)
and ∀{p, q} ∈ NJCI(n), p /∈ NTx, q /∈ NTx :
(5.2)
and ∀p ∈ NBoxAgents(n), p /∈ NTx :
(4.22a)–(4.22b).
5.6.2 Numerical tests
In the simulations, a centralised control case for baseline results and two types of decent-
ralised approaches are considered. The first decentralised approach is the one described in
Section 5.6.1, in which the prediction horizons are shared between vehicles within range.
The second decentralised approach is when the prediction horizons are only shared when
the vehicles are within the vicinity of the junction (within the detection area; see Fig-
ure 5.12). In this case, NTx is redefined with an added position requirement:
NTx =
{















where the coordinates of the junction are xjunc and yjunc. In this case, vehicles are co-














Figure 5.12: Prediction horizon tails shared between vehicles shown with connecting lines; ego
vehicles, which received shared results are indicated by their square detection areas.
for the right-of-way arbitration. This could alleviate the burden of sequencing for many
vehicles in the junction area—the more vehicles there are in the sequence, the longer it
would take to complete all individual optimisations due to sequential dependencies. For
example, the vehicles far from the junction (farther than lR) are not required to wait for
communication; they may do their optimisation parallel without cross-dependency. This
decouples vehicle decisions outside of the junction vicinity.
The previously shown OD and TW approaches were tested for the decentralised con-
trol. For OD, the modifications to obtain the decentralised MPC formulation were presen-
ted in MPC 5.5; for TW, the same steps have been taken, and the formulation include
only vehicles and interactions within the detection area from the viewpoint of the ego
vehicle. TW formulation has exhibited sensitive behaviours, especially for circular de-
tection ranges with the decentralised formulation, likely due to the partial view of the
cross junction, which occasionally led to infeasibility. The detection area was chosen to
be square-shaped, to ease the sensitivity of the decentralised TW, which provided better
results. Even with this choice, however, the decentralised TW reached an infeasible agent
optimisation at high traffic densities after a long simulation length t ≈ 35 minutes for
both TW decentralisation approaches. Considering the rarity of this event it is difficult
to profile its origin.
In Figure 5.13, simulation results are shown as colour-coded densities instead of being
depicted through the immense number of vehicle trajectories. The simulations were run
for a 3600 s session for OD and TW formulations with Np = 12 horizon length, lR = 30 m
and added passing completion constraints. The symmetric inlets were injecting vehicle
flows with each distribution defined with the parameters of minimum 10 vehh , maximum
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1400 vehh and mean 500
veh
h , corresponding to medium average flows with low traffic density.
Desired speeds were randomly chosen with uniform distribution from the [7, 9] ms−1 range.
In Figure 5.13 a small but clear speed dip can be seen on the left side, this originates
from the passing completion condition, which makes the vehicles, arriving to the junction,
initiate a slow-down phase because, at this point, it is impossible to plan the junction
passing since the vehicle cannot yet verify if it can leave the junction. There are no
significant differences between the OD and TW formulations. The centralised solution
achieves the best system-wide cost while the two decentralised approaches show increased
control action closer in the junction. Consequently, after it is verified that the junction
crossing can be completed, the vehicles speed up in the decentralised formulation, because
the detection area of the ego vehicles do not yet cover the junction. When a vehicle gets
close to the junction, it can start to arbitrate with other vehicles in range resulting in a
second slow-down region for the decentralised formulations. This second slow-down phase
yields lower speeds before the junction than in the centralised case. A slight difference
can be seen between the cases where all possible horizons are shared in an upstream
direction and those where they are restricted to the vicinity of the junction. This yields
slightly lower minimum average speeds before the junction, which is in line with the missed
opportunity to obtain more downstream information.
Figure 5.14 displays congested traffic cases where both inlet distributions were set to
parameters corresponding to high traffic density—minimum 10 vehh , maximum 1400
veh
h
and mean 1300 vehh . Both decentralised TW formulations reached infeasibility at the same
simulation point that being t ≈ 35 minutes. This is attributed to the sensitivity of TW
rather than vehicles colliding; the conflicting hard constraints in the problem render this
control infeasible. The unexpected issue was showing conflicts in mid-horizon, leading
to the conclusion that either the sequence order was inappropriate for the formulation
or the numerical rounding errors aggregated on the shared plans until a hard constraint
was violated. This means that the orthogonal decoupling, which shows better robustness
properties, is favoured for use as a decentralised approach.
This congested case meant that the inlet could not achieve the desired vehicle injec-
tion flow because there was occasionally no available free space in which to place the
new vehicles. However, the junction had developed a stable and continuous but low
throughput. The number of vehicles that could not be introduced at the inlets due to the
congestion were discarded but registered. As an analysis method, the registered number
of discarded vehicles were summed up road-wise (on junction arm1 and arm2) for a final
comparison (see Table 5.5). The close numbers within the pairs show that the roads were
having a symmetric average flow with similar inlet distributions. Evidently, both roads,





























































































































Figure 5.13: Vehicle trajectory densities for OD in (a), (c) and (e) and for TW formulation in
(b), (d) and (f); (a) and (b) show the centralised results; (c) and (d) show the decentralised
results with prediction-horizon sharing; (e) and (f) show the the decentralised results with
horizon sharing only at the junction.
centralised decentralised 1 decentralised 2
OD 576 – 577 574 – 574 570 – 574
TW 576 – 565 332 – 333 333 – 331
Table 5.5: The pairs of numbers correspond to the numbers of discarded vehicles on junction
arm1 and junction arm2 throughout the each simulation. Distributed TW simulations were
stopped at 35 minutes; for all other cases the simulation times correspond to 60 minutes of
traffic. The even numbers within the pairs show, on average, fair junction arbitration.
Furthermore, in the aggregated trajectory density graphs shown in Figure 5.14, the
vehicles travelled with a stationary speed in the congested road section before they could
arbitrate their junction-crossing orders. Recall that the speed-position figures are gen-
erated as overlaid trajectories from both junction arms; since the flow of vehicles as the
trajectory densities are coinciding and no disjoint density peaks can be seen on the figures,
this allows the conclusion that the junction arm flows are fair, thus, the arbitration is fair.
For the centralised control, it is easy to see the existence of cooperation and fairness; if
more vehicles are on a junction arm than the other and they are moving slowly then their
cost of not travelling at their desired speed is high and aggregated. This makes the more
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Figure 5.14: Congested vehicle trajectory densities for OD in (a), (c) and (e) and for TW
formulation in (b), (d) and (f); (a) and (b) show the centralised results; (c) and (d) show the
decentralised results with prediction horizon sharing; (e) and (f) show the decentralised results
with horizon sharing only at the junction; in (d) and (f) the results are only until the distributed
TW formulations encountered an infeasible optimisation at t ≈ 35 minutes.
fortunate higher-flow traffic be considerate of those on the other junction arm and grant
the congested arm the right of way.
Imagine the situation of ego vehicles travelling on congested junction arms in the
decentralised framework. The detection area of vehicles spans all around them even behind
of them (recall the shape of the detection area, Figure 5.12). It may be argued that there is
no specific reason to include vehicles behind the ego vehicle in the optimisation; however,
this allows a cost pressure to be generated on the vehicles. As with the centralised case
when the flow on one junction arm suffers more than that on the other, the arbitration
follows cooperative fairness proven also by the balanced drop numbers in Table 5.5. This
fairness element makes the method more like a locally centralised control scheme while




This chapter discussed performance enhancements and improved scaling formulations
based on agent-wise hyperplanes exploiting the structure of the cross junction obstacle
shapes in the collision sets. The removal of redundant hyperplanes and their binary vari-
ables allowed for the achievement of higher optimisation speeds. With using the same
considerations, a time-window allocation approach was shown to operate with just a single
connecting separating-hyperplane binary relation. Two added binary causality constraint
approaches were shown, in which reducing the degree of freedom led to slightly lower
computation times at the cost of lower flows in dense traffic. Furthermore, by adding bin-
ary constraints, that incorporate car-following relations into junction arbitration revealed
no benefit and only increased the overhead time. Finally, the decentralised formulation
proved the emergence of cooperative fairness in the cross junction arbitration and traffic
flows with sequentially shared MPC predictions between vehicles. In this approach, or-





In Chapter 2, a mixed-integer MPC relaxation formulation was developed for central-
ised autonomous driving with positive control-invariant safety constraints based on the
time-headway parameter for Y-junction merging. Corner-cutting prevention was added
to account for the worst-case leader-vehicle dynamics, making no optimistic assumptions
about leader dynamics for one control time step. The recursive feasibility of the MPC
algorithm was theoretically, and later numerically, verified. Decision graphs were created
showing the dependency of decisions on inter-vehicle gaps and relative priority weight-
ing. These vehicle-order decisions were shown to be dependent on the distance from the
merging point and, after a limit distance, they settled to a periodic relation with un-
derlying phase property. In line with expectations, numerical examples with multiple
vehicles showed that changing relative vehicle weightings affected the merging order, and
the control framework accomplished vehicle cooperation.
Chapter 3 inspected the cost function of the control method, where the stability proof
could be shown for an l1-norm terminal-cost-based objective function. Furthermore, the
l1-norm-based formulation has a soft behaviour that can be tuned to coincide with the
‘running-cost’ formulation with hard terminal set constraints of simple time-headway
safety, also providing the stability proof for the later formulation. This is due to the
‘running-cost’ being one of the three cases from the decomposed l1-norm form. Further-
more, the tuning and choice of the simple time headway give the vehicle trajectories a
distinct near-obstacle deceleration that was found to safeguard obstacle avoidance for
very short horizon controls and give a softer slow-down-approach phase for longer hori-
zons. To promote earlier merging actions than what the horizon length would dictate and
to smoothly comb vehicles from the merging junction arms, a soft pre-merging heuristic
was formulated to heuristically minimise future vehicle-state conflicts through added cost
terms. Additionally, minimal and maximum speed bound regions were formulated with
the safe time headway and corner-cutting prevention using the mixed-integer formulation.
Cross-junction multi-agent simulations were tackled in Chapter 4, which largely ad-
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dressed the numerical considerations for and aspects of the problems. Three policies
were shown: baseline, FCFS and soft pre-avoidance. The baseline policy has the advant-
age of full adaptability in vehicle-order changes while, in contrast, FCFS used pre-fixed
vehicle-order heuristics, allowing lower computational cost but less adaptability. The soft
pre-avoidance policy showed increased control actions before getting near the junction
and less intense vehicle interactions near the junction region with, on average, higher
possible crossing speeds achievable through the junction. To avoid potential junction-
blocking configurations, which could result in a deadlock situation, box-junction related
constraints were formulated to prevent vehicles from starting their crossing manoeuvre if
they are unable to complete it within their finite horizon plan.
Chapter 5 first inspected a performance increase stemming from the removal of mul-
tiple definitions of redundant obstacle constraints. This is because the structure of the
cross-junction problem allows for simplifications in the general case with orthogonal de-
coupling between vehicles. Moreover, using the same hyperplanes, a time-window re-
source allocation policy was formulated with regard to the previous considerations for
the problem structure. Two redundant binary constraint techniques were added. One
removed some degrees-of-freedom using problem causality and, thus, slightly lowered
computational cost (but in some cases also decreased the traffic flow). The other used
car-following considerations in junction-crossing interactions; this failed to give any prac-
tical performance increase, adding only overhead to the problem. Finally, decentralised
control approaches were shown, in which every vehicle has a restricted field of perception
and range of communication. Vehicles were able to maintain safe junction crossings with
the orthogonal-decoupling formulation but failed to do so in a rare event employing time-
window formulation. The key element is that, before committing to cross the junction,
vehicles must agree on the right-of-way by sharing sequentially their own and considering
received predicted plans.
6.1 Future works
Future works may use the proposed mixed-integer MPC framework for high-quality pre-
dictive vehicle control even in real autonomous driving cases by extending the formulation
with robust control tools to guard against uncertainties and cast the problem robustly
feasible. An application of the control to real-world cases may require additional elements
of efficient relaxations [38] and highly tailored MPC algorithms [81] that exploit problem
structure, warm start and early termination. Furthermore, good heuristics can prime
the branch-and-bound search, increasing computation speed through techniques such as
shared (networked) perception and deep learning.
The framework introduced in this thesis is concerned with the atomic junction blocks.
In real-world structures, several of these atomic blocks (e.g. mergings, crossings, and
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multi-lanes roads) are present, which could be handled by an enhanced version of the
proposed control algorithm. Furthermore, it is noted that the predictive nature of the
control resembles to that of human driving; however, the exact parameters of objective
function and the length, accuracy and resolution of the horizon in human processing
and decision-making are potential research topics. In that case, using predictive control
models to simulate traffic in road networks could closely capture the real traffic tendencies
of conventional, non-autonomous vehicles.
In more detailed future works, specific features could and should be improved to obtain
better efficiency.
In Y-junction merging, for example, constraint redundancy could be exploited with
the orthogonal decoupling between vehicles from Chapter 5. This could increase compu-
tational performance and allow for a greater number of vehicles to be considered in real
time. Using the decentralised framework could further increase the scaling possibilities of
this method.
Additional techniques from mixed-integer programming (e.g. move blocking) and fur-
ther binary tightening could be used to find trends and trade-offs between prediction qual-
ity and control-performance quality. Warm starting and early terminating the method
could also be beneficial by creating a custom-made solver algorithm with further features
added, such as penalising changes to previously predicted plan states.
Within the decentralised framework, the vehicles sharing their plans and acting differ-
ently in the junction only caused problems on a few occasions. This could indicate that,
not all intentions need to be continuously communicated in cases where these intentions
are clear and decided by natural opportunities in the traffic. Thus, only a very limited
amount of communication may be necessary for deciding vehicle-crossing orders even in
intense traffic. In human-driving scenarios, the limited amount of communication usually
takes the form of meta-communication of intentions with a light beam, carefully wait-
ing, and trying (slow-rolling) arbitration or driver head and gaze tracking. Employing
an objective to maintain space and time clearance from situations requiring arbitration
and communication has the chance to form similar result to the soft pre-avoidance policy,
which partially achieved a distinct clearance from conflicting states all-together, resulting
in more fluid junction crossings.
As an extension of the box junction, a better junction-approaching phase can be imple-
mented with anticipating dynamically changing visibility (field-of-view) through the hori-
zon and tailoring the passing completion feature in the decentralised case; an out-of-range
vehicle cannot be detected through either radio communication or visual observation, but
speculatively expected to be detectable further ahead in the prediction. The implement-
ation could follow the idea of shadow-region method in [56]. Early results showed that in
cluttered junction areas, (see Figure 6.1), flow might suffer due to vision-blocking elements
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Figure 6.1: Cluttered junction area that requires a careful approach due to a reduced field-of-
vision.
in the environment that force drivers to assume worst-case scenarios about the traffic on
the intersecting junction arm in each time step. In summary a confident driving style
could be chosen when a speculated optimistic traffic situation is assumed further ahead
the horizon close to the intersection and where the gradual increase of the field-of-view is
considered as the function of predicted junction proximity. The dynamic change in the
field-of-view over the prediction horizon can also affect the plans in wider applications,
for example, if the communication link strength is incorporated in the control problem
where the millimetre-wave communication bears propagation properties resembling to the
properties of visible light. It is expected for this reason that the environment in junc-
tion surroundings, affecting the field-of-view, has direct impact on junction bandwidth in
general.
Furthermore, high-fidelity vehicle communication models could be imposed on top of
the MPC vehicle control, adding varying delays on the information exchange. Improve-
ment on model details could be formulated considering link strength and bandwidth, ac-
quiring a link earlier to exchange plans and horizons, exchanging far-ahead traffic states,
predicting and evaluating future traffic affecting route choices.
Future works, in summary, are promising in the field of automation and the proposed
mixed-integer MPC framework could mark the beginning and act as the basis of a new




A.1 Added binary constraints results








constraints Mean Max. Min. Std.
OD
- Np = 6 14.51 106.68 5.56 5.39 719.69
a Np = 6 13.03 42.61 5.52 5.15 719.69
b Np = 6 14.28 26.63 5.48 3.93 719.69
ab Np = 6 13.48 34.03 5.59 5.66 719.69
TW
- Np = 6 13.96 26.05 5.57 3.99 719.69
a Np = 6 12.87 34.22 5.61 5.28 719.69
b Np = 6 13.85 26.24 5.40 3.88 719.69
ab Np = 6 13.22 33.16 5.55 5.16 719.69
OD
- Np = 12 132.10 231.18 57.92 25.28 719.49
a Np = 12 132.77 258.43 71.72 34.72 719.49
b Np = 12 143.36 249.74 66.98 27.19 719.49
ab Np = 12 137.30 259.50 73.95 33.92 719.49
TW
- Np = 12 132.47 270.91 53.84 24.15 719.49
a Np = 12 139.65 244.18 72.61 40.80 719.49
b Np = 12 129.31 207.65 71.63 20.69 719.49
ab Np = 12 134.77 222.56 73.81 37.50 719.49
Table A.1: Computational time and flows are shown for 600 s simulations with tags OD
(orthogonal decoupled) and TW (time window), respectively, with Np = {6, 12} horizons in
the 8-loop. The test cases are: [-] without added constraints; [a] with added binary causality
constraints; [b] with car-following related added binary constraints; [ab] with both types of added
binary constraints. The number of cars was 10 with ρ = 50 vehkm
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constraints Mean Max. Min. Std.
OD
- Np = 6 13.08 37.63 8.32 6.28 552.57
a Np = 6 11.43 63.80 6.17 6.55 480.59
b Np = 6 13.21 42.87 8.05 6.61 552.57
ab Np = 6 11.56 54.68 6.39 6.58 480.59
TW
- Np = 6 13.31 37.26 7.79 5.09 553.14
a Np = 6 14.69 35.10 7.50 5.49 553.14
b Np = 6 14.10 41.42 7.84 5.76 553.14
ab Np = 6 14.76 37.50 7.61 5.62 553.14
OD
- Np = 12 145.01 251.07 75.02 29.93 598.77
a Np = 12 160.65 294.61 74.46 41.70 598.81
b Np = 12 152.51 254.33 80.19 31.01 598.81
ab Np = 12 164.51 310.32 74.55 44.97 598.81
TW
- Np = 12 146.88 271.55 74.48 33.73 608.78
a Np = 12 161.25 320.62 59.85 44.61 605.03
b Np = 12 148.04 266.54 80.64 30.74 608.78
ab Np = 12 157.80 291.35 70.18 42.93 605.80
Table A.2: Computational time and flows are shown for 600 s simulations with tags OD
(orthogonal decoupled) and TW (time window), respectively, with Np = {6, 12} horizons in
the 8-loop. The test cases are: [-] without added constraints; [a] with added binary causality
constraints; [b] with car-following related added binary constraints; [ab] with both types of added
binary constraints. The number of cars was 10 with ρ = 100 vehkm
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constraints Mean Max. Min. Std.
OD
- Np = 6 13.51 47.03 7.75 6.12 378.76
a Np = 6 10.13 60.66 6.15 9.01 342.42
b Np = 6 13.76 42.42 7.87 6.20 378.76
ab Np = 6 10.24 55.25 6.27 8.96 342.42
TW
- Np = 6 17.11 44.59 7.84 7.99 399.30
a Np = 6 15.31 42.73 6.59 6.60 399.30
b Np = 6 16.27 50.99 7.83 7.49 399.30
ab Np = 6 15.35 42.14 6.66 6.50 399.30
OD
- Np = 12 130.44 246.08 63.57 33.62 463.40
a Np = 12 133.03 327.05 11.22 53.07 457.05
b Np = 12 138.08 238.83 68.92 34.96 463.78
ab Np = 12 135.21 318.77 11.60 51.86 459.73
TW
- Np = 12 137.15 239.73 68.64 33.50 463.76
a Np = 12 142.09 272.48 57.66 45.31 463.76
b Np = 12 139.22 252.23 55.02 38.52 487.12
ab Np = 12 139.62 266.52 59.32 48.57 463.76
Table A.3: Computational time and flows are shown for 600 s simulations with tags OD
(orthogonal decoupled) and TW (time window), respectively, with Np = {6, 12} horizons in
the 8-loop. The test cases are: [-] without added constraints; [a] with added binary causality
constraints; [b] with car-following related added binary constraints; [ab] with both types of added




Appendix: Road inlet flow generation
For traffic simulation purposes a vehicle arrival model can be used to generate the traffic
flow at road inlets.
This appendix aims to enumerate the Poisson distribution, as well as the closely re-
lated negative exponential distribution and its relevant measures [10], to then derive the
general truncated exponential distribution for vehicle flow at the junction inlets. By us-
ing the design parameters of the truncated exponential distribution, random numbers are
generated via the quantile function sampling.
Definitions and relations that are repeatedly used in the derivations are collected first
[10].




x f (x) dx,
where the Probability Density Function (PDF) is f of the hypothetical outcome x. In the





with the probability mass function f of discrete hypothetical outcomes xi.
The variance or second central moment (standard deviation squared σ2) of a random
variable X is as follows:
Var [X] = E
[






− E [X]2 . (B.1)
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The next integral is:∫
xeαx dx,
which is solved with integration by parts:∫
u (x) v′ (x) dx = u (x) v (x)−
∫
v (x) u (x) dx
with substitution of:
u (x) = x; u′ (x) = 1
v′ (x) = eαx; v (x) =
∫





















The following integral is:∫
x2eαx dx,
which similarly can be solved using integration by parts, with substitution of:
u (x) = x; u′ (x) = 1
v′ (x) = xeαx; v (x) =
∫























































Poisson distribution describes the probability of discrete events observed in identical
consecutive intervals (i.e. the number of vehicles arriving at a fixed point in the road
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within a defined time period).





for the number of hypothetical discrete events xi = 0, 1, 2 . . . (number of vehicles arriving)
which occurs with the expected rate value (average number of arrivings) λ > 0 over the
interval.



























= λe−λe = λ.
Using the following expected value identity:






= E [X (X − 1) +X] = E [X (X − 1)] + E [X] ,
where
E [X (X − 1)] =
∞∑
x=0
x (x− 1) f(x) =
∞∑
x=2








= λ2e−λeλ = λ2.
Thus, by substituting back the above results into (B.1), the variance yields:




− E [X]2 = E [X (X − 1)] + E [X]− E [X]2 = λ.
In summary:
E [X] = λ
Var [X] = λ.
One may be more inclined to obtain the distribution of ∆t time gaps between the
discrete events (continuous measure) rather than the number of events over a fixed interval.
This formulation of the Poisson process is known as exponential distribution with the
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probability distribution function:
f (y) = λe−λy,
where the rate parameter is λ > 0 and y is defined over [0,∞) interval. Since the PDF of
exponential distribution is continuous, for Y exponentially distributed random variable
the mean and variance over the semi-infinite interval:
E [Y ] =
∫ ∞
0




This expression can be solved using the integration-by-parts identity:∫
u (x) v′ (x) dx = u (x) v (x)−
∫
v (x) u (x) dx
with a substitution of:
u (x) = x; u′ (x) = 1
v′ (x) = eαx; v (x) =
∫





















E [Y ] =
∫ ∞
0











In case of the variance:
Var [Y ] =
∫ ∞
0




Finally, using the integral (B.4) and the expected value sub-results from above:
Var [Y ] =
∫ ∞
0











= 2λ−2 − λ−2 = λ−2.
In summary:
E [Y ] = λ−1
Var [Y ] = λ−2.
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Remark: The inlet can now generate vehicle-arrival time gaps according to an expo-
nential distribution over the interval of [0,∞). However, with relatively low probability,
very high following times could occur, resulting in a rather uneventful simulation. On the
other hand, generating vehicle arrival times close to each other would mean that a vehicle
cannot yet physically leave the space on the road before the next agent would have to
appear in that same spot. This phenomenon remains a disadvantageous characteristic of
the inlet with a hard demand on vehicles appearing, whereby adding a lower bound on
the following times decreases the number of hard exceptions to be treated.
For more general and flexible settings on the inlet mechanism, a lower- and upper-
truncated exponential distribution is formulated with a settable mean. This distribution






eϕz, a < Z ≤ b
0, otherwise
where the lower limit is a and the upper limit of truncation is b, moreover, b− a > 0; the
parameters defining the general shape of the PDF are ϕ and ψ.





Moreover, the PDF is chosen to give:
F (a) = 0 (B.5)
F (b) = 1. (B.6)
One more design element is the mean value ω which must lie within the boundaries




z f (z) dz = ω
First, (B.5) and (B.6) conditions are met by:∫ b
a
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ψ = eϕb − eϕa. (B.7)








































which contains ϕ in an implicit manner and can be solved with a generic numerical solver
(e.g. fzero in Matlab). This truncation is formulated only for practical use; better variable
choices and more elegant formulae can be obtained.
The derived truncated distribution can describe not only truncated negative expo-
nential distributions but also positive exponential distributions, which would apply, for
example, if vehicles were tend to have longer following times more often than short ones.
In traffic flows, however, this is not a characteristic trend; in fact, vehicles tend to have
short following times more often, resulting in negative exponential trends.


















, 0 ≤ p < 1
where the probability is p.
After substituting p element wise from a vector of uniformly distributed random num-
bers, with elements on a [0, 1) interval, a sampled, truncated, exponentially distributed
random number vector can be generated for the vehicle headway times.
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Figure B.1: Random ∆t vehicle following times drawn from a distribution
B.2 Sample example











or, alternatively, ∆t vehicle following times:
∆tmin = Q
−1
max = 3.6 s
∆tmean = Q
−1
mean = 7.2 s
∆tmax = Q
−1
min = 36 s
giving problem specific variables a = ∆tmin, b = ∆tmax and ω = ∆tmean, then calculating
ϕ = 0.2775 and ψ = 0.3682, which define the distribution parameters.
As an exercise, 1000 samples are drawn from the distribution specified above (shown
on Figure B.1), which result in the mean E [∆t] = 7.383 s and Var [∆t] = 3.8694 s.
Vehicle-arrival times can then be calculated by cumulatively summing the random ∆t
time gaps sampled from the distribution and repeating this for other road inlets which
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